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I. SUMMARY

Water content in the ìung is determ.i ned by rates of flujd
fi ltratìon and removal. Under normal conditions both rates are

smal l and cancel each other out so that there .i s no net
accumulation of f luid in the lung. An increase in jung water, at
a given mi crovascu I ar pressure, implìes an .i nc rease in
fi ltration, a decrease in cìearance, or both, Rate of f lu.i d

filtration (Ju) is governed by the Starling equatjon:

Jv = K¡,c. [(Pc-Pti,r )-o.(nc-nti )]

where, Pc is intravascular hydrostatic pressure, pti,r is
ì ntersti ti al ti ssue fluid pressure, o is the ref 'l ect i on

coefficient for plasma proteìns, and rtc añd Trtt,r are pìasma and

tissue col loid osmotìc pressures, respectively. Fluid removal

(Jr ) is effected primarì ly by the Iymphatics,

Physjologic and pathophysiologic factors affectjng one or

more elements in the Starl ing equation can have substantial
influence on the potential for and rate of fluid accumulation in
the lungs, Increasjng pulmonary blood flow in the absence of
elevated l eft atrial pressure ( such as occurs in exerc.i se),
hypoxia (such as occurs upon ascent to altjtude), and breathìng

pattern ( because of mechanical interdependence between vascular

waìls and lung parenchyma) are only a few of these factors.



The goal of this series of studies is to exami ne some of the

physiologic and pathophysìologìc factors that affect one or more

parameters in the Starling equation, and therefore, enhance or

attenuate f luid accumu I ati on in the I ung under edema formì ng

conditions. Emphasis wi 1ì be placed on attempti ng to identify
mechani sms for.i ncreased fluid filtration rather than on ultimate
outcome. More specifically to determjne the effects of
increasing pulmonary bìood f low, changes in breathing pattern and

'ì evel of ventilatjon, and hypoxìa on rate of edemS formation.

In additjon, an in depth look at the behavior of distensible
vessels (pulmonary arteries ând veins) wjth and withoul smooth

musc i e tone, using computer mode I i ng, js presented.
Subsequently, a multibranched computer model of the pulmonary

ci rculation is deve l oped and a deta i I ed discussjon of the

mechani sms (recruitment and dìstensibility) responsible for the

characteristic behav i o r of the pu I monary circulat,ion under

physìologic and pathophys ì o l og i c conditions is entertained.

We first deveìoped an ín situ left upper 'l obe preparation,

'i n dogs, that enabled us to monitor lung weight contjnuously

vJhile pulmonary vascular pressures and flow could be accurately

control led and manjpulated, A major advantage to our preparation

is thât changes in pulmonary blood f low and vasculâr pressures,

or lung voìume in the experìmental lobe had virtually no effect
on other variables such as systemìc blood pressure and arterial
blood gas lensions outside the lobe. Accordingly, many of the



variables that confound interpretation of results in intact
preparations $/ere eliminated, As an adjunct to this basic

preparation we have establ ished that the hydrostatic pressure at

the filtration sjte, effectjve filtratjon pressure (EFP), can be

accuratel y estimated over the entirê relevant range of pulmonary

blood flow (up to 5 times normal ) by the arte|i al occlusjon

technìque (CHAPTER 4). This permitted the very simple and

frequent determination of EFP as experìmental varjables were

changed

Longitudinal distríbutíon of pulnonary vascular resistance,

The IongiLudinal distribution of pulmonary vascular resi stance

(PVR) has long been a subject of investìgation. The proportion

of resìstance contrì buted by vascular segments upstream to and

downstream from specìfic anatomic and functional sites has been

assessed jn a large number of studies using a variety of

techniques. The partitionìn9 of PVR relative to the fluid
filtration site js of particulali mportance; for a given set of
'i nf Iow and outflow pressures the distribution of res'i stance

determi nes the intravascular pressure at the fi ltration site, and

hence the potential for, and rate of, edema formation. Several

previous studìes addressed this question at normal, or near

normal, flow rates. Despite marked dìfferences in experjmental

design, ¿he results were quite simi la i ndicating that the

pressure at the fluid fi ltratjon site is approximateìy midway

between pulmonary arterìal and left atrìal pressures.



By contrast, there is Iittìe in fo rmat i on about the
distrjbution of puìmonary vascuìar resistance, relative to fluid
fiìtratìon sìte, under condjtions of very high pulmonary blood

flow. There is reason to bel ieve that it may be djfferent.
Because arte r i es are s i tuated upstream al ong the vascu lar
pathway, they are subject to a grea¿er increase in pressure as

flow i ncreases, The relation between pressure and

cross-secti onal area al so var i es cons i de rab ly ìn d i ffe rent
segments along the pulmonary vascujar tree

Our results jndìcate that during high pulmonary blood flow

EFP js closer to PA pressure than it is to left atrial (LA)

pressure, and that this becomes progressiiely more so as a

function of f low. As a result the lung accumuj ates edema at, flow

rates in excess of four tìmes normal, despìte a normal Ieft
atr.i a1 pressure,

Effect of tidal volune and PEEP, As opposed to the

extensive I iterature on the effects of sustajned changes in lung

volume (e.g. by PEEP and CPAP), on edema formation and

resolutjon, there is Iittle ìnformation on the effect of cycìic
changes in lung voìume on lung fluìd dynamics. In order to
maintain adequate venti lation, it is necessary to cycle lung

vol ume. There is a vari ety of ti dal vol ume/frequency

combinations by which a given al veol ar venti I ati on can be

achieved. Because of the profound effect of lung volume on

almost al I fac¿ors (Starl ing factors) that govern lung fluid



filtration and removal , it is quìte reasonable to suspect that

breathing pattern influences rate of edema formation (AW/A¿)

under edematogeni c conditions. It is conventional to venti late
pati ents ì n pu lmonary edema wi th fai rl y I arge ti dal vol umes

desp i te high dìstending pressures, a I though the spontaneous

breathing pattern of patients in pulmonary edema is rapid and

shal l ow, It has not been establ ì shed, however, whether th is
'i mposed pattern ìs supe|i or to the natural response pattern wìth

respect to edema format ion

Usìng the same preparatìon, we were able to show that, for a

given fi llration pressure, venti lating the lung with largêr tidal
voìumes was associated with greater AW/Àt as compared to base

line, Interestingly, when operating (i.e, mean) lung volume was

increased from base 7ine, using PEEP, to match that of the Iarge

tidal volume, AWlÀt changed in the opposite di rection, This

confj rmed that the pattern of ventilation inf ìuences LW/Lt

through mechanisms that are independent of changes in operatìng

I ung volume.

Effect of alveolar hypoxia. The effect of alveolar hypoxia

on the pulmonary circulation has al so been extensìveìy

i nvestj gated. Whi le there ìs agreement that the predomi nant

vasoconstrictor effect of hypoxìa is at the arterial level, there

'i s no agreement on whether hypoxìa causes venoconstriction or has

a direct effect on capi ìlary permeabì1ity,



ln rev ì ewi ng exi sti ng ev idence on the effect of aj veol ar

hypoxia on permeabì ì ity one cannot exclude that the observed

increase in fluid flux could not have been attnibuted ¿o changes

in EFP. Because of the complex and somewhat uncertain effects of
aìveolar hypoxìa on the paral lel and longitudinal djstrjbutions
of puìmonary vascuìar resistance, it is not possìble to obtain an

accurate estj mate of mi crovascu I ar fì ltratjon pressure during
hypoxia in the presence of even modest levejs of blood f low.

Accordingly, usìng a modìfication of our basic, preparatjon we

have studied the effect of alveolar hypoxia on flujd flux in dog

'ì ungs under conditions of very low flow rates, where hydrostatic
fj ltration p ressu re can be control I ed and est i mated with
ce rtai nty.

Our results indìcate that alveolar hypoxia does not alter
the threshold for edema formation or the rate of edema formation

at a given microvascular pressure.

Arterial occlusion versus isofi ltration pulmonary capi t tary
pressures, When the arterjaì supply to a lobe ìs suddenly

occluded, inflow pressure decl ines in two djstinct stages, an

iniùial rapid decl ine fol ìowed by a gradual decl ine. The point

of inflectjon ( between the fast and slow components) descrjbes

the pressure at the site of major compl iance ìn the pulmonary

ci rcu ìatj on ( PM ) , We wi shed to determi ne how pu , as determi ned

by arterial occlusìon, relates to EFP in our preparat.i on.

Sìmi larity between Prr and EFP would have two sìgnìfìcant



'impl ications: Fi rst, it would establ ish that the sjtes of fluid
fi ltration and major compl iance are the same. Second, Ít would

great ly facilitate the measu rement of EFp since arteri al
occlusìon is very sìmpìe, and rapìd (ca. 2-3 seconds) to achìeve,

whereas gravìmetric techniques are very cumbersome,

Our results indicate that the arterial occlusìon technique
yields a pressure that ìs equìvalent to EFp even during very high
pulmonary blood f low, where the ìongitudinal distrjbution of
resistance ìs quite different from that obtai ned durìng normai

flow,

Distensibí I ity and pressure-flow relationship of the
pulnonary circulation. Single yesseT nodel, To ascertaìn the

relative contri buti ons of vascu I ar dìstensibi I ity and

non-homogeneous behavior within the pulmonary cìrculation to the

distjnctive non-l inear relation between inflow pressure (pi n ) and

flow (F, P-F rel atjon) and between pi n and outflow pressure
(Pout) at constant F (Pin-Pout relatìon), we developed a

multibranched model in whjch the elastic behavior of, and forces
acting on, indìvidual branches can be ìndependentìy varied. We

first describe the methods usêd and the responses of sìngle
components of the larger model, perivascular pressure is modeled

as a function of intravascular and transpulmonary pressures (pv

and Pru, respeclìvely), and vessel length as a funct.i on of lung

volume, These, and the relation between vascular area (,4) and

Pru were modeled prìmarily from dog dala of Smjth and Mitzner (J.



App|. Physiol. 48i450-467, 19gO). Vasomotor tone is modeled as a

radial collapsìng pressure (pr ) in the same plane as prr,r. In
view of lack of information aboul the relation between pr and ,4

for a gìven actìve state, different patterns were assumed wh.i ch

span a wìde range of possible relations. The p-F and pin-pout

relations of single vessels were very sìmi ìar to those reported
for the enti re ìntact circulation. Of note, the sìope of the
Pin-Pour relation in the low pout range (O-S mmHg) was very low

(<0,25) and increased gradua ll y wj th pout , toward un i ty.
Vasomotor tone caused an apparent paralìeì shift in the p_F

relation in the physiologìc f ìo$/ range of the dog (Z-g l/nin)
regardìess of pattern used to model the pr vs. I relation;
different patterns affected Ehe p-F relation only over the low

f low range before the parallel shift was es¿abl ished.

Distensibi I ity and pressure-f7ow relationship of the
pulmonary circulatíon. Multibranched nodel. The contribution of
distensibi I ity and recruitment to the distinctive behavior of the
pulmonary c'i rculation ìs not known. To examine this question we

developed a multibranched model in which an arteriai vascular
bed bifurcates sequentiaì ìy up to I paral lel channels that
converge and reunite at the venous side to end in thê left atrium
(LA). Separating the arterial and venous beds are 8 resistors
representìng the capììlary bed . The elastic behavior of
capì ììaries and extraalveolar vessels were modeled after Fung and

Sobi n ( Ci rc, Res, 30 ;451-490 , 1 972 ) and Smi th and Mi tzner ( J.



Appl. PhysioT. 48(3):450-467, 19gO), respectiveìy. Forces acting
on each component are modified and calculated individua11y thus
enabl ì ng the user to exp ìore the effects of paral le.l and

ìongÍtudinal heterogeneitjes in appl ied forces (e,g, gravi¿y,

vasomotor tone), Mode l predìct.i ons i nd i cate that the
contribution of distensìbi lity to non-linearitjes in the
pressure-fìow (P-F) and lefL atrial-puìmonary artery pressure
(Ple-Pea ) relatjons is substantìaì, whereas gravìty-related
recruitment cont|i butes very I ittle to these ,relatjons. In
additìon, Pla-Pp¡ relations, obtained at a constant f low, have no

discriminating abi I ity in identifyìng the presence or absence of
a waterfa.ì ì along the circulatjon. The p-F relatjon is routìne1y

shifted in a parallel fashion, wjthin the physiologjc fìow range,

whenever extra forces (e.g. ìung volume, tone) are appl ied
uniformly at one or more branching ìeveìs, regardìess of whether

a waterfal I js created. For a given applìed force, the magnitude

of paral Ie1 shift varies with proport.i on of the c.i rculation
subjected to the added force and wjth LA pressure,



TT. CHAPTER I

LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF PULMONARY VASCULAR

RESTSTANCE WITH VERY HIGH PULMONARY BLOOD FLOW



A. BACKGROUND

The longitudinal distribution of puìmonary vascular
resj stance relatjve to the fluid filtratjon sìte in the lung js
of consjderable ìmportance. For a gìven set of inflow and

outflow pressures thìs distribution determines intravascular
pressure at ¿he fi ltration site (effective fi ltration pressure,

EFP) and hence, the potentjaì for and rate of edema formation.
Several studjes have previously addressed thjs qupstìon at normal

or near normaì f lou¿ rates ( 1, 21 , 22, 49), Despite marked

technical djfferences, the results of these stud.j es were quite
simi lar, indicating that EFp is approx.i mately midway between

pulmonary arte|i al and left atrial pressures,

In contrast, the re is ìittle informat.ion about the
djstli bution of pulmonary vascular resistance, relatìve to the

f'l uid fi ltratìon sìte, under conditions of very high pulmonary

blood f low, There are reasons to bel ieve that .i t may be

different, Fi rst, because arteries are sjtuated upstream along

the vascular pathway, they are subjected to a greater increase in
dìstending pressure as flow increases. Second, the relat.i onshìp

between the djstending pressure and cross-sectional area (and

hence, the change ìn resistance for a gìven change in pressure)

also varies consjderably between different segments along the
pulmonary vascular tree (for review see ref, 13),



B. HYPOTHESIS

It has been p rev ì ous 1y shown that pu lmonary arteries
continue to distend with increasìng transmural pressure (pru ),
whereas the d istensi bi l i ty of veins dec reases marked I y at
relatively low Pru, As a result, when pulmonary blood flow
increases, arterìal resistance continues to decrease while venous

resistance remains constant, Vascular pressure at the f.i ltration
site becomes closer to pulmonary artery pressure than left atrial
pressure. This enhances the potenti al for and rate of edema

formation with increasing puìmonary blood flow,

C. MEÏHODS

1. General

A schematic representation of the preparation used is shown

'i n Fìgure 1, An isolated in siLu perfused left upper lobe (LUL)

preparation was used, Mongrel dogs weighing roughìy 2S kg were

anesthetìzed with intravenous sodjum pentobarbital (30 mS/kS body

wt), intubated, and venti ìated with a dual Harvard pump (init.i al

Vr 10- 15 ml /kg, respi ratory rate 10 breaths,/mì n, and SO% 02 ) ,

An arterìal line was inserted into the rìght carotid artery to
monjtor systemic blood pressure (Bp) and to obtain blood gas

samples. A Swan-canz catheten was introduced into the right
external jugular vein and advanced into the main pulmonary



artery (PA). The animaj was then placed in the right lateral
decubitus posìlion and a wjde thoracotomy \./as done in the left
fifth intercos¿al space. Once the thoracic cavity was open the
anjmal was placed on 2.5 cmYz O of positive-end-expìratory
pressure (PEEP) to prevent iung atelectasis..

The main branch of the left lower lobe (LLL) pA was isolated
and ligated at its entrance into the lobe. A ringed "y', shaped

cannula (7 mm I.D., 8 mm O,D, ) was introduced immed.i ately
proximal to the I igature. One opening of this çannula was used

to perfuse the LUL whìle the other open.i ng contained a speciaì

catheter that served two purposes: 1) to obtain lateral inflow
pressure to the LUL and 2) to separate the left and r.i ght
pulmonary ci rculations (see below). A heparin sodìum drìp was

then started through this specìal catheter (the tip of whìch, at
thÍs stage, was stìll at the stem of the y cannula) to prevent

clotting in the cannula. Left atrìal (LA) pressure was moni tored

through a catheter that was ìnserted into the LLL pulmonary vein
and advanced into the LA.

A second cannula v,/as 'i ntroduced into the LLL bronchus,

Through thìs cannula, an 8F Fogarty catheter was i ntroduced and

jnflated with saline at the junction of the Ieft main bronchus

and trachea. Vr to the left lung Ì¡ras adjusted to match the
volume of the LUL. The LLL was then excised. The LUL was

venti lated with a gas ntixture of 5% COz in oxygen whì le the right
ìung contìnued to be venti lated with sox 02 , This combination



was chosen to maintain a constant arterial pCOz (paCOz ) .i n case

Vr to the LUL had to be modjfied. Hìgh concentratjons of oxygen

were used to prevent arteri al p)z (paOz ) from dropp.ì ng

substant ia1 Iy as edema formed. Conti nuous recordi ng of LUL

ajrway pressure (Paw) throughout the respi ratory cycle was

obtai ned th rough a side open i n9 on the bronch.i al cannu I a.

respiratory cycle at end-jnspiration enabl ing us to obtajn
static end-inspì ratory airway pressure (Elp),

A No. 9 endotrâcheal tube was introduced jnto the LA through

the LA appendage and secured. At this point the animaì was ful.l y
heparinjzed ( 300 IU per kg body wt). The LA cannu I a was then

connected to the Y arm with 9 mm Tygon tubing prj med with saline,
and the tubìng was pìaced in a Cobe-Stöckert roì ler pump.

2. Separation of the right and

I eft pul nonary ci rcu1 ations

The left main PA, after it exits from the perìcardÍum,

travels subpleuralìy for about 1 cm before the takeoff of the LUL

branch. A smal I incision in the overlying pleura near the
pericardìai exit, avoìding nerves and lymphatjcs in thìs regìon,

was made, By blunt dissectìon a sjlk thread (No. 2) was passed

around the Ieft main PA.



LPA

LAcan t

\

FIGURE 1. Preparatìon. FT, force transducer; LA, left atrium, LAC, left
atrial catheter; LA can, left atrjaì cannuìa; LiNc, lìnguìa; LLLA, ìeft lower
lobe artery; LPA, left pulmonary artery; LPAC, left pulmonary arterjal
catheter; LUL, left upper lobe; P, pump; PV, pulmonary veìn; RES, reservojr.
fnset, detaìls of tip of LPAC. 0, orìfice for monitoling LpA pressure.

15



The tjp of the speciaj catheter in the y tube consisted of a

smal l sphere, 5 mm ìn diameter connected to a cone with a neck

measuring 2 mm with a base and height of 5 mm each, The t.i p of a

finger from a surgicaì glove was tied to the apex of the cone.

The wi dth of this rubber materiaì was adjusted so that, when

folded over the cone, it did not extend beyond the cone's base,

An aperture jn the catheter near the cone ' s base permitted

measurement of left PA pressure. The catheter was advanced untjl
the narrow neck of this device was at the level of the silk
thread around the left main PA. The thread was then t.i ghtened

until a pressure gradìent was established between the r.i ght, and

'I eft PA without completely occluding the vessel. The roller pump

was then ìmmediately started. Flow rate was adjusted so that
left PA pressure just exceeded right PA pressure, Under these

condìtions the remaining space betvJeen the left pA and the thread

was occluded by expansìon of the rubber membrane, thus

establ ìshìng complete separation between the right and Ieft
circulatjons. At post-mortem, we confi rmed that the neck of the

catheter moved freely inside the I igature so that there was no

undue tension or strangulation of the artery walì.

3. Suspension of the LUL

The LUL ÞJas then prepared for
manner: Four thin rubber patches (

40 mm Iong) were 9ìued with "Krazy"

suspension in the foì lowing

1 mm thick, 12 mm wide, and

glue to the surface of the
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lobe, one on the medial surface and one on the lateraj surface of
each of the LUL proper and the ìingula. Attenlion was paid to
place the patches near the poste|i or surface of the lobe so that
the base was supported. Silk threads were attached around the

free end of each strip, The free anterior tips of the LUL and
'I ìngula were each t.i ed with additional threads and finalìy, the

anteri or borders of the LUL and ì Ínguìa were joìned with a

thread, Each of the seven threads was attached to a hook and all.
hooks were suspended from a force transducer, Tþe heìght of the

transduce r was adjusted unti I the I obe was clear of posterìor
structures and the threads are taut. In this fashion lobar
wejght was evenly distributed, To cal j brate the force
transducer, known weights were placed on several locaLions on the

lobe and the deflections were recorded. Because of large
varìations ìn we'i ght with ventilation, data were obta.i ned at
end-exp i rat i on .

AlI pressure ìines (systemic Bp, left and rjght pA

pressures, LA pressure, and Paw ) were connected to appropriate
pressure transducers and zeroed at the level of the LUL

pu'lmonary veins as they entered the LA. Cont.i nuous recordìng of
these pressures was maintaìned throughout the study on a

6-channel Gould chart recorder, Care was taken to readjust Vr

to the r'i ght lung only, to maìntain PaCOz between 30 and 40 mmHg,

Sodium bjcarbonate was ìnfused as necessary to maintain arterial
pH between 7.30 and 7,40, although this was rarely necessary.



Body temperature was maintained between 36 'C and 3B .C with
heatìng pads. Blood gases and hematocrit Were drawn at random

order throughout the experimenL to make sure thal no major drop
'i n hematocrit or pH occurred.

At the end of the experiment the an.i mals were rapìdly
exsanguìnated by pumpìng b'ì ood from the LA into a reservoir.
The LUL was excised, drained from blood and weighed ìmmedìately.

D. PROTOCOL

t/ith the lobe ìn its normal posìtion before suspensìon, flow
was increased in steps (each lasting approximately gO sec) up t,o

a f low rate of 4 L/nin or PA pressure of 60 mmHg, whichever came

fj rst, Subsequently, flow was returned in steps to base t ine.

This process was repeated followìng the lobe suspens.i on to ensure

that suspensìon, per se, caused no kinking or stretching of the
puìmonary vesse I s .

1. Dynanic neasurenents

Flow was jncreased ìn steps from óase line to various levels
(up to 10 tjmes norma'ì flow) and was maintained for about 4

mjnutes, Fol1owìng each step, flow was returned to base line and

ma'intained until lobar weìght stabi lized. The above sequence was

18



repeated unti I 5 to 7 d i fferent fl ow rates were exam.i ned (at
least twice each)r. The ordeLi n which the various flow levels
were app l i ed was randomi zed ,

2. Static measurements

At the end of the dynamic measurements, snares were placed

around the two LUL vêjns as they enter the pericardium. pump

f low was stopped and the snares were tightenêd. A reservoìr,
primed with the dog's blood and connectêd to the pA infIow
tubing, was used to induce edema statically, Edçma was produced

by raìsing the reservoi r level from a base Iine of 7-10 mmHg to

vary i ng deg rees of puìmonary vascu I ar p ressu re for about

4 minutes. The reservoi r level was returned to base iÍne between

observations. The hìghest pressure used was one that was

assocj aled with a rate of weight gain comparable to the highest

rate observed duri ng the dynamic measurements. Again, the order

at which the various pressure levels yJas applied was randomized.

3. Deterninatíon of rate of edema fornation (ÁW/At)

AWlAt was determined gravimetrically, Following a step
j ncrease jn vascular pressure (by ìncreasing flow or raìsing the

reservoì r level) there was an injtial fast phase of weight gain.

l,/hen vascular pressure at the filtration site exceeds a critical
value, this fast phase was followed by a phase of slow weìght
gain. The rate of weight gaìn during this period was constânt as



long as vascular pressure remai ned constant. AW/^¿ was derived

from the slope of this slow wejght gain segment over a perìod of

3 mi nutes.

4. Estimation of effective filtratíon pressure (EFp)

ÂW/At beyond the first minute of step ìncrease .i n fjow was

measured and the average value of all determinations (in the same

animal and for the same flow) was calculated. Nêxt, al l static
data for $Jhich therê was a measurable ÀW,/A t and the hìghest
pressure poìnt durìng u/hich there þJas no progresgive weight gain

(i.e. Attl /Lt = 0) was plotted (AW,/At vs, pressure) and a best

I inear fit was obtained. EFP in the presence of flow was

estimated from the relevant regressìon equation at a point that
resulted ìn a weight gain identical to that observed in the

dynami c state .

Following the determination of EFP, it was possìble to
caìcuìate the pressure drop upstream from the fiItration site
(difference between left PA pressure and EFp, Apus ), downstream

pressure drop (difference between EFP and LA pressure, ôpos ), and

the upstream and downstream resistances (APos,/ö and APos,/ô, Rus

and Ros , respectì vel y ) .

E. RESULTS

An example of the response observed durìng step ì ncreases in

lobar flow is shown in Figure 2, Base line f 1or',/ to LUL was

O.324!0.04 (meantSD; range 0.3-0.4) 1/nin, corresponding to the



normal bìood flow of this lobe L12,2% of cardiac output (7)l. At

this f ìow (meantSD) systemìc blood pressure, rìght pA, and left
PA and LA pressures were 128t7.3, 11.111.7, 11,8tj.8, and

2.6!1 .6 mmHg, respectively. There was no systematic tendency for
any of these base iíne pressures to change over the duration of
the dynamic measurements (-Z h). The change ìn base t ine
(meantsÊ) systemic blood pressure from begìnning to end of the

dynamic measurements was 1.813.4 mmHg. The corresponding changes

in (meantsE) right PA, left PA, and LA pressures \.rere -O.42tO.44,

-0.3310.44, and -1.111.3 mmHg, respectìveìy.

The highest f ìow used to perfuse the LUL (meantSD) was

2,97!O.45 ( range 2.50-3.50) l,/mjn. This corresponds to a cardiac

output of 24 l/ni n or 1,000 mllkg body $/t. Changing flow from

base line lo the hjghest value had no effect on right pA pressure

in any of the anìma'l s (e.9., Fìgure 2), confi rming the complete

separation between rìght and left lung circulations. Left atrial
p ress u re eiLher did not change or changed s ìi ghtl y and

inconsistently in response to a step increase in flow. l,Jith the

largest step increase, the range of LA pressure change was -1,0
to 1.5 (e,S. , Figure 2) mmHg (meantsD = 0,410,85; NS). ti.i thin
each anìmal , however, the change in LA pressure was aluJays in the

same direction and its magnjtude was rejated to the magnìtude of
flow, The lack of an apprecìable effect of pump flow on LA

pressure was predìctable, sìnce blood aspi rated from the LA ìs
returned at the same rate via the LUL veins. The .i nconsìslency



of the change in different anìmals ìs

in position or orìentation of the tìp
relative to the currents created by

in LA pressure with a step increase

the point of flow transition. There

probab ly due to d ifferences

of the LA pressure catheter

the LA cannula. The change

in f .low (if any) occurred at
was no subsequent change.
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FIGURE 2. Representatjve examples of response to sLep ìncrease jn flow jn
one animal , A: flow jncreased from 0.4 to 1.5 J/mìn, B: flow increased to
3.5 J/min. BP, arterial blood pressure; LAp, left atrial pressure; LpAp, left
puìmonary artery (PA) pressure; RPAP, rjght pA pressure, All pressures are in
mmHg. Thín lines ìn pressure tracings represent mean pressures, Arrows
indicate times at which flow was ìncreased ( teft) and then returned to base
line, Note lack of change jn RPAP, sl ight increase jn LAp, and slight
decrease in BP, Brackets on either sìde of vleight tracing are at the same
horizontal level. A downward defìectjon in weight tracing signifìes weìghtgajn. Note that end-exp'i ratory lobe wejght (holizontal segment withjn each
respiratory cycle) is stable in A and progressively jncreases jn B,

B,P.

LAP

RPAP
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Systemic blood pressure decreased in all animals ìn response

to step increase in lobar f low. The change in blood pressure,

while small, was consistent and related to the magnìtude of flow.
At the h i ghest flow blood pressure dec reased , on average
6.2!1 ,6 (SD) mmHg (range -4 to -7.S mmHg). The reason for this
decrease is not c I ear.

Left PA pressure ìncreased as a function of lobar f low.
With each step increase in flow left pA pressure rose rapìdly to
a maxìmal value. It subsequently decl jned sl ishtly over the 3-4

min. of observation (e.g., Fìgure 2). Thìs gradual decline was

observed wìth al I flow rates. Figure 3A shows the average

temporal change in left PA pressure with the highest step
increase in flow in the seven animals. pressure decreased, on

average, 2.8 mmHg from peak to 3 min, with mos¿ of the change

occurring jn the 1st min (1.8 mmHg). The same phenomenon was

observed at lower flow rates, The ìower 'l ine in Figure 3A shows

the response followìng a step increase in flow from bas€ line Lo,
on average, 1,O 1/nin, pressure decreased 1,0 mmHg over the
correspondìng tjme interval. Whên the time-dependent change ìn
pressure is expressed as percent of the step change .i n pressure

(i.e., peak pressure mi nus base l r'ne pressure ), the pressure

responses at the two flow rates were similar (Fìgure 38), Since

fjow and LA pressure were constant in each case, changes in left
PA pressure refl ect changes in lobar pu j monary vascu I ar



resistance (PVR). Figure 3B indicates that pVR decreased

5,0t1,1% by 1min. with an addjtional decrease of 3% between I

and 3 mi n.

The relation between flow and left pA pressure was

determì ned before and immediately after lobe suspension (n=7).

Three flow rates were compared: 0.5, 1,S, and 2,5 1/nin. The

change in left PA pressure as a result of suspension was 0.010.3,

-0.911.4, and -2.2!1 .1 (SE) mmHg at the three flow rates,
respect ive 1y, None of these dj fferences was s.i gnificant,
indjcating that suspension per se did not alter the conductance

of I obar vessel s.

Fol lowing a step change in flow, v/e i ght changed acute'ì y,

presumably reflecting changes in bjood volume. When flow was

above a critical ìeveì, weight contjnued to increase at a steady

rate beyond the initial weight gain (Fìgure 2, botton), At lower

flow rates end-expi ratory jobe weìghl remaì ned stable beyond the

1st min (Figure 2, top), l,leight accrued durìng the phase of slow

weìght gain was not lost after returnjng flow to base 7íne

( Fi gure 2, botton) .

Fi gure 4 i I I ustra¿es examp les of the response to step

changes in statìc vascular pressures in the same animal as in
Figure 2, Increasjng vascular pressure in LUL had no effect on

systemìc blood pressure, LA pressure, or rìght pulmonary arterial



pressure, when stat i c
the acute i ncrease in

ât a constant rate2 ,

pressure exceeded a critical value (prn )

lobe weight was followed by a steady gaìn

B.P.

LAP
20r

FPAP ':[
LPAP 2OI-

B.P.

LAP

RPAP
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FIGURE 4. Representative tracìngs of response to step increases in staticpressure, Same animal as in Fjgure 2. Legend of abbreviations as in
Figure 2. Note stabìfity of weìght at static pressure of t8 mmHg (A) and
progressjve t{ejght gajn at pressure 44 mmHg (B).
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Fìgure 5 shows the pressure and weight data for all animals.
The left panels il lustrate the relation between flow and lefL pA

pressure (solid 7ínes) in the seven animals. Each data point
(solid synbols) represents the pressure measured 2 min after the
specìfìed step ìncrease in flow, Because these relations did not
conform to specific functjons, Iines of best fit were drawn by

eye. As indicated in METHODS, the order of applying dìfferent
flow rates was random, and more than one series of measurements

was obtained in each animal

The mjddie panels of Figure S show the relation between flow
and rate of slow weight gain measured beyond the first minu¿e.

In six of seven animals the relation appeared ljnear, For these

animaìs, the relation was obtai ned wi th I i near reg ress i on

analysis using al1 data points dìsplayìng slow weìght gaìn.

Excel lent correlation coefficients were obtained in each case

(r = 0.79-0.98; Fìgure 5). In the seventh animal (Figure 5,

botton) the relatìon was convex to the flow axis and the average

relatìon was obtained by ìnterpolating between the mean of the
two points at each flow. The f lo!,r ìntércept for this anjmal was

determined by extrapolating the first segment.

The minimal flow assocjated with slow weight gaìn (f1ow

intercept, órr ) ranged f rom 1.3S to 1.75 j/njn
(meantsE = '1 ,4710.056 1/min). The sìope of the sìx I inear
relatjons vali ed f rom 0.41 to 3,17 g,mìn-i.l-i.min
( meanlsE = 1 .17 lO .42) ,
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The relation between static pressure and AWIAt is shown in
Fìgure 5, right. As with the dynamic da¿a the relatjons for the

first six animals were I inear (r = O.7b-0.99), whereas in the
last anirnal it was convex to the pressure axis. prH ranged from

14.0 to 24.5 mmHg (meanlsE = 19.711.5 mmHg) and re slope for the

first six animals varjed from 0.032 to 0.1S g.mjn-r.mmHg-r

(meantsE = 0.0610.017). Given an estimated normal wet weight for
LUL of 1.35 g/kg body wt, (7), the normalized slope values were

0,18810,052 g. m in- 1 . mmHg- 1 . 100 g-t (SE). There was an excellent
correlation (r = 0.95) between the slopes of the dynamjc and

static measurements, The relation was given by the equat.i on

Ssr = 0,038 SovH + O.O24 (2)

where Ssr and Soyl denote static and dynam ic s l opes,

respectiveìy.

. We looked for evidence of systematic changes in t,he relation
between flow and rate of weight gain over the duration of the

dynamìc measurements and in t,he relation between static pressure

and weight gain during the statjc measurements. First, we

compared the rate of weight gaìn during a step increase in flow
at the end of the dynamic measurements with the weight 9aìn
obtained when the same flow was tested early ìn Lhe experiments,

Six animals provided ¿his opportunity. There was no sìgnìfìcant
di fference by paì red ¿ test ( P>0.50 ) , in At^//A ¿ between earl y and



late observations. LW/L t for the ear'ì y observations averaged

1.02t0.37 (SE) g/min compared with 0.96t0.30 g/min for the la¿e

observaLions. PA pressure also was not different (47.g!5.2 vs.

48.814,7) in these paì red flow observat.i ons, A sjmilar anaìysis
(n=5) also failed to show a signif .i cant difference (p>0.S0) in
AW,/AÛ at a given pressure tested ear'ì y and late in the course of
static measurements, Average AW/Lt (mean pgr = 3S mmHg) was

1 .1410.26 (SE) and 1,2610.30 9/mi n for early and late
observati ons, respecti vel y,

In the event that the above negat i ve resu I ts were

fortuitousìy related to too few comparisons relative to the
inherent varìabil ity of the measurement (type II error) we

carried out a modified analysis of residuals to i dent i fy
tjme-dependent trends. We thus considered that the regressìon

lines (or lines of best fjt for animal 7) for the dynamìc and

static measurements (Al^/,/At vs. é and AWlôü vs, psr) represent the

average response over the entìre period of dynamic and static
data col lectjon, respectively. If there $iere a systemjc tendency

for weight 9ain lo be relatjvely higher ìater in the course of
data collection, then data po j nts co I I ected late in the
experiment should be preferentìa1ìy located above the regressìon

ììne, and vjce versa, The time of occurrence of each data poìnt
(assocìated with weight gain) relative to total time of dynamic

or static data col I ecti on was ident,if .i ed, The horizontal
deviation of the data poinl from the corresponding regressìon
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I ine was measured, The results for all data pojnts are shown in

Figure 6, top. A positive value denotes that the point was to
the left of the regression ìine, and vice versa, There was no

correlation (r = 0.10) between time and magnìtude of deviatjon in

the siatic measurements (Figure 6, right). A margìnal1y

signifìcant correlation (r = O.32, P<0.05) was found between

magn i tude of dev iati on j n the dynami c measurements. However,

inspection of the plot of Figure 6, top left, suggested that the

relation may not be a simple I i near funct j on. To reduce the

effect of random ( i.e. , time ìndependent) variabì I ìty that
accounts for 90%. of the va|i ance, we obtained the average

devjation in 10% tjme bins (niddle). This plot shoþ/s that ìn the

first 30% of the time of dynamìc measurements the data pojnts

appear to systematical ly deviate from average by -0.21 J/min but

that, vrithin this time range, there is no time dependence.

Fol lowing a transitional zone (30-50% of dynamìc time) there is a

shift to positive devjation, whìch again shows no clear t.i me

dependence ( ave rage deviation in the second SO% of
time = O.14 l/min), This time i ndependence continues into the

statjc measurements, which were done jmmediately foì ìowìng the

dynamic measurements, In fact, there was no signjf .j cant

correlation between deviation and time when the data for the

first and ìast 50% of dynamic time were considered separately
(r = 0,06 and -0.09, respeclively). It fol lows that there is a

step change in rate of weight gaìn that occurs bêtween 30 and 50lð
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of dynamic measurements time. This is particularly
in view of the observations by Drake et al . (12) that
lobar weight gain changes from one value to a hìgher

constant value when lobe weìght increases more than

origìnal wet we i ght. The mìddle of the time

measurements would be about the tjme our lobes gained

of their estìmated normal wet weight (7).
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The data for each half of the dynamic measurements were

further divided into two groups of equal number accord.i ng to
flow. In the first 50x of time the average deviation for points

with high flow [2,7910.50 (SE) ]/njnl þras -0.091r0.17 J/nin
compared wj th -0,09110 .22 1/ni n for Èhe low flow data points
(1.8910,32 1/nin). Sjmììar1y, there was no sìgnifìcant
difference between high and low fjow points in the second half of
the measurements (0,13810.23 vs. 0.16310.50, P>O.SO). Our lobes

thus behave as ìf, after accumulatjng about SO% of their initial
$/e ì ght, a change occurs in one of the factors ìn the Starl in9

equation, which causes rate of weìght gaìn to increase by a

constant amount that is i ndependent of flow ( and hence
j ntravascul ar hydrostatì c pressure ) . The change in rate of
weìght gaìn is comparable with that which would have been

produced by a f low i ncrement of 0,26 l/nin (sum of negatìve and

posìtìve deviations in fjrst and second ha I ves of dynami c

measurements:, 0,12+O.14 = 0,26). Judging from the relation
betlleen SovH and Ssr, this is equìvalent to a pressure change of
5.0 mmHg (0.26 Sovr¡/Ssr).

The data poi nls obtaj ned i n the fi rst hal f of dynami c

measurements jn each experiment were shjfted 0.26 J/min to the

left and the regression equatjons were recalculated. The

corre l at ion coefficient improved in each case . Average of r
values increased to 0,9310.03 (SE) from 0.91!0,03. The f loyr

jntercept (örn ) decreased in each case. Average örx became



1.27lO.05 (SE) compared with 1 .47!0.O6 J/min before correct.ion,
There were mi nor and i ncons i stênt changes i n s lope ( .1 ,05t0. 30 vs.
1 . 1710,42, NS ) .

Recalculatjon of average devjation from the recalculated
regressìon lines now showed no tìme-dependenL trends (Figure 6,

botton) ,

The el imination of time- (or lobe weight) dependent trends
makes ìt possìble to relate static and dynamic measurements to
each other. It must be reiterated that only a few minutes
separated the end of dynamìc measurements and begìnning of stat.ic
measurements and that there was no f lu.i d accumulation in the
interim.

The remainìng analysis wìll be based on corrected data, but
the effect of the correction, if any, on the results will be

i nd i cated .

Partitíoning of Pulmonary Vascular Resistance, For a gìven flow,
the hydrostatic pressure at the f.i I tration site ( effect i ve

fi ltration pressure, EFp) was estimated from the statjc pressure

that resulted in a simì lar rate of weight gain in the same

animaì. For thìs purpose, the dynamic and statìc regression
lines (Fìgure 5, right) were used j nstead of actual data poìnts

to eliminate the effect of random measurement noise. For each

animal we determined EFP at five flow levels. These were ör¡,
the hjghest flow for which static measurements wjth comparable



AW/ôt were available (ôr¡ ) and three equally spaced intermedjate
levels (ô2, öa, and ô¡ ). The data are shown in Figure s, left
(open circles), From these plots it was possjble to calcujate
the pressure drop upstream to the fi ltration site (horizontal
dìstance between PA and EFP lines, Apus ), downstream pressure

drop (difference between EFP and LA pressure, Apos ), upstream and

downstream res j sLances (ÂPus/ô and ôpo s /ô, Rus, and Ros,

respectìvely) and the contribution of Ros to total pulmonary

vascular resistance (Ros/PVR), The results are summarized in
Table 1. In addition, the relation between flow and Apus and

APos in jndivìdual animals is shown in Fìgure 7,

Rus decreased, The decrease was sufficiently pronounced so

that ôPus did not change or decreased as flow increased in six of
seven animals (Fjgure 7, left). On average Rus decreased from

8,3 to 2,9 mmHg.l-1.min (Table 1). In contrast, ôpos i ncreased

progressìvely with flow in al I animals and the relations yrere

'I inear (Figure Z, risht). The regressìon had a small pressure

intercept in three animals (3, 4 and I mmHg) whi le ìntercepting
the flow axis in the other four (O.2, O,3, O.S, and O.7 j/nin).
On the average, there yJas no signifìcant change jn Ros as a

resu I t of ì ncreas i ng flow over the range of measurements

(Table 1). Ros/PVR increased progressìvely from 0,61 at ör¡ to

0,83 at ôn ¡ .



TABLE 1. Auerage hemodynamic data in seuen dogs at fiue flow rates

8, p¡p, EFI_, LAp, apu3, apds, Rus,r/min nmHg mmHs .rûH; ;;H; .;Ë; ..¡rs.Ë..¡, ..uli_ï.Ioin Rd,/pvRRd!,

1?.0 (1.7)
22.9 (t.9)
2S.O (2.21
35.5 (2.9)
41.4 (3.6)

Qtt'
o"
Q¡
ç,
Qhi

1.27 (0.05)
1.?0 (0.0?)
2.12 (0.10)
2.55 (0.t3)
2.97 (0.r7)

30.4 (i.?)
36.8 (1.8)
42.5 (2.3)
4?.8 (3.0)
53.0 (3.?)

19.7 (1.5)
25.7 (1.7)
31.8 (2.1)
38.4 (2,9)
44.4 (3.5)

2.6 (0.3)
2.7 (0.3)
2.810.21
2.s (0.2)
2.9 (0.2t

10.? (1.?)
r 1.1 (0.9)
10.5 (0.6)
9.7 (r.5)
8.? (2.1)

8.3 (1.3)
6.6 (0.5)
5.0 (0.2)
3.8 (0.6)
2,9 (0.1)

13.7 (1.?)
13.7 (1.4)
13.8 (1.2)
14.1 (1.3)
i4.1 (r.3)

0.6r (0.05)
0.6? (0.03)
0.?3 (0.0r)
0.?8 (0.03)
0.83

Values are meanstSE, ô, flow; pAp, pulmonary artery pressure; EFp,effective fi ltration pressure; LAp, left atrìal piessure; apos, pressurê
difference betv¡een EFP and LAp; apus, pressure difference between pAp and Erp;
RDs ' downstream resisLance; Rus, upstream resistance; Ros/pVR, contribution of
downstrèam resistance to pulmonary vascuìar resistance; srH, lowest flot,l at
rvhìch lobe weìght progressively lncreased; ql¡, highest flow tested. oa, ôs,
ô¿ intermediate flot.l rates.

LOBAR FLOW (l/min)

FrcuRE 7. changes in upstream ( ieft) and downstream (risht) pressuregradjents as a funct'ion of lobar flow. pressure change (Ap) ín ieit panel,
difference bet'/reen PA pressure and EFp. Ap in right panet, effecLive pressure
at filtration sìte - left atr.ial pressure,

.s!
É

o.
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Wherêas these results were based on corrected data, resuìts
with uncorrected data were only margìnalìy djfferent. As

indicated earlier ór¡ was higher with the uncorrected data. Rus

was slightly h i gher and Ros was s1ì ghtl y lower with the
uncorrected data, but the trends yJjth jncreasing flow were the
same. Ros/PVR was 0,ss at ôrx (compared wìth 0.61 .i n the
corrected data) and increased to 0. 79 ô¡ ¡ ( compared wi th O,83 ) ,

The mai n effect of the correcti on, therefore, was to cause a

sl ight systematìc increase in the contribution of Ros to pVR.

Figure I shows the average change in varjous vascular
p ressu res and res j stances as a functi on of I obar flow.
Equivalent cardiac output values are shown in the upper abscìssa

[8 times lobar flow (7)]. Solid lines show data obtained from

the present study (as in Table 1), In add.i tìon, we attempt to
infer the behavior of tlrese pressures and resistances over the
f Iow range below örn . This extrapolat.i on is justìfìed by vi rtue
of the linear relation (r = 1.00) between I and ôpos with an

ìntercept very near zero (-1.46 mmHg; Figure eB). We reasoned

that the actual relation between ö and ôpog jn the range for
which data do not ex ist (ì.e, O to ôr¡) cannot deviate
substantially from a l ine joi nj ng zero and the örH poi nt
(Figure aB, dark dashed tine). Extrapolated Ápos was then added

to LA pressure to arrive at EFp over thìs range (Figure gA,

dots). The changes in APus, Ros, Rus, and RDs,/pVR were then
derived. This analysìs shows that Ros and Rus should be equaì
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(Rog/PVR = 0.5) at a lobar fjow of O.62 j/nin (F.ì gure gD), about

twice normal blood flow, and that at normal flow rates Ros should

account for 45% of the pressure gradient between pA and LA. In
this analysìs we assume tha¿ the critical openìng pressure is not
much h i gher than LA pressure. This treatment is j ustì fi ed in
this prepara¿ion, since in several animals we measured pA

pressure $,hen the pump was briefly stopped (ó = O). In each casê

(Fjgure 5, left) PA pressure was not different by >1 mmHg from LA

p ressu re ,

The wet weìght at the end of the experiment in four anjmals

averaged 77.4!10.7 (SE) g, civen an estimated normal wet wejght
of 31.0 [i.e. 1.35 x body wt (7)], this represents an average

increase of 46.4 g, The average cumulative jncrease in force
transducer sìgnaì was 49.517.S (SE) g, and there was a

signifìcant correlalion between excess weight determined by the

two methods. The values of r (0.98) and sìope (1.14) were

similar to those reported by Gabel and Drake (19) jn another in
si üu preparation (r = 0.82 and S = 1.05).

PaCOz changed Iittle (31 to 32 mmHg) as a result of
'i ncreasing f low f rom base Iíne Lo the highest ìeveì. Lìkew.i se,

arteriaì pH did not change (7,37 to 7.gS). paOz i ncreased from

an average of gO mmHg to 167 mmHg. since both values are above

the physìologìcaì ìy re levant range, jt can be conc I uded that,



increasing flow caused no functìonal ìy sìgnifìcant changes in
arter i al or I obar inflow blood gas tens i ons ( both are derived
from LA).

É

C^ADI.ÀC C\rTR T (.rtlrúVkg)

D

LOBAR FLOW (/min)

FIGURE 8. Average changes 'i n various pressures (A), pressure gradients
(B), resistances (C) and fraction of downstream resistance (Ros) to tota'ì
resìstance (PVR) (D), as a function of lobar flow ( lower abscissá) or
equìvalent cardiac output ( top abscissa). Right ordìnate of panel C ls
equìvalent resistance value for total cjrcuìation (i,e, lobar resìstance/B),
PA, pulmonary arterjal pressure; EFP, effective fi ltratjon pressure; LA, ìeft
atrial pressure; DS, dovlnstream; US, upstream; PVR, puìmonary vascular
resistance; Rus, upstream resjstance. Solid I ines, data obtained from present
study. See text for expìanation of dolted and dashed lines.
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F; DISCUSSION

1. Critique of Methods

The preparation we used combjnes the advantages of in vivo
and in vitro gravimetrìc preparations while mìnìmìzìng the
dì sadvantages of both. It permits the precise contror of flow
over the entire physìoìogìcal ly rèlevant range whi ie lobar weìght
is being continuously monitored, The cho.i ce of upper lobe
perfusìon offers severar advantages over the mdre commonl y used

in situ lower lobe perfusion, For gravìmetric measurements of
either lobe, it is necessary to remove the other lobe, The lower
'l obe' being distal rerative to the hirum, can be removed without
any rìsk of compromisjng nerve supply, lymphatìc drainage, or
bronchial circulation to the upper lobe. Because pump perfusìon
'is necessary to achieve flow rates such as those studied here,
the choìce of, upper 'ì obe perfusion permits access via the more

distal left lower lobe artery, again minim.i zing the risk of
damage to vascular, lymphatic, and nerve suppjy of the lobe to be

studied' This mode of access arso permits instant transition
from natural flow to pump flow without an intervenìng perìod of
no perfusion (see METHODS), The upper 'l obe is also much smaller,
makìng it easier to suspend from a force transducer with its
surfaces free of contact from the chest wall despìte a normal

end-expi raLory transpulmonary pressure (2-3 cmHzO). Admittedly,



the proximity of LUL to the medìastinum renders lobar weight more

vulnerable to mediastinal movement and changes jn cardiac s.i ze.

Indeed, in the process of deveìoping this technique (exper.iments

no¿ reported here), lobar we Í ght was frequentl y errat.i c,
dìsplaying wide fluctuations that appeared to correlate wjth
spon¿aneous changes in systemìc blood pressure which are common

in the anestheti zed animal and are associated with alterations in
cardiac size. These problems were subsequently averted by

attenti on to detai ls outlined in METHODS, notabl y animal
posìtìòn, method of suspension, and ensuring complete separation

between the medial surface of the lobe and the mediastinum,

Withdrawal of blood from the left at|i um permìts an almost

un l i mi ted i ncrease in l obar f 1ow, independent of ventri cu lar
function, with no effect on perfusion to the right ìung and only

minimal changes jn such variables as blood pressure, left atrial
pressure, or systemic blood gas tensions that, may alter the

distributjon of puìmonary vascular resistance ( 10, 15, 21), As a

result ¡ ãt1y readjustment of pulmonary vascular resistance
consequent to changìng flow must have its orìg.i n (passive,
pharmacological , or reflex) withìn the perfused lobe and is not

secondary to extraneous changes produced by the method used to
increase flow. This degree of isolation was only possible in the
past with perfusion systems thaL are totally independent and

separate from the anjmal's circulation. These systems require



cannuìation of the lobar veins (i.e. more surgical intervention)

and do not permit the removal of blood degradation products that

may otherwise accumul ate and may cause vascul a|i niury (36),

In agreement with the behavior of intact lobes and contrary

to the behavior of in vitro lobes (30), our lobes did not

accumulate flujd unti I a critical vascular pressure was reached

(Figure 5, risht). This threshold (19,7t1,50 mmHg) js comparable

with that reported by Drake et al, (19,711.8 mmHg; ref. 12) using

an isolated ln situ left lower lobe preparatjon. Also, in

keeping wi th responses of jntact lobes (12, 30), the rate of

weight gaìn at vascular pressures above threshold was constant.

After correct ion for di fferences in I obe sìze, the fi ltration
coeff icient in our preparation (0,1e8!0.052
g.mìn-1 .mmHg-1 .100 S-1 ) was somewhat hìgher than the values

reported by Drake et al ImeanlSE = 0.1110.02
g.mìn-i.mmHg-1.100 9-r, (12)) and by Morli ss et al,

lmeantsE = 0.09t0,01, (30)], In comparing these results we found

no sìgnificant difference from the resuìts of Drake et al,
(P>0.20) and a marginal ly significant difference from the results

of Morriss et al, (P<0.05). It is not clear whether this
represents a true difference in the fi ltration coefficìents of

upper and lower lobes or is the result of differences in

expe|i mental preparation and protocol, It must be emphasjzed

that the present experìments were not designed to obtain the

fi ltration coefficient of the lobe, This would have required
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rigorous attention to specific details with respect to pattern of
increase in pressure (12). Such precautions, whììe providìng a

more accurate fi ltration coefficient, vrou ìd have precluded the
acquisition of the information we set out to obtain.

The approach we used lo estimate EFp in the presence of flow
is s jnlilali n prìncìpìe to that used by Gabel and Drake
(jsofiltration technique; ref. 19); EFp at a given high f low ìs
similar to the pressure that produces an equal rate of sloyJ

weight gaìn during very low fjow. At zero flow, EFp can be

determined with certainty, since the pressure throughout the
vascular tree is the same. Two major assumptìons underlie the

validity of this approach: i) slow we.i ght changes are due to
fluid fj ltration and not the resu I t of prog ress i ve changes in
intravascular volume; and 2) the relation between hydrostatìc
intravascular pressure and rate of weìght gain is the same in the

two sets of measurements ( ì.e. dynamìc and stâtic). Gabel and

Drake (19) concluded that these factors did not influence their
resu I ts. Howevêr, since our experimental approach vJas

substantiaììy dìfferent, these poìnts should be re-addressed,

Changes in vascular volune. The progressive ìncrease in
lobe we i ght over the 3-4 min of observation may ìn part or in
total be the resu I t of progressi ve vascu I ar dilatation in
response to a step increase in pressure. Indeed, we documented a

decrease ìn puìmonary vascular resjstance over the peli od of
observation (Fìgure 3). To the extent that a decrease in



resistance ìndicates vascular di latation, progressìve increase in
vascular blood volume must have contributed to the slow weìght
gain, l,.le bel ieve, however, that this contribution was negl ìgible
for the following reasons. 1) The change in resistance beyond

the 1st min (durìng which weight change was jgnored) was minimal

and amounted to -3%. 2) The change in resistance was observed

uJith Iow and hìgh step increases in flow, whereas slow weight
gain was observed onìy when f low exceeded a critical level,
3) In several instances we del iberately maintaìned high fìow
beyond the poìnt at which pressure stabi lized (usually 4 min),
There was no measurable change in the rate of weight gain.
4) When flow was returned lo base tine, after a perìod of hìgh

flow, base line PA pressure was lower (at the same base line
flow), reflectjng the dilatatíon that occurred in the course of
increased f low, In each case, base t ine pressure returned to
control before a ner,J hìgh flow was jnstituted, thereby
establìshing ,the restoration of base llne resistance, Lobar

wejght at this point was invarjabìy higher than at bâse líne
before the observation thal resulted in a slow weìght gaìn, and

the magnitude of increase jn base /ine weight agreed very welì
with the amount of slow weight gain beyond the first mjnute.
5) The wet weight of the blood-drained lobe at the end of the
experìment was substantial ly increased, and there was good

agreement between the jncrease in wet weìght and the cumulatìve
'i ncrease i n force transducer si gna l , l{e concl ude that any



contribution vascular di latation may have made to slow weìght
gain was very smaìI in relatjon to total we.i ght 9aìn, A similar
conc l us ion was reached by othe r i nvest j gaLors who used
gravimetrìc techniques ( 19, 31). Evìdently, the vascular
dilatation occurring between 1 and 4 min after a step fìow change

'is not only small but must also involve vessels that do not
contribute sjgnificantly to intravascular blood volume.

Relatíon between íntravascular pressure and rate of weíght
gain. As djscussed by Drake and assocì ates ( 12, 30) the rate of
weight gain represents the balance between the rate of fluid
fi ltration and rate of fluid removal by ìymphatìcs and possibly
by aìrways (in case of aìveolar edema) and pleural surface. The

rate of fluid fi ltratjon .i s in turn a function not oniy of
intravascular pressure but also of several other factors included

in the Star I i ng equat i on, namely fiìtratjon coefficient
( jncludjng membrane permeabi I ity), tissue hydrostatìc pressure,

membrane reflection coefficient to proteìns, and plasma and

tissue oncotic pressures. Accordingìy, a simi lar rate of weight
gajn measured at two di fferent times ìmplìes the same

i ntravascu I ar pressure onìy if it can be shown that all other
factors that affect filtration and removal of fluid are the same,

or, in the event of any differences, the net effect of changes ìn
these factors is ni l.
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Over the ì ong period of data col lection (-+ h), ,and
particulariy with progressìve edema accumulation as a result of
repeated chalìenge with high flow or static pressures, ìt wou'l d

be reasonable to expect that one or more of the above factors
wi I I change. rt is crearly not practicar to monitor aì I these
va|i ables th rou g hou t the expe r j ment. To add ress th js
compl ication, we had initiar ìy planned to alternate dynamìc and

static measurements throughout the experiment on the premìse that
any systematìc changes in the filtration or clearance facÈors
wou ld appl y equaì I y to both measurements. After attemptì ng

several potentì al approaches for reversible occlusion of the
pulmonary veins in prel ìminary exper.i ments, we concluded that
this design was not feasible.3

As a compromìse, static measurements were carried out after
the completion of the dynamic measurements but safeguards were
'i ncorporated in the protocol, These included randomization of
order of vali ous step changes in flow or static pressures, to
eliminate the possìbility of sysLematic drjfts af f ect.i ng EFp

estimation more wjth some flow values than with others, and by

additional experìmental steps and analyses (see METHODS and

RESULTS) designed to permit detection, and correction for, any

systemat i c trends .jn the relation bet$,leen f low and stat i c
pressure on one hand and rate of weight gain on the other,



As indicated in RESULTS (also Figure 6), there was only a

suggestion of a step increase in rate of weight gain (at a given
flow) earìy ìn the course of dynamic measurements, and correcting
for this smal I change had no mater i al effect on the resu I ts .

Otherwìse, the relatjon between flow or pressure and rate of
weight gain was stable (FiSure 6). The reason for this stabilìty
'i s not clear' rt ìs possible that alI the relevant filtralion
and clearance factors remained constant. Indeed several studies
(see ref. 35 for review) have shown that tissue pressure changes

I ittle once a critical amount of edema has accumulaled, This
critical amount (35) appears to be quite smalI in relation to the
total weight accumuìated by our lobes throughout the experìment.

It is thus likely that this saturation point was reached very
early in the experiment. It has al so been shown that rate of
lymph f low reaches a maximum early in the course of edema

formation (11, 12). The perfusion system we used should minimize
permeabiìity 

,changes 
(see above), and there was no reason for

pìasma oncotic pressure to change, There was little blood Ioss

and flujd administration was minimal and I ikely no more than
'i nsensible losses. The experiments were termì na¿ed before any

audible bubb I ì ng occu r red so that I osses via the ai rway were

unlìkely. Alternatively, muìtìpìe changes may have occurred
whjch canceled each other out. Final ìy, ìt is possible that our
protocol, consìsting of brief peri ods of edema fo rmat i on

al ternat ing with periods of no edema format i on, may have
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pêrmitted restoration of base T ine values before ìnitiation of a

new step change in flow or pressure. Regardless of the reason,
the results indicate that inferring EFp during flow from static
measurements done later is val id under the conditions of our
experimerrts.

While our lobes were technicalìy ìn zone II perfusìon (i,e.
Ppn ) Pe ) Pr_ n ), they were functional ly in zone IIl EFp,
p resumab I y ref ì ecti ng pressure at or near alveolar vesse I s,
rangêd from 19.7 to 44.4 mmHg durìng the fìow rates used
(Table 1). rt is difficurt to envision this pressure decreasing
to less than alveolar pressure (2,s cmH2o) aç brood traverses
alveolar vessels with no further change dor4n to left atrium, rt
fol lows that pressure downstream from alveolar vessels was hìgher
than alveolar pressure, effec¿ively placìng the robe in perfusion
zone IIL This conclusion is further supporLed by the fìndìngs
of Hyman (24) that, wìth comparable flow rates, pressure .i n

medium-sjzed 
,ve.i 

ns (2-3 mm) ìs substanLial ìy higher than LA

pressure,

Fluid filters out of the pulmonary vessels not at a unique
point but rather over a regìon (segment) that includes the
capiì'ì aries and a vari able amount of adjoìning larger vesse.l s (2,
25). To the extent that thjs filtratìon segment possesses a

finite resistance, there ìs no unique hydrostatic intravascular
pressure at the filtration site in the presence of f low, Rather,

there is a gradient. Aìso, it would be unreasonable to expect



the distribuLion of resi stance upstream and downstream from the
filtration sjte to be the same in aìl paraìlel units, so tha¿ for
a gìven set of inflow and outflow pressures mean vascular
pressure at the fi ltratjon site wij I be different in different
un i ts. Thjs is ìndependent of the effect of grav ì ty, which

applies equally to static and dynamìc measurements. Furthermore,

the presence of a I ong ì tud i nal pressure grad ì ent al ong the
filtration site jn the dynamic but not the static state djctates
that for a comparabìe overall filtration rate jn the two statês
relatively more f Iuid filters oul at the proxìma1 end of the
fjltratjon site and less at the distal end, in the dynamic state,
Dìstribution of tissue pressure in the tþ/o states may thus not be

sjmi lar. Furthermore, factors that govern the relation between

vascular pressure and edema formaLion (see above) may not be

uniform along the enti re fi ltratjon site. lt fol lows that,

estimates of filtration pressure in the dynamic state, from

static measurements, are necessarì ly functional. They simply
state that, at a given flow, the pulmonary circulation behaves as

if the pressure at the filtration regìon were uniform and of the
specìfìed magn itude. Hence our use of the term effective
fi l tratiorr pressure (EFP),
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2. Longitudinal Distribution of Resistance

Duríng Very Hígh Pulnonary Btood Flow

With the quaì ification indicated immedìately above, the
major fìnding of the presen¿ study is that as flow increases
resistance upstream from the pr^edominant fi ltrat.i on site
decreases, whereas resistance of the downstream segment stays the

same. As a result, EFP durìng hìgh fìow js closer to pA pressure

than jt is to LA pressure and becomes progressively more so as a

function of f low. The ìung routinely accumulates edema vJhen

lobar flow exceeds 53 mllkg, corresponding to a cardiac output of
-430 m l,/kg, even \4hen LA pressure i s normal ,

The decrease in upstream resistance (Rus ) may be apparent
( j.e. no actual di latation) or reaì. An apparent decrease in Rus

may result from 1) specìfjc effect of flow on permeability,
2) dìssìpatìon of the kinetic energy contaìned in ìnflowìng
blood, or 3) 

, 
upstream mìgration of the fi ltration mìdpoìnt, A

real decrease in Rus may fol low 1) recru.i tment of paraì lel
units, 2) active di latation, or 3) passìve di latation,

fncreased perneabi I ity. An increase .i n permeabì I ity should

cause a faster rate of weìght gaìn at the same vascular pressure,

If permeabi l ity increased progressìvely with flow, EFp would be

overestimated and AP across the upstream segment would thus be

underestimated. For increased permeabì ì.i ty to account for the

measured decrease in Rus, the change in permeab.i Ijty must be



specifìc to flow (e,g, shearing) and not a consequence of
vascu I ar distention ( under the i nf I uence of high pressures),
sjnce any effect of vascular distention on permeabì ì ìty app.l ies
equalìy to the static and dynamic measurements. Furthermore,
Erdmann et al (14) found no change ìn fìltration coefficjent as a

result of jncreasjng capì ì ìary pressure. We bel ieve that thjs
mechanism does not contli bute sjgnifìcantly to the observed

decrease in Rus for at least two reasons. First, damage to
vascular endothe ì i um as a resu l t of hjgh fjow shou.l d be

progressìve, As a result, rate of weight gain should have

progressively i ncreased as a s tep i nc rease in f low was

maintaìned, This was not observed, Second, if permeabi l.i ty
progressìvely jncreased as a function of flow the relation
between flow and AWlÀt should be convex to the flow axis or, at
least , ìts shape should be different from the relation betuJeen

s¿atic pressure and AWlô t. A relation that ìs convex to the
flow axis was observed in only one animaì (animal 7, Figure 5,

niddle), but the static relation was sjmilar (Figure S, right).
In the other six anjmals, the relatjon was descrì bed well with a

I i near funct i on and there was no sìgnifjcant di fference in r
values between slatic and dynamic meas!lrements Ir = 0.g3t0,07
(SD) for dynamì c measurements ve rsus o.9OlO. oB for stat i c
measurementsl.
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Kinetic energy. The pressure measured across a conducting

system (APr ) is the sum of pressure drop secondary to frictjonaj
resistance (APrn ), whìch is a function of vascular dimensions and

fluid properti es, and the p ressu re gajn or I oss secondary to
deceleration or acceleration of the fluìd, respectìve1y (lApce ),
The blood enters the LUL artery at h.i gh speed, and its kjnetic
energy is not included in the lateral pressure measured at the

inflow port. Since blood slows substantial ly at the fi ltration
sìte, this energy is converted i nto lateral pressure,
Accordingly, measured APr underestimates Âprn, and the magnitude

of underestjmation i rrcreases as a functìon of the square of blood

velocity at the entrance to the LUL. We estimate thjs effect
(ÂPcn ) to be no more than 1,0 mmHg at the highest flow in our
preparationc. Table 1 shows that, as flow increased from

1,27 ]/mtn (at ôrH ) Lo 2,97 t/min (at ônr ), 
^p 

across the
upstream segment decreased 2,0 mmHg instead of the expected

increase of 1,4,3 mmHg had resjstance remained the same. The

pressure deficit is, accordìngly, 16.3 mmHg, It is evident that
blood deceleration can account for only a smaìl fractjon of the

measured decrease in Rus.

The conclusìon that deceleration had little to do with the

measured reduction in Rus appl ies only to this preparation, The

low estimate of ôPcn results from the fact that lateral pA

pressure was measured at a locatìon (left main pA) thaL is much

larger than the artery supplying LUL. A flow of 3.0 l/min, whjle



very large in relation to LUL, ìs reìatively small in relation to
leit main PA, which is designed to handle three to four times the
f low to the LUL, lf the enti re left lung were perfused at the
same relatìve f low ( ì.e. -jO l/nin), ôpc¡ would have been much

higher (-10-15 mmHg), and measured Rus would have decreased even

more as a functjon of f low. Sjnce Apus at the highest flow was

only 8.7 mmHg (Table 1), it ìs quìte possìble that at these high
flow rates (in the natural state) EFp couìd be the same or even

hìgher than laleral pA pressure ( i ,e. negat.i ve Rus ).
Upstrean migration of fi ltration nidpoint. As indicated

earl ier, there is evidence that extra-alveolar vessels (arteries
and veins) particìpate in fluid fi ltratjon (2, 25). Because as

flow increases arterial pressure rises more than venous pressure

(as dictated by the presence of an inflow to outflow pressure
gradient), it is possìble that precapì l ìary vessels contribute
relatively more to fi ltration at the higher flow rates, The

fi Itration midpoìnt would thus move upstream as flow .i ncreased,

and calculated upstream resistance would decrease s.imply because

that segment covered by the mjdpoint migration is no longer part
of the calculated upstream resìstance. We do not, beljeve this
mechanism could account for any more than a small fracLion of the
observed decrease in Rus. Fjrst, to the extent that venous

pressures also increase substantjally as a function of flow (24),

the contributjon of postcapi I ìary vessels to fi ìtration must also
'increase thereby offsetti ng (at I east partl y ) the i nc reased



contri buti on of precapillary vesse l s and restra.i nìng u pst ream

mìgratìon of the midpoìnt. Second, as shown in Table 1, Rus at
the highest flow decreased to approximately one-thìrd of .i ts
value at ôrr. If that were primarì1y the result of migration of
the fi ltration midpoint, the latter must have migrated upstream

of the major arterial resistance sites during the hìghest fìow.
This would pìace the predomi nant site of fluid fi ltration in
thick-wal led arterjes, a most Ímprobabìe development.

Recruitment of paralleT units. For recrui tment of new units
to explajn the decrease in Rus between ôr¡ and ó¡r (Table 1),
some units must have been closed at èrH and opened subsequentìy.

PA pressure at <irH r4as 30.4 mmHg (Table 1), and the vertical
distance between PA catheter and the most independent ìobe region

was "12 cm (8.8 mmHg). Since airway pressure was 2,5 cmHzO, if
units were closed at ôrx, then closure was maintained by active
smooth muscle tone that can withstand a distending pressure of aL

least 25 mmHg. This proposition is untenable, particularly ìn an

animal preparatìon that dìspìays I ittle evidence of active tone
(see ref. 15 and 21). Furthermore, recruitment of paral lel units
should decrease downstream as well as upstream resistance. This

was not Lhe case,

Active dí latation. For actìve di latation to effect a

substantial decrease in resistance, there must be a substantial
pre-exìsting tone. This is not the case (1S, Zj). Active
dj latation may have contrjbuted to the gradual decrease in



resjstance in the course of sustained flow, However,
jndicated in RESULTS (also Figure 4), the total decrease

resi stance was very small and can readjly be accounted for on

bas is of stress re laxati on ( 1 7 ) .

Passive dílatat,ion. The major contributors to Rus are
undoubtedly the arteries, and arterjes distend under pressure.

Arterial dist,ensibiì ity varies from 1 to 4% of ci rcumference per

mj l Iimeter of mercury depending on sì ze (j7 , 27 , 33). As f loþr

jncreased from ôrn to ônr, the pressure at both ends of the
upstream segment ( ì.e, pp¡ and EFp) increased approximately to
the same extent (-20 mmHg). It follows that arterìes of al I
sizes were subjected to nearly the same increase in pressure, A

decrease in resistance from 8,3 to 2.9 mmHg.l-t.min (i,e. a 65X

decrease, Table 1) wouìd result from a 3095 increase jn radius (or

circumference), or 1,596 per mmHg. As indicated above, this js

well within the documented distensibi lity of pulmonary arteries,
This mechanism (passive di latation) would also explain fai lure of
downstream resistance to decrease despite the pronounced decrease

in Rus, The upstream segment is necessarììy subjected to a

I arger i ncrease in distendjng pressure, Furthermore, unlìke
arteli es, the distensìbjlity of veins decreases marked I y once

theìr distending pressure reaches a modest và1ue of 7-B mmHg

(27). Thjs pressure was most lìkely reached well below ór¡.

as

'i n

the



We conclude that the progressive decrease in Rus, and hence

the closer proximity of EFp to pA pressure, wìth progressìve
i ncreases ìn flow is ìargeìy the result of passìve dilatation of
arter ì es .

3. Relation to Previous Work

Several prev i ous i nvest i gato rs measured the fracti on of
total res i stance offered by vesse I s downstream from the
filtration site (Ros/PVR) at normaì or near normal blood flow (1,
18, 19, 3?). Two of these studies employed gravimetrìc
techniques (18, 19). caar et al. (18) used an isogravimetric
technique in an in vi tro lobe pneparatìon and found the
downstream contrìbution Lo be 44%, Gabel and Drake (19) used an

isofi ltration technique ìn an intact left lower lobe prepârat.ion

in which flow $/as increased by constrìctin9 the rìght pulmonary

artery, While flow uJas not measured, we estimate .i t was about

twice the normal blood flow to the LLL.5 At this flow Rog was

"50% of total. Our results, extrapolated to the correspondìng

flow rates, ìndìcate that Ros should contri bute 45 and 5O%,

respectìvely (Figure 8, botton). There is, accordìngìy,
excel lent agreemenl among aì I studies that uti I i zed gravìmetric
techniques and these results indicate a progressive increase in
Ros/PVR with f1ow, up to a fractjon of g3% at the hìghest
physjological ly relevant rate. Agostonì and pi iper ( 1 ) estimated
fi ltration pressure ìn subpleuraì capi I laries usìng an osmometer



and found a slightly higher downstream fraction (60%) at a fair'ì y

low f low. It js not clear whether subpleural vessels are

representatjve of parenchymal vessels, Furthermore, the total
PVR of thei r preparatì on was abnormal I y hìgh (arteriovenous
pressure difference was 11.6 mmHg at a flow rate of O,14 l/nin).
Parker et al , (32) estimated capìlIary pressure from the change

in alveolar pressure of fluid-fi I led lung segments. They found

that dovJnstream resistance accounted for 4Ox of total resistance.

The longitudìnal distribution of pVR was exami ned in
numerous other studies. With the exception of one (24), these

wi I I not be discussed since f I ov,r rates used were low and

partitìoning was not in relation to fluid fi ltratìon sjte (for
review see ref. 10 and 15). Hyman (24) pump perfused ìeft Iung

segments of various sizes in intact (close-chested) dogs jn whom

the left PA was cannulated with a tube introduced via the atriai
septum. Measurements uJere made over a very wi de flow range

extending to,540% of normal blood flow. The relation between

fl ow and PA pressure observed in our lobe is simi lar to that
found by Hyman (24) and others (16) after aì ìowì ng for
differences jn size of perfused segments. Hyman also measured

the pressure ìn 2 to 3 mm veins by use of a 0.9 mm catheter
introduced retrogradely via LA. He found that the resistance
downstream from this site accounted for -49% of total resistance,

Furthermore, this value was ìndependent of flow at flow rates in
excess of normal (Table 1, ref,24). We found that Ros (relative
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to the fi ltration site) accounts for 61% of pvR at four times
normal blood flow (Q¡¡1 ) and thìs contr.i bution ìncreased to g3åí at
the highest flow (Tabìe 1), Hyman,s data wouìd suggest that the
major part of our Ros at órn (43/61 = 0.7) is contained ìn large
veins and that the i ncrease in Ros,/pvR with flow ìs prìmarìly the
result of increasing contri bution from vessels bet$Jeen the
fi Itration site and 2 to 3 mm veins,

4. Relevance to Natural Hígh FTow States

The cardiac output in exercising dogs has been documented to
increase up to 8OO m1 /kS (a). Since the highest exercise ìn the
latter study was nol exhaustìnS (a), it ìs possìble that cardiac
output increases to even higher levels. The fìow range of our
obse rvat j ons (correspondìng to an output range of
400-1,000 mi/kg, Fjgure 8) ìs, accordìngìy, easì ly reached durìng
exercise in dogs. The pressure-f ìow relation in our preparation

is also similar to that found in exercis.i ng dogs; at a cardiac
output of -300 m1 /kS, PA pressure was 2Sl1 mmHg (26) or ZA (range

20,4-34,6) ( l3) duli ng exercise, and LA pressure was 2.0 and

3.8 mmHg, respectively. At a comparable flow rate, the pA and LA

pressures in our lobes were 24 and 2,5 mmHg, respectively
(Figure e). Pulmonary vascular pressures at higher levels of
exercise in dogs are not avai lable, Nonetheless, ìn v.i ew of the
simi larity in the pressure-flovJ relation bet$/een our preparatìon

and the exercising dog at a flow rate of 300 mllkg and the
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probability that the relation ìn both cases reflects the response

of a passìve puìmonary vasculature, it is very ììke1y that the
pressure-flow relation at hìgher levejs of exercise will be

sjmilar to that found in our preparatìon,

Our results therefore ìnd.i cate that, unless other factors
operate to reduce the resistance downstream from the filtration
sìte, fi I tratj on p ressu re wìll exceed threshol d for edema

formation during heavy exercise. To the extent that vascular
smooth muscle tone is normally mìnimal (15, 2j ),, it js difficult
Lo see how a reduction in Ros cân be effected by neuralìy or

humoral ìy medìated active di latation during exercise. Left
atrial pressure jncreases during exercise (22), and thjs may

reduce venous resistance (34). While this may decrease the
pressure d ifference between filtration site and LA, it is not
reasonable to expect this decrease to completeìy offset the
increase in LA pressure (so that EFp actually falls) in a fully
recruited circulatjon. Ventì lation is marked'l y increased during
heavy exercise and changes ìn lung volume have complex effects on

vascular resistance (for revìew see ref . S, 10, and 1S). The

effect of increases in ventilation on EFp during hìgh fìow needs

to be i nvesti gated.

It is also likely that our conclusions appjy to exercjse in
humans as well, As in the dog, the maximum cardiac output in
healthy young men is five to eight times the rest.i ng value (3),
and the overal ì pressure-flow relation is also sjmi lar; at 3.s
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times the resting cardiac output (results for maximal exercise
also not avaì ìabìe), pA pressure is, on average, 29tB (SD) mmHg

(9), At the equivalent f Iow, pA pressure in our preparatìon was

27 mmHg (Figure 8, top),

Seve ra I i nvesti gators have documented an .i ncrease in
extravascular water Iby ìndìcator-di lution techniques (20, 29)]
or in lung lymph flow (6) duri ng even modest exercise. These

findìngs do not establ ish water accumulation in the ìung, s.i nce

the techniques used are susceptible to vascular fecruitment. On

the other hand, Marshall et al , (28 ) faìled to document an

i ncrease in lung wet-to-dry weight ratio at the end of exercjse
in dogs, This negative evidence, however, is not conclusive
since no hemodynamic measurements were made (i.e. cardiac output
'ís not known), dogs exercised at a pre set level that was

probably far from the dog,s maximum abìl.i ty (as judged from the
dog's performance jn other studìes), and the number of dogs

studied (four) was too smal I in relation to the variabi lity of
the wet weight-to-dry weìght ratio,

Younes et aj, (37, 38) have recently reported that some

normal subjects develop relatjve tachypneâ, occasionaì ly severe

Ie,g, (38)], after maximal exercìse. By a process of
elimination, they suggested that this may be due to development

of mjld jnterstìtial edema at very heavy work rates. The present

results are consistent with, and jend some support to, this view,



Patients with high permeab.i l ity pulmonary edema (adult
respi ratory disease syndrome), particularly those with associated
sepsis, often dìsplay an elevated cardiac output, sometimes in
excess of three times normal (23). It is generally bel ieved that
th'i s is beneficial in that it promotes a hìgher Oz delivery.
Indeed it has been shown that further increases in cardiac
output, by short term f luìd challenge, do i ncrease Oz consumption

in some patients (23), We have documented the presence of a

I arge pressure gradient between EFp and LA nressure i n the
presence of hìgh f 1ow. Accordingly, any advantage an elevated
cardiac output (spontaneous or induced) may have on Oz de1ìvery
is obtained at the cos¿ of promoting more edema, and possibly
worse Oz del ivery, in the long run.



G. FOOTNOTES

Footnote 1.

No more than half of the total we.i ght gain I.i mit (.i .e. 30 g)

cou'l d be al lowed durìng the dynamic measurements to perm.i t a

comparabl e number of static observations to be made later.

Footnote 2.

In a truly statìc blood column, progressive loss of low
protein f i I trate shou r d resu r t in progressì ve i ncrease in
intravascular oncotic pressure, thereby counteracting further
f ìuid movement. we had initial ly intended to eslablish a smalI
venous leak to ensure renewal of blood at the filtration site,
In prelìmìnary experiments, however, we noted no change in rate
of weìght gain as a step .i ncrease in static pressure was

maintained. Two factors account for this stabiI ity in our
preparat'ìon. Fi rst, lung expansìon compresses alveolar vessels
and distends extra-alveolar vessels (S, 10, 1S), The periodic
resp i ratory movements the refo re cause mix.i ng of bl ood in
capi I iaries with that in neighbor.i ng vessels. Second, we found

that when the LLL cannula was cramped (in the course of a static
mêasuremenL) so that the reservoi r is disconnected, there was a
progressive increase in vascular pressure and lobar weight,
signifyìng an increase in lobar blood volume, This blood could



only come from connections with the bronchial circuiation, since
left PA pressure was higher than both LA and right pA pressures.

since bronchial vessels communi cate with pulmonary vessels at the
'I evel of pulmonary veins or capi'ì ìaries (B), this retrograde f .ì 

ow

ensures continuous renewal of blood at the fi ltration site. with
the reservoi r connected, however, this retrograde flow does not
cause an appreciable change in pressure on account of the
reservoj r's Iarge area,

Foot,note 3 .

We attempted seve ra I app roaches to effect reve rs i b.l e

occlusion of lobar veins. These i nc I uded passage of
bal loon-tipped catheters via the LA Ithese have to be sutured to
vejn wall to prevent their extrusion (tS¡1, or directly through
vein walì, as wel l as pìacement of the pulmonary vein snares
before ìnitiatjon of dynamic data col lect.i on, We found that
manìpuìatìon of vejn walI very frequently resuìts ìn a ìargeìy
irreversibìe change in the pressure-flow relation, signìfying an

j ncrease in pulmonary venous resistance. This wouìd, of course,

defeat the purpose of the experiment.

Footnote 4.

The pressure change (Âpca ) that results from a change in
velocjty (V) can be calculated from (b)



^P 
= 0.5.1-(Vr -Vz)/139,3

$/here f is density (kglm3 ) and 133.3 is the constant to convert
newton per square meter (i.e., pascal ) to mmHg. At a flow rat,e

of 3.0 l/min and a cross -sectional area (where the left pA

catheter is located) of r cm2, (based on an estimated diameter of
11 mm), velocìty at the site of the catheter (reft maìn pA at
exit of LUL artery) is 0.5 m,/s. If blood slows down to a

standstj I I ( i.e, , Vz = O), lateral pressure wi l1 increase by -1
mmHg,

Footnote 5.

LLL normal1y receives one-th.i rd of cardjac output (7).
Gable and Drake (19) increased LLL flow by partiaìly constr.i ctìng
right main PA' with complete occlusion LLL flow should i ncrease
no more than threefold, since only partial constriction was

used, and cardiac output decreases as pvR increases, LLL f louJ

must have been Iess than three times normal. The pA-LA pressure

difference in their preparation was, on average, i4,4 mmHg, whìch
corresponds to a flow of -2OO ml.kg-r.min-l (see Fig. g).
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ÏIT. CHAPTER 2

EFFECT OF TIDAL VOLUME AND PEEP ON RATE OF

EDEMA FORMATION IN IN SITU PERFUSED CANINE LOBES



A. BACKGROUND

The effect of lung volume on fluìd dynamics has been a
subject of considerable interest over the past few decades (e.g.,
ref.4,5,9,12, 13, 15, 19,30), It has become clear that lung

volume effects are complex and involve almost al ì factors that
govern fluid filtration and removal. It is well known that
changes jn mean (i.e. operatjng) Iung volume alter both

extravascular and intravascular pressures (and, hence, the net
hydrostatì c fi ltration gradìent) because of mechanj cal
'i nterdependence between vascular walls and lung parenchyma (16,

27i for review see ref. 8, 24, 26 , 28) . Furthermore, it has been

recently shown that permeabjlity of both alveolar epithelium (11)

and microvascular endothel iun (22) increase with lung ìnflation.
The main function of the lung is to exchange gases between

blood and atmosphere brought about by oscillatorv changes in lung

volume, Studies, so far, have been primari ly concerned with the

effects of sustained elevation in lung voìume produced e.i ther by

posi ti ve end-expì ratory pressu re ( pEEp ) or by cont ì nuous l ung

inflation, As opposed to lhe extensive I iterature on the effects
of sustained changes in lung volume on pulmonary fluid dynam.i cs,

there js I ittle information about the effects of changìng Vr.



B, HYPOTHESI S

changes in Vr can i nf l uence firtration because of the
associ ated changes ìn operating rung vorume. However, there are
reasons to be I i eve that changes i n vr nay have effects on

filtration that are ìndependent of those rerated to changes ìn
operatìng lung volume. Although oscil ìating around a sìmi lar
mean alveoìar pressure (par ), a major difference between Iarge vr
and PEEP is that large Vr is associated with a hjgher par durìng
one part of the respì ratory cycìe (inspiratìon) and a rower par

durìng another (expiratìon), The relation between. ìung vo.ì ume

and each of the fi ltration and c I earance factors has not been

establ ished' If ìt were linear, then any extra effect accrued
when Pel is higher wouìd be offset by opposìte effects when paì

''i s ìower, and there should be no net difference in rate of edema

formation between large Vr and pEEp,

C. METHODS

Preparation simi lar to that described in CHAPTER 1.

D. PROTOCOL

Twelve dogs were used in this study, The LUL was

ventilated, on a randomìzed basis, with two different tidar
volumes (Vr and Vz ), generatìng static end-inspiratory airway
pressures (EIp) of 7.b and 17.S cmH2O, rêspect,iveì y, wìth a óase



7 r'ne end-expiratory pressure (eep) of 2.5 cmHzO. At each level
of Vr, edema was induced dynamically as described .i n CHAPTER 1.

A minimum of 2 observations at each of two different flow rat,es

was made at each level of Vr,

In 6 dogs, at the end of the dynamìc measurements, edema was

jnduced statjcal I y (as described in CHApTER 1). Static
measurements were obtained at levels of V¡ equ.i valent to those

used jn the dynam ic measurements (.i .e, EIp of 7.5 and

17.5 cmHzO). Four to eìght d i fferent puìmonary vascu I ar
pressures were selected at each level of ventilatjon.

In the other 6 dogs, rate of edema formatjon wâs measured in
a third condjtion (Vs ) in which Vr was similar to Vr but pEEp

level was increased so that mean a i rway pressure was

approxjmaLely the same as in Vz conditjons. Chart speed was

jncreased to 25 mm/sec towards the end of each 4 mìn per.i od of
hìgh flow, and the ìnf ìow tubing to the LUL was occluded fon 1-2

seconds. During this period pump flow was temporarj ly diverted
to a reservoir, occlusìons were carried out near end-inspìratìon
and near end-expiration. In this group of dogs, only dynamic

measuremênts ( i.e. in the presence of high biood flow) were

obtained as the total weight 9a.i n during the 3 sets of dynamìc

measurements precluded rel iable static measurements. In lhis
series Vr was tested first but the order of testing V2 and Vs was

random i zed .
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In the first group of 6 dogs effective filtration pressure

(EFP), at the various levels of ventì lation and f low rates was

estimated usirrg the gravìmetrìc techn.i que described in CHApTER 1.

Estimation of middle compartnent pressure (pu). In the second

group of 6 dogs , fì ltratìon pressure in the dynami c state was

estimated usìng the arte r i al occlusìon techn i que as stat j c
measurements we re not ava i'ì abl e. Fol l owi ng occlusion, pA

pressure drops rapidìy, fol ìowed by a slow decline in pressure

thât plateaus. The plateau level approximates either LA pressure

or alveolar pressure (whichever is higher), The best fjt
exponentìaì curve for the slow phase, sampled at SO Hz, was

obtained according to the foi lowing equatìon:

Y = A.e-Bx + C

where Y and X are PA pressure and time, respectìveìy; "A" is a

constant; "8" js the reciprocal of the tjme constant; and "C js

the asymptote pressure value. "C" was obtained directly by using

the i owest f 1at porti on of the curve. Pr,t , pressure i n the

compl iant mjddle compartment, at the time of occlusion (t=O) was

taken as the sum of "4" and "C". A more elaborate description of
this technique and justìfìcation for its use under very hìgh flow

conditions is provided in CHAPTER 4.
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E. RESULTS

Ì'4easured and calculated data, obta.i ned in 12 dogs, comparing
rate of edema formation with smaller tidal volumes (Vr ) versus
'I arger tidal volumes (Vz ) are summar.i zed in Table 1. Blood flow
to the LUL (meanlsD) was 2.32!o.99 r/min. Inflow pressure to the
LUL was sl i ght ly affected by ventilation, osciìlations in inflow
pressure ranged between 2 and 6 mmHg from end-ìnspiration to
end-expiration. Mean inflow pressure to the LUL (LpAp) witn
smaìler tidal vorumes was not different from that with larger
tidal volumes (42.3 jn both cases). pressure at the filtration
site (EFP) estimated by the isofiltration technique ìn the first
6 dogs and by the occlusion technique in dogs 7 to 12 was also
not d i fferent (3j.417.6 vs. 31,317.1, respect.i vejy). Desp i te
equivalent f iltr^ation pressures, rate of edema formation (awl^¿)

with larger tidaì volumes was signifìcantìy (p<o.oo1) h.i gher than
that obtained with smal rer tidal volumes (0.73t0. 29 s/min versus
0,5810.30 g/mi n, respectjvely).
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TABLE 1. vascular pressures and rcte of weight gain wíth smalt and large tídal uolumes

kg l/min
Dos No.

s,/rnir
LAP,

mmHs c/min
LPAP. EFP,
mmHg nmHg

LPAP, EFP. LAP,
mrnH8 mmHs mmHs

0.0 0.24
0.0 0.24
1.0 0..t1
1.0 0.97
1.5 0.50
1.5 0.'t5
3.3 0.56
3.5 0.?5
0.0 0.62
0.0 1.02
2.3 0.83
1.8 1. r7
8.0 0.75
6.5 0.88't.0 1.r3
6.? 1.38
1.2 0.54
0.8 r.00
0.0 0.38
0.0 0.75
0.5 0.50
0.6 0.75
r..8 0.38
2.r 0.63

0.0
0.0
't.0

t.5
1.5

0.0
0.0
3.0
3.0
3,9
3.5
6.0
5.9
1.0
t.l
0.6
0.5

2.8
3.6
4.1

0.r3
0.13
0.60
0.?3
0.40
0.63
0.48
0.58
0.42
0.72
0.?6
0.96
0.16
0.88
1.00
1.30
0.25
0.75
0.13
0.38
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50

46.0
5 r.5
38.5
42.5
42.5
41.5
32,5
35.0

6r.0
45.0
50.0
40.5
43.0
10.0
50.0
35.5
40.0
34.0
43.0
38.0
46.5
27.0
33.0

33.8
28.s
31.4

40.3

30.0
34.3
48.3
39.5
49.0
29.5

24.6
28.1
30.1

24.3
26.6

26.3

45.0 27.5
50.0 27.5
35.5 2A.5
39.5 31.3
42.0 33.3
47.0 4r.8
32.0 25.5
31.0 29.3
50.5 36.0
60.5 52.0
46.0 42.1
49.0 48.0
40.0 3r.7
45.5 31.1
46.0 2a.2
52.0 29.5
32.5 25.9
36.5 2a.5
30.0 22.5
39.0 26.9
38.5 21.6
47.5 28.1
36.0 26.8
40.0 28.9

I 19.0 2.t0
2.40

2 31.0 3.50
4.00

3 25.0 3.00
3.50

4 32.0 3.50
4.00

5 23.0 3.00
3,50

6 20.0 2.50
3.00

7 23.0 1.25
1.50

8 19.0 r.00
1.25

I 21.0 1.50
1.15

t0 26.0 1.00
1.50

,¡ 19.5 r.50
2.00

12 22.5 1.50
2.00

0.?3i
10.29

42,3 31.3 2.6
!7.7 !7.t r2.8

Mean 23.9 2.32 42.3 31.4 2.7 O.5g
+ sD r5.5 10.99 r1.4 !7.6 x2.2 a0.30

Vr, small tìdal volumes iend-explratory pressure (EEp) : 2.S cmHzO;
end-inspi ratory pressure (EIP) = 7.5 cmH20l; Vz, large tìdal volumes
(EEP = 2.5 cmH20; EIP:17,5 cmHz0); LPAP, inflow pressure to the left upper
lobe; EFP, effectjve filtration pressure; LAP, left atrial pressurei A\4/^t,
rate of edema fornìation. x S'ignif icantìy dìfferent from Vr (p < 0,001) by
tno-way analysis of variance for repeated measures. No sìgnìficant differencejn other pa rantete rs,
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T:2t:_,?.^!::::r*,interccpts a.nd slopes of the relation betueen static uascular pressure
and. rate ol edema Íormation with small and Lørge tidal uolumes

Dog No,

mmHs
s,

C min-' rnmHg-ì 100 g-' ' mmHE
s,

C rnin-¡ mmHg-¡.100 g-r

20.5
l5.l
18.0
8.4

13.4
18.?

I
2
3
4
5

0.012
0.091
0.0?8
0.064
0.061
0.120

0.081!0.009 16.1r1.6

0.0?8
0.141
0.r06
0.087
0.092
0.133

0.106r0.0t0.

0.99
0.95
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.98

20.6
1?.5
r9.2
10.2
t2.6
16.6

1.00
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99

Mean tSE 15.7rr.8

Pressure intercepts (r: pcrit) and sropes (s) [normalized to 100 g wettrt of a normal left upper lobe estìmated from the ¿oä,s ¡o¿V weinl.,r'-f rll oflìnear regressions of the reration between static anã uui"r'lu.-piå"su16 andrate of edema formation. vr, smaì ì tidal vorumes; Vz, rarge tidai volumes; r,correlation coeffjcìent. x S jgn.if icantly dìffereni fro.-m Vr te <-O.Of; Uypared t test. Intercepts not sì9nif ìcan y dìfferent.
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'^iÌåi,i;,ii,iÏä"i'iì,li{iì;,ïï,åi!,'J"r:';::i,';"ËÊÅie of edema formation with smail tidat uotumes,

Dot No. Pa*, LpAp,
cmHlo mmHg

EFP, LAP, .rtv/tr.
mlnHs mmHs s/min

r8w. LPAP' EFP¡ LÁp, JU¡/l¡,cmH,u mmHs mmHg mmHs s/;in
Þsw,

cmH?O

5,3 0.25
5.0 0,50
7.3 0.?5
7.5 1.50
0.8 0.25
r.0 0.50
0.0 0.13
0.0 0.38
0.0 0.50
0.0 0.75
0.3 0.r3
0.5 0.38

29.t
,o.t

21.',]
27.0
26.2
31.0
23.9
30.3

6,9
7.t

6.8

6.5
?.1

6.5

7.9

8,0 0.75
6.5 0.88
7.0 ¡.13
6.? r.38
t.2 0,54
0.8 1.00
0.0 0.38
0.0 0.?5
0.5 0,50
0.6 o.?s
1.8 0.38
2.1 0.63

4.6 .t0.0 3l.,Ì 3.94.8 45.5 3l.l 3.54.0 46.0 28.2 6.04.2 52.0 29.5 5.95.3 32.5 25.9 1.05.5 36.5 28.5 l.t4.0 30.0 22.8 0.64.2 39.0 26.9 0.54.5 38.5 2t.6 3.34.7 47.5 28.1 2.A5.0 36.0 26.8 3.65.2 40.0 28.5 4.1

slrniî?

I
I
t0

7.5 40.5
7.'7 43.0
7.t 40.0
7.3 50.0
7.6 35.5
7.a {0.0
7.0 34.0
7.2 43.0
1.5 38.0
1.7 46.5't.5 27.0
1.7 33.0

0.?5
0.88
r.00
r,30
0.25
0.75
0.13
0.38
0.50
0.'7 5
0.25
0.50

0.62
!0.35

LP,1P,
mrnHg

DFP,
mmHs

LAP,
mmHe

39.0
45.0
45.0
53.0
36.0
39.0

41.0
40.5
48.5
30.0
40.0

29.5

28.6
28.1
30.1
21.5
26.8
24,3

26.3

39.2 26.9 2.916.3 !3.2 r3.l
7.5¡

10.3

27.5 3.0
t3.0 :1.9

Mean 4.7 40.3rsD ro.5 16.4 0.76.
r0.30

?.0t
!0.5 0.50

a0.38

40.8 28.2
16.5 13.4 +3.0

V¡, small tjdal volume plus pos,i t.ifFif = 5.0 cnìHzo; Erp, jt.ô-"rrj,=nl:';.ì. u:"^lt]ve end-expjratory pressurefiltratjon preséure. ' 11'0 cmHz0); Pau, Ilìêâñ aìr'way pressure; EFÉ, äffective
l:g:no. ;- õi;;;;j;;"rii'n.,9n"f.'itf;:l.di^;ier, aboieviaiìã1,"ì""1"''ruor" 

Ianalysis of varj ance la

l rt, ij: 
" 

j,, i," ,-,". 
.{,ifi 

i, ry; *f_.,i,,* **' . I i" i f"tî*'*,i.1,, i: ; i: I
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Table 2 shows results of the static mêasurements which wereused to estimate the f j ltrat.j on pressure in the dynamic state jndoqs I t.\ Â , An excel lent I i near correlation (r: O,9S) wasobtained between static vascular pressures and Al.l/ Lt in each dogunder the ty/o Vr conditlons. Wjth sma.l ler tidal volumes (Vr),the pressure .i ntercept (pcri t ) averaged (meanlsE) 15.711.g mmHgand the slope (s) o.OB1to.0o9 g.mì n_ r .mmHg_ r . 1o0g_ r . Th.i s lattervalue is comparabre to prevìousìy reported varues .i n intact lobes(e'g' 20)' The slope was higher in ar1 dogs during venti.r ationwith larger tidal volumes (Vz), the average being 131%(0,10610.010) of the smaller tjdal volumes (p<O.Oj). Theintercepts were not d.i fferent.
As mentioned .i n METHODS, in dogs 7 to 12, AW/AÛ was measuredin a third sjtuation (Vs ) jn which mean airþ/ay pressure (paw) was'i ncreased by introducing additionar EEp to the base Tine EEp of2'5 cmHzo' A summary of the measured and carculated resurtsunder the three djfferent forms of venti lat.i on is shown jnTable 3. Comparison between the three condit.j ons was done usjnganaìysis of variance for repeated measures, Tukey,s test wasused to ìdentify the groups that were signif icant.ì y different.In the third conditjon substitution for the two missing data wasundertaken and the total degrees of freedom were reduce d by Z.Despite sl ightly lower (not s.i gnificant statistical ly) fj ltrationpressures (EFp) under V2 conditions as compared to V¡ , AVt /At,under Vz was sisn.i ficantJy h i gher (p<O,OOS). Although the



di fference between Vl

level (P=O.20) a trend
ev i dent.

and V3 failed to exceed the significance
towards a lower AW/A¿ usjng higher EEp was

F. DISCUSSION

In CHApTER 1 we have shown that the fraction of total
pulmonary vascu.l ar resistance (pVn¡ ç6¡Xributed by vessels
downstream (DS) from Lhe filtration site (i,e. Ros/pVR) i¡ç¡s....
progressìvely with increasing puìmonary blood flow. At 4 and Itimes normal blood f low the fractions are 60% and BO%,
respectively, As a result, the lung routinely accumul ates water
at flow rates in excess of four times normal despite low(2-5 mmHg) outflow pressures. some factor must surery operate to
prevent the rung from deveropìng purmonary edema since frow rates
of thjs order are easjly reached during exercise (e.9.2,3) and
signìfìcant pulmonary edema is not known to develop even after
very heavy exercise (e.S. le). Since tidal volume (Vr ) increases
substantiar ly during exercise, and lung vorume affects armost ar rfactors that govern fluid fi ltration and removal, we reasoned
that an increase in Vr may reduce edema formation under
conditions of high pulmonary brood frow. To our surprise we
observed the opposite; AW/At increased significantly with ìarger
Vr, at equìvalent blood flows (Tabìe 1).



The .i ncrease in AW/lt was not the result of hisher
hydrostatic pressures at the fi ltration site (Efe¡; est i mated
fi ltration pressures were comparable at both tidai volumes
(Table 1). Furthermore, the increase in AW,/A ¿ was also observed
under static condìtions in which case EFp is known with certainty
( Tab I e 2 ) .

LW/Lt represents the ba I ance between rate of fluid
fi ltration and renìoval (by lymphatics and lung surface),
Therefore, an jncrease in LW/Lt, at a gìven m.i crovascular
pressure, ìmpì ìes an increase in f i ltrat.i on, a decrease in
clearance, or both. A decrease in fluid removal w.i th large Vr

can be djscounted; lymph flow is known to increase wìth largen
tidal volumes (1) and there ìs no reason to expect a reduction in
fluid clearance at the pleural surface under these conditions.
It follows that the observed increase in 

^W/^t 
ìs prìmarily the

resuìt of an increase in fluid fì ltration. ln fact, due to
increased lymphatic draìnage (1), the observed increase in Aw/Lt
ì ìkeìy underestimates the increase in rate of fruid fi rtration.

The rate of flujd f .i ltration from the pulmonary
microvasculature (ó",") is governed by the Starling equatìon
( 28 ) :

ôn,. = Lp,A'l(Pc-Pti,¡ )-o.(n.-ntt )] (2)
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where Lp is the filtration constant per unìt area (i,e. index of
permeabi I ity) ' ,4 is the membrane area available for fi ltration,
Pc is the hydrostatic pressure wjthin the ìumen, pti,r is the
hydrostatic pressure in the tissue fluid surrounding the vessel,
o is the reflection coefficient for proteìns, and 'tc ahd ,.ti are
the plasma and tissue f lu.j d oncotic pressures, respect,i vely.
Rearrangì ng equat Í on 2:

tiv,c = Lp'A.Pc-Lp'A, IPt;,r+o. (nc -nt i )] (3)

If one assumes that Pti,r o, Ttc , Trt i , are Í ndependent of pc

(but see below), a plot of dv,c vs. po should be linear wìth a

sìope = Lp.A and a pressure ìntercept = pt.¡,r+o(nc-nti ). This
type of analysìs js routinely appì ìed to ìdent.i fy possìbìe
mechanisms of a change jn rate of fluid f.i Itration (e,g.22,2g),
According to this interpretation, our data, shown in Table 2

[ìncreased s]ope ( S) without a change ìn ìntercept (pcri t )1,
would imp'l y that larger Vr acted by ìncreas.i ng permeabìIity (Lp),
area (A), or both wìthout a change in pti,r, o, Trc and nti (since
Pcrir was unaffected). An increase in surface area is consistent
with anatomi c and physìoìogic data which show that both ìength
and c ircumference ( and hence surface area ) of extra-alveolar
vessels increase with lung volume (16, 27), It is also
consìstent with the expected increase in surface area of alveolar
vessels urrder the condjtions of our experimentr ,
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Changes ìn surface area undoubledìy contrjbute to the

observed response, However, we beì ieve that this conventional

i nterpretati on (of changes in slope and i ntercept ) cannot be

defended when a change in lung volume is the variable under study

for the fol I owi ng reasons:

1) This interpretation leads to the conclusion that Ptt,r

does not change wi th i ncreasi ng I ung vol ume. This js totally

jnconsìstent with the wel l establ ished effects of changes in lung

volume on extravascular pressures. It is wel I known that

alveolar vessels are compressed as lung volume jncreases (8' 14,

24, 25, 28), This suggests an increase in extravascular pressure

( 17 ) . lt is al so wel l known that, at a gì ven i ntravascu ìar

pressure, extra-alveolar vessels distend as lung vol unle increases

(S, 14, 16, 24,25,27,28), indicating an increase jn the net

radial forces applied to the exterior of the vessels (Px, ref'

16, 27). Admjttedly, the extent to which fluid pressure

part.i cipates in thjs overalj change in extravascular forces is

not known. However, it would be unreasonable to assume that

pti,¡ does not change under conditions which undoubtedly promote

expansjon of the extravascular space.

2) The opposite effects of lung volume on Pti,r surrounding

alveolar and extra-alveolar vessels dictates that, at a gìven Pc,

alveolar vessels should contribute less whereas extra-alveolar

vessels should contribute more to fluìd fi ltration as lung volume

increases, It fol lovJs that as Iung volume jncreases the overal I
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behavior of the lobe (relation between 
^ti 

/At and pc) should

become progressiveìy more dominated by the flujd fj ltrat.i on and

cleararìce characteristics of extra-alveolar vessels (i,e. ptl,r,

Lp, A, o, Trri, and ease of fluid clearance by Iymphatics and lung

surface). Considering the differences in structure and location
of alveolar and extra-alveolar vessels, it would be unreasonable

to assume unjformity in these characteri stìcs among the two types

of vessels. Thus, it would be surprìsìng if a shift in the
predomìnant site of filtration to ex¿ra-alveolar vessels were not

associated with a change in the effective values of one or more

of these parameters.

3) Impl ìcit in the use of the slope as an index of the

fiItration coefficient is tlìê assumption that pti,r is
independent of intravascular pressure. lvh i le this may be

justified aL smal I Iung voìumes, it is not tenable at large

volumes. At Ieast two studìes have shown that extravascular
pressure j ncreases as i ntravascu I ar pressure js rai sed. The

change beìng fai r1y smal ì at low transpulmonary pressure (prp )

and jncreases as Prp is i ncreased (16, 27),

4) The fact that the lymphatic drainage (Jt) was not

i nterrupted in our preparati on (at I east not del i beratel y so)

further cornpl icates the interpretatìon. An increase in Jr, as a
result of large Vr, should increase Pcr.it. If the increase in Jr

is proportional to Pc, a decrease in slope is also expected. It
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fol ìows that rather than reflecting no change ìn the product
Pti,r+o(nc-nti ), the lack of change in pcrir nìay be the result of
a reductìon ìn this product that was offset by arr increase ìn Jr.
It is evident that the complex effects of lung volume precludes a

conventional jnterpretatìon of our results, and that the data in
Table 2 are consistent with a wide range of possìbj I ities, To

further narrow these possibilìties we compared, in the I ast 6

dogs, the effects of jncreasing Vr with that of increasing pEEp.

The rat ional e for thìs compa|i son is as fo l l ows: A l arge Vr

(i.e. Vz) differs from control (i.e. Vr ) in two respects. Fìrst,
operatìng (j,e, mean) lung volume is hìgher. Second, the
pressure osci I latjons are larger. It was conceivable that the

size of oscillations, per se, may have independent effects due to
dynamic phenomena or non-l i neari ties in the relatjon between lung

volume and any of the various filtration and clearance variables
¿hat are affected by lung volume. The results in Table 3 clearly
show that the two types of vo I ume man ì pu I atj on had d i fferent
effects on AWl^t; compared to base line (Vr ), AW,/A t increased

significantly with large Vr and tended (NS) to decrease with pEEp

despìte the fact that EFP was, on average, sì ìghtìy lower with

large Vr and sl jghtly hìgher $rith PEEP. The difference in ôW/^¿

betweerr large Vr and PEEP was highly significant (p<O.OOS).

SÍnce operatìng ìung volume Ias reflected by mean aìrway pressure

(Paw ) and hence alveolar pressure (P. I )12 increased f ront base
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line in both cases, and the changes in Awl^ ¿ were opposite Ín
direction, the difference in AW/At between the two cases cannot

be attri buted to d ifferences i n mi crovascu lar surface area.

Although osciìIating around a simiIar mean paI, a major
difference between large Vr and PEEP is the fact tlrat ìarge Vr is
assoc iated wìth a hìgher Par durìn9 one part of the cycle and a
lower Pal durìng another. End-inspiratory plateau pressure (EIp)

was 6.5 cmHzO hjgher whiIe end-expìratory pressure (EEp) was

2.5 cmH2O lower (Table 3).3 If the relation between lung volume

and each of the filtration and clearance factors were lìnear,
then any extra effect accrued when Par is higher wouìd be offset
by opposite effects when Pat is lower, and there should have been

no net difference in AWlôt. Our resu I ts, therefore, clearly
suggest the presence of substantial non-l inearjties, and these

can operale in varìous ways.

Lung volunte and perneabi I ity, If the membrane pernreab.i 1.i ty
( Lp ) were unaffected by Iung volume up to a crjtical inflatjon
pressure, but increased wi th f urthe i nf 1at ì on, and if thal
critical inf ìation pressure happens lo fall between EIp of V¿ and

Vs (i.e. between 11.0 and 17.5 cmH2O, Table 3), then an increase

in Lp could have occurred with large Vr and not with pEEp.

Permeabi 1i ty of both cap'i llary endothe I i um and alveolar
epìthelium have been shown to increase when a cli lical inflation

22), However, this criticalpressure js exceeded (10, 11
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pressure is much hìgher ( >30 cmHzO) ( lO, 11, ?Z) than the peak

jnflation pressures of our study ( <20 cmHzO). Therefore, this
possi bi I ity i s very un1 i keì y.

Lung volune and P¿¡,¡. There js no ev jdence of
non-linearity between Prp and px over the range of pre used in
thìs study (16, 27). However, as indìcated earlier, whether the

response of Pti,r js similarly linear has not been estabjìshed,
and it is Pti,r that is relevant to filtration. Our observatìons

could be expìained jf the relation between prp and pri,r over the

Pre range 11.0-l7,5 cmHzO is steeper (i.e. more pti,r change per

unit change in Prp) than in the range 2.S-S,O cmHzO,

Alternatively, the change in Pt;,¡ with ìung ìnflatjon may be

time dependent; Ptt,¡ decreasing acutely and returnìng to base

Tine when inflation is sustajned. Sustained increases in ìung

volume (i.e with PEEP) may, therefore, have either a lesser or no

effect on Pti,¡ as compared to increases in the amplìtude of
volume osciIlations. Although direct measurements of Iiquid
pressure outs i de a ìveol ar vesse I s have been made at d i ffe rent
lung voìumes (17) the publ'i shed data is insufficjent to make a

fi rm conclusjon about the I inearity of the relation between p¡p

and Pti,r under the conditions of our experìments,

Lung voI une and Pê r i t at al veol ar and extra-aI veol ar
yesse 7s, Because of the opposìte effects of lung volume on pti,r

( relative to pleural pressure) of alveolar and extra-alveolar
vessels, increasìng ìung volume should promote Iesser fluìd
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filtration from alveolar vesseìs and greater filtration from

extra-alveolar vessels. The net effect on f.i ltration is the sum

of both actions, Increasing Pt i , ¡ should decrease fi ltration

irom alveolar vessels up to the point where (Pc-Pti,¡ ) equals

o(nc-nti ). Since at this point net fjltration should become

trivial or cease, addìtionaI reducti on in the hydrostatic

pressure gradient of alveolar vessels (by increasing Iung volume

and Pr;,¡ ) should have no further reducing effect on filtration

from alveolar vessels, On the other hand' as Pti,r of

extra-alveolar vessels continues to decrease with lung inflation'

fi ltraLion from these vessels þrouìd continue to increase. It is

evident that in the Prp range 2.5-11.0 cmHzO of our experiments

the oppos i ng effects on fi I trati on f rom alveoIar and

extra-alveolar vessels nearly cancejed each other ouL (since

AwlAt did not change or decreased s1ìghtly as alveolar pressure

was varied in thjs range; Vr vs. V¡, Table 3). It is possìble

that the critical Pti,r of alveolar vessels (i'e' the tissue

f luj d pressure at which fi ltration ceases) was reached in our

experiments at Prp slishtly above 1l'0 cmHzO' In this case, when

Prp of large Vr (Vz ) exceeds that of PEEP (Va ) that part of the

respì ratory cycl e wiII be assoc i ated w ith a h igher net

fi Itration. Thìs difference cannot be offset during the perìod

when Prp with Vz is lower than that with V¡ since at the lower

Pre range differences in Prp have lìttle net effect on fj ìtration

( see above ) ,
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Lut19 volume and interstitiat fjuid movement, It is
generally accepted that fluid filters from the mì crovascu iature
into the immediate extravascular interstìtium and subsequently
flows into more proxìmal sites in the .i nterstitium ( ZB, 29), The

resistance to flow between the immediate and the more proxìmal

compartments necessarily influences the back pressure (i.e. pti,¡
'i n the vicinity of the f iltratiorf site). Thus, wìth a higher
resistance, Pti,r at the filtration site should be higher, other
factors being equal (29, 29). A lower mean resìstance with
larger vr, on account of non-l inearities in the relation between

lung voìume and resistance to tissue flow, could result in a

lower mean Pti,r and therefore, greater filtration rate,
Very recentìy, Albelda et al. (1) have shown, in

unanestheti zed spontaneousìy breathing sheep, that .i ncreasìng Vr

(produced by ì ncreas ì ng dead space ) , is associated wi th an

increase in pulmonary lymph f ìow. under steady state conditions,
this increase ìn lymph flow must reflect a concomi tant increase
'i n transvascular fluid fi I tration. It was not possibìe to
ascertain whether the increase in fillration ìs a consequence of
a primary (pumping) action of ventj lation on lymphatìc drainage,

or the opposit" ( i.e. higher tidal volumes independentry increase
fi ltration and the associated increase jn lymph flow js a

secondary phenomenon). Since the rate of pulmonary iymph f .low

(Jt) is normally very smaìì, and the increase ìn Jr produced by

higher tidal volumes was also reìatìvely smalI (27%), the



assoc iated increase in fluid fiìtration, assum.i ng a prìmary
effect on lymphatic pump.i ng, wouìd be trivial and the lung would
not be expected to gain weight (in fact some loss of weìght ìs to
be expected ) . on the other hand, if the pr i mary effect js on

filtration, the increase .i n Jr may represent only the ,,tip of the
iceberg," and lung water is expected to increase. The

dìstinction is, therefore, important as it estabr ishes whether
jncreases jn Vr (or venti lation) would have a net beneficial or
deleterious effect on lung water. our results indicate that the
increase in Jt wi th i ncreas ing ventì ration is a secondary
phenomenon,

I
Our results suggest that patients with puìmonary edema are

better off vent i I ated wi th smar l tìdal vo r umes. severar
consideratìons, however, mitigate against such a recommendation

at present. First, a smaller vr may have negative effects on the
ìung (e.g. atelecLasis) or on gas exchange. Second, the effects
of large Vr observed here were based on 4-S min perìods of
observations. Whether the effects of a large Vr on edema

formation are sustained over longer perìods of time is not known,

Th i rd, if Vr is decreased, frequency must be ìncreased to
mai ntai n venti I atì on, The ì ndependent effects of respi raïory
frequency on flujd dynamì cs have not been thoroughìy
investigated. In isolated sheep lung, patterson et al , (23) have

recently shown a d i rect relat.i on between I ymph flow and

respiratory frequency over the range O-30 min-1. However, it was
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no¿ possible to determine whether this effect was due to changes
in fi ltration rate, redìstribution of interstìtiar fruid, or to
augmentatìon in lymphatic transport. Fìnaì ly, the majorìty of
patients with purmonary edema on ventì rators suffer from h.i gh

permeabì lìty edema, as opposed to the hydrostatic edema studied
here, Because the pathogenesjs of the two types of edema is
entirely different, it cannot be assumed that the Vr effects will
be simi lar.

In summary, we have shown that under edematogenic conditions
produced by hìgh pulmonary intrâvascurar pressures, ìarger tidar
volumes promote greater water accumulation, and that increasing
operating lung volume by .i ncreasìng Vr or by increas.i ng

end-expì ratory pressure have quaì itatively opposìte effects on

rate of edema formation. rt is of interest to note that when

faced with spontaneous puìmonary edema, the intact organism
breathes in a sharlow manner and that the refrex ef f ect,s of
receptors which are natural ìy responsive to pulmonary congestion
and edema Ipulmonary J receptors (6, 21)] are shal low breathìng
and an elevation of end-expì ratory volume (6, Zj). The natural
response seems to be. correct on both counts.
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G. FOOTNOTES

Footnote 1.
' Although puìmonary capi lìarjes are compressed þtìth lung
expansion, reducing capi lìary blood volume (8, 14, 24, ZS, Zg),

their area should increase in concert with arveorar surface area
unless, of course, derecruitment occurs. Derecruitment was not a

factor in our experiments since capì ì lary pressure was much

higher than peak alveolar pressure ( compare EFp and EIp, Tables 1

and 3).

Footnote 2.

Ai rway p ressu re (paw ) durì ng ì nspi rat.i on ove rest i mates
alveolar pressure (pal ) on account of the pressure expended

against f low resistance of the airways, as gìven by:

Paw-Pal = V¡.Rr

where v¡ is inspiratory frow and R¡ is aìrway resistance during
'i nspìratìon. Durìng expìration the oppos ì te occurs, paw

underestimates Par by the product VE.Re where Ve and Re are flow
and resi stance durìng expiratìon, respectively,

During inspiratìon the total area under the par
|.r i

waveform (Jo Paw.dt) oyerestimates the area under the ìnspì ratory
rT r_ l" fttPat waveform (Jo P"r.dt) by the product Jo V¡.R¡.dt. During

expiratìon the area under the paw waveform tJl 
"r.".orl



underestjmates the alveo'l ar counterpart tJl 
"o"'¡.orl by the

product Jl 
'ur.Re.dr.

ft, fr"If jo Vr.R¡.dt equaled Jo Ve.Re.dt,

wouì d equal the total area under pa.l

equal mean Pat,

the total area under Paw

and mean Pau wouId then

In our preparatìon the lobe does not particìpate in gas
[r i l.r "exchange so that Jo v¡'dt=Jo Ve'dt. It forrows that if R¡ and Re

were equaì, mean Paw would equal mean pat.

we calculated R¡ and Re in several robes from the difference
between Paw and Pal at different poìnts durìng inspiration and

expiration and by relating that difference to i nstantaneous flow.
The time course of Par was estimated from end-ìnspiratory plateau
pressure (i.e. end-inspi ratory pal ) and the time course of
volume ( i.e. i ntegrated flow). We found that Re ìs, on average,

60% higher. than Rr (20.0 vs. 12.5 cnHzO/l/sec), It fol lows that
f 
t " |"t t

JoVe.Re.dt is 60% higher than Jo V¡,Rr.dt and mean pav must,

therefore, underestimate mean pat .

[r r

However, we also found that Jo V¡.R¡.dt is less than 10%

of the total area under inspiratory pa,' waveform. The difference
between R¡ and Re would thus cause mean paw to underestimate mean

Pal by less than 6% or, in absojute terms, less than O.S cmHzO.

We believe this js an acceptable erroli n view of the ease of
obtainìng mean Pari ( low pass fi lter),



Footnote 3.

The differences ìn peak and nadir pressures are not simirar
because of the non- symmetr i ca I alveoIar p ressu re waveform,
Because of the relativery sìow frequency, EEp is reached earry in
expi ration and is thus maintained for a larger fraction of the
respì ratory cycle than peak pressure.
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TV. CHAPTER 3

EFFECT OF ALVEOLAR HYPOXTA ON PULMONARY

FLUID FILTRATION IN IN SITU DOG LUNGS



A. BACKGROUND

Alveoìar hypoxia js vrjdeìy bel ieved to promote pulmonary
'edema formation. The mechanism by whìch this phenomenon occurs
is not settled, yet it is crucial to our understanding of hìgh
altitude pulmonary edema and may rerate to many pathoìogicar
conditions that result in regional alveolar hypoxìa. suggested

mechan i sms by which al veol ar hypox i a could contri bute to
increased fluid flux ìnclude: 1) An increase in intravascular
pressure aL the filtration s.i te (EFp), Z) an increase in
pulmonary mìcrovascular permeabì l ìty, or 3) a combjnation of
both. Sìnce hypoxja is known to result ìn pulmonary vascular
constrictìon, it ìs not unreasonable to expect it to have an

effect on EFP and therefore on pulmonary fluid flux. Whether

fluid flux would increase or decrease depends on the degree and

location oi the constrict.i on.i n relation to the major sìte of
fluid transudat i on.

There is both animal (7, 22) and human (27, 2A) evìdence of
constriction of the pulmonary vascuìar bed durìng hypoxia. There

are also animal expelimental data ( 1O) and cl jnical reports ( 11,

14) to support the contention that excessive perfusion of a

restri cted vascular bed can result in pulmonary edema, In
contrast, studjes of the possible effect of alveolar hypox.i a on

microvascular permeabi I ity have produced confl ictìng results with
some ( notab 1y I ymph flow and gravìmetric stud i es in dogs )
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suggestìng an increase ìn permeabìlity (4, 17, ZO, 26) while
others (lymph flow studies in sheep) fai 1ì ng to show such an

effect (3, 16). These studies have so far used lymph flow and

þravimet.i c techniques, but for these technìques to provide
rel iabìe information about permeabi I ity, it was necessary to
control hydrostatìc pressure at the filtration s.i te. This
pressure is an i mportant determi nant not only of the pressure
gradient for fluid movement but also of the filtration surface
area. Because of the compìex and somewhat uncertain effects of
alveolar hypoxia on the paral leì and longitudinal dìstributions
of puìmonary vascular resistance (for review see ref. 6), it is
not possible to obta i n an accu rate est i mate of mi crovascu I ar
filtration pressure durìng hypoxìa in the presence of even modest

levels of blood flow. Accordingly, we intend to study the effect
of alveolar hypoxìa on fruid frux ìn dog lungs under conditions
of very low flow rates, where hydrostat.i c f i ltral.i on pressure can

be control led and estimated wìth certainty.

B. METHODS

An isolated ín situ perfused left upper lobe (LUL)

preparation was used (Figure 1 ). Thi rteen mongreì dogs were

anesthetized with sodium pentobarb i ta I and i ntubated. The

animals were vent j I ated wi th a dual Harvard pump at a rate of
10,/min and a tidal volume of 1O-1S mllk9,
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After inserting a catheter in the rìght carotid artery to
monitor systemìc blood pressure (Bp) and a Swan_canz catheter to
monitor rìght pulmonary artery (RpA) pressure, a thoracotomy was

performed in the reft fifth intercostaì space and opened widely.
A cannu I a was i nserted through the j eft I ower lobe (LLL) ve.i n

into the left atrium (LA). The LLL artery was ligated and a

ringed cannula (7 mm LD., I mm o,D. ) was inserted immed.i ately
proxìmaì to the ligature and secured, The LLL bronchus was

cannulated with a y-tube. one arm of the y-tube was connected to
the second barrel of the dual Harvard pump whìle the other arm

was used to introduce a Fogarty bar loon catheter to the rever of
the left main stem bronchus. when the barroon was ìnfrated it
was possible to venti late the LUL separately from the right lung,
The LUL was venti lated with a tidal volume (TV) of 1SO_2OO ml ,

A cannula was inserted .i nto the left femoral artery (FA),
At thìs poínt the animar was furìy heparìnized. The stem of a

Y-cannula uJas attached to the cannuia in the LLL artery. one arm

of the Y-cannu I a þras connected to the FA cannu I a usìng Tygon

tubing primed with sarine and mounted on a cobe-stöcr(ert rorrer
pump. This system was used to draw femoral arterial blood to
perfuse the LUL. The other arm of the y-cannula contained a

catheter equ i pped wi th an i ntravascu I ar occlusive dev i ce (OD)

(for details see cHAprER 1). This catheter was advanced to the
level of the left main puìmonary artery (LpA), upstream from the
LUL artery and the LpA was occluded, At this poìnt perfusion to



the LUL was iniliated at a very
pressure was mon i tored th rough

located proximal to the OD,

TO VENT

low flow of 20 mllmin. Inflow
an orif ice in the LpA catheter

FIGURE 1. Preparation. F, Fogarty catheter; FA, femoraì artery; FT, forcetransducer; LA' left at.ium; LINc v, ììngular veìn; LLL n, reft lower robeartery; LLL B, left lower lobe bronchus; LLL V, left lower lobe vein; LUL,left upper lobe; LUL A, left upper lobe artery; LUL V, left upper lobe veìnjOD, occlusive devìce; pA, main pulmonary artery; nfS, reservoi r; RV, rìghiventricle.

A
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The LUL vejns were then cannulated, A J-shaped cannula was

inserted through the left atr.i al appendage. The short end was

inserted 1 cm into the LUL vein via the LA and secured to the
Vein with sjlk thread, The cannula was then attached vìa Tygon

tubi ng to the bottom of a reservoir, The reservoir was

constructed with an overflow which was drained to the LA via the
cannula in the LLL vein (F.i gure 1). The I i ngu lar vein was
'I ìgated at the LA and cannulated with smalI flexibìe tubì ng.

This was connected to the reservoi r after anastomosi s with the
tubìng from the other pulmonary vein.

The LUL was suspended from a force transducer for continuous

moni torì ng of ì obar we ì ght ( for detaì I s of suspens i on see

CHAPTER 1). Lobar weight was always measured at end expiration,
AlI pressure Iines (systemic Bp, LpA, RpA) were connected to

approprìate pressure transducers and zeroed at the level of the
LUL puìmonaiy veìns as they enter the LA.

Rate of edema formation (ôhr/A¿) F/as determined
gravìmetrìcal ly. Fol lowing a step increase in vascular pressure

(raising the reservoi r) there was an initial fast phase of weìght

gaj n (Figure 2). When vascu I ar pressure exceeded a critical
value this fast phase was fol lowed by a phase of slow weight
gain. The rate of weight gain during this perìod was constant as
'I ong as vascu I ar pressure remained constant (g, see aj so
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CHAPTER 1). Rate of

of this slow vreight
(Figure 2).

edema format i on was

gai n segment ove r

der i ved f rom

a period of

the s lope

3 mi nutes

Þ'ÃÞ- aoT
(mmHs) .:[

LOBE
WEIGHT 1O OML

1 m¡n

FrcuRE 2. upward defrection of mean left purmonary arteriar pressure (pAp)tracìng reflects t'ime at which reservoir was raised (left) and'then returnedto base line (ríght). Downward deflection ìn weìght tracìng sìgnifies weight,gain. Note that end-expiratory lobe weìght (thiðk segmenti ìs-progress.lve.ìy'increasìng' Toward the end of the sìow phase of weìght gain, 5 gïi welghtv/ere placed on the lobe to check consistency of weigñt cãliuiatio-n (downward
deflection).
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C. PROTOCOL

In the first 6 dogs (croup I) lhe LUL was venti lated under 2

conditions: 1) 9SX Oz and 5X COz. 2) O% Oz, S% COz, balance

Nz. under each condition the reservoir was erevated from a öase

t ine of 1o mmHg to va.i ous heights corre"oonotng to vascurar
inflow pressures of up to 54 mmHg in order to produce edema. The

reservoi r remained elevated for 4 minutes at each point and then
returned Lo base Iíne, Two to three points of edema formation
were acquì red at one F¡oz, F¡oz was then changed to the other
level and measurements repeated. This sequence of arternating
F¡ Oz was repeated unti I an average of 7 poì nts wì th edema

format i on were acqu.i red for each condìtion. For each dog and

each conditìon, AWlôt, was plotted against inflow pressure and a
best f it I j near regression was obtained. The slope of the
regression line was expressed per 1OO g of lung tissue wet
weight. The latter was obtained by multiplyìng the dog's weìght
( in kg) by 1 .36 (5), The pressure threshold for edema formation
(Pcrir ) was determi ned as the x-intercept of the regressìon l.i ne,

In the final 7 dogs (Group II) the LUL was venti lated under

4 conditions: 1) 95% O¿, 2) 21% Oz, 3) S% Oz, 4) O% c.2. Each

gas mixture also contained S% COz, balance Nz. In this set of
dogs all poìnts were acquired at one lever of microvascurar
pressure. The neservoi r was raised to a poìnt that corresponded

to 40 mmHg inflow pressure. The reservoir level was marked and

returned to the same level for each measurement in order to fix



outfiow pressure. F¡oz conditions were alternated in random

order and one point of edema formation was acquìred at each F¡oz.
The sequence was ¿hen repeated untir an average of 3 points were

accumulated with each F¡oz. The poìnts were averaged to give 1

measurement of edema formation per conditìon per dog.

The final 3 dogs of croup II trere prepared differently ìn
order to potentiate hypoxic vasoconstriction, Two maneuvers were

used. First, mixed venous brood was drawn from the right atrium
( instead of femoral artery) vja the rjght external jugular vein
to perfuse the LUL wìth hypoxìc bìood and, second, ìndomethacìn
2 ng/kS I.V. was adminjstered pr.i or to experimentatÍon.

In each experiment we periodicaì1y stopped pump flow for a

few seconds. Pressure in the LpA decreased to a plateau which in
the absence of flow reflected reservoir pressure. The difference
between LPA pressure with and without flow reflected the total
pressure gradìent between LpA and reservoir in the presence of
f low, Thìs tesLing was done under alI conditions of F¡Oz. In
no case was this gradient greater than 2 mmHg, we also measured

the pressure drop arong the outfrow tubing at the experìmentaì

flow of 20 m1 /ni n and this was I mmHg. rt for rows that the totar
pressure grad ì ent across the I obe (i.e. tota I g rad ì ent mi nus

tubing pressure gradjent) was aìways less than 1mmHg.



The sìope and Pcrir values from Group I (n=6) were compared

bet$Jeen the two conditions using pa.i red t-test. Rates of edema

formation at lhe 4 FtOz levejs in croup II (n=7) were compared

using ANOVA for repeated measures.

D. RESULTS

An example of the relation between L\,1 /Lt and inf .l 
ow

pressure, for both hypoxìc and hyperoxic conditions (croup I), is
shown in Fìgure 3. Individual as well as mean values for slope,
Pcrit and r are shown in Table 1, Mean (tSE) for slope durìng

hyperoxia and hypoxia were 0.067 t 0.008 and 0.073 t 0.017
g'mi n- I . mmHg- 1 . 1009- t wet weight, respectìveìy. No sìgnìficant
difference was found between the two cond.i tions (p=O.47).

l'4ean (tSE) Pcrit for hyperoxia and hypoxia were 18.3 I 1,g

and 17.1 t 1.2 mmHg, respectively. The difference between the
two conditións was agaìn not sìgnifìcant ( c- -0,7O).

Figure 4 shows both jndivjduaj as wel I as mean va I ues of
Al,,//Á t under each of the 4 FrOz conditions (croup II). Mean ôWlÀt

was 0.61 g,zmi n for severe hypoxìa, moderate hypoxìa and normox.i a,

and 0.60 g/min for hyperoxia. No sìgnifìcant differences were

noted between conditions.

The final 3 dogs, in which indomethacin was added and in
whjch the LUL was pe rfused with venous blood, are separate I y

identjfjed in Fìgure 4. l^/hen examined separately these dogs

showed no signÍficant djfference in AW,/A t between conditions.



The results (meanlsE) were as fol lows: 1 ) severe hypoxia O.70 t
0,13, 2) moderate hypoxìa 0.71 I 0.19, 3) normoxia 0.67 ! O,12,

4) hyperoxì a O.72 I0.19 g/min. In these dogs we âlso tested for
the presence of pulmonary vasoconstrictor response to hypoxia,

A vigorous response was found in each case. An example is shown

'i n Fì gure 5.

o,0

MICROVASCULÁR PRESSURE (MMH9)

O HYPEÂOXIA 
' 

HYPOXIA

FIGURE 3. Relation between ìnf1ow pressure
durìng both hypoxia and hyperoxia in dog 4 (group

TABLE 1. Relntion between A,W/At and EFP (group I)

and rate of edema formation
TI

Hr!êro¡¡s H¡poxia
Dog No

Slope, g.min-r.
roEHg_¡.loo g-r

Pcdt,
mroHg

S¡ope, g.min-¡.
mmHr-r.100 s-¡

Pcrit.
mmHg I

I
2
3
4
5
6

Mean t SE

0.071
0.050
0.099
0.07 4
0,061
0.047

0.06?10.008

25.9
15.6
12.4
1?.8

19.4

18.3+I.8

0.048
0.058
0.157
0.058
0.066
0.051

0.073r0.017

t5.4

18.1
14.9
15.5

11.t!t.2

0.9?
0.92
0.95
0.94
0.94
0.9?

0.95

0.9?
0.94
0.95
1.00
0,93
0.94

0.96

AWlAt, rate of edema formation; EFP,
Pcri r, critjcal capj ì ìary pressure, obtained
relatjon; r, correlatjon coefficjent of best

effect i ve filtratìon pressure;
from pressure jntercept of above
I inear f it.
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FIGURE 4, Rate of edema formation at 4 different Ievels of inspired 02
fraction (FrOe). 0, Indìvidual dogs;0, dogs receiving indomethacjn and
perfused with venous blood; I, mean vaiues for ai1 dogs.
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FïcURE 5. Response to hypoxìa. PAP, left pulmonary artery prBSSure,
arrow, start of each inspìred 02 fraction (F¡02) applied.
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E. DISCUSSION

Hìgh altitude puìmonary edema is commonly attrjbuted to
alveolar hypoxia. Suggested mechanìsms by which alveolar hypoxia
could contrjbute to íncreased fluid flux include: 1) An

j ncrease in i ntravascu I ar p ressu re at the fi ltration site
(effective fi ltration pressure, EFp), Z) an increase in
pulmonary microvascular permeabì ì ìty, or 3) a combination of
both. Since hypoxia ìs known to resuìt ìn pulmonary vascular
constr i cti on, it ìs not un reasonab I e to expect it to have an

effect on EFP and therefore on pulmonary fluid flux. Whether

fluid flux would increase or decrease would in turn depend on the
degree and Iocatjon, among other factors, of the constriction in
relation to the major site of f luid transudation, This fact,
that alveolar hypoxìa ìs I ìkeìy to change EFp, compì icates
experìmental attempts to address the separate questìon of whether

hypoxìa jncreases mjcrovascular permeabi ì ìty, sjnce accurate
control and determinaLion of EFp is a minìmum requìrement for
attributjng fìuìd flux changes to permeabi I ìty changes.

Previous studjes have attempted to examine the effect of
alveolar hypoxja on the filtration characterjstics of the lung ìn
several animal species. In dogs exposed to 1O% FrOz, Warren et
al, (25) observed an jncrease in ìung ìymph flow w.i th no

s'i gnìficant change in lymph/plasma proteìn ratio. S.i milar
results were obtained by Beznák and Li ljestrand (2) ìn one dog
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and four cats, Despite these observations, one cannot concrude
that hypoxìa causes an increase in microvascuìar permeabi ì ity
because adeguate measurements of puìmonary hemodynamics were not
made jn either of these studjes. Boonyaprakob et al. (4) and

Martjn et al, (17) also found increased iymph flow ìn dog's

exposed to hypoxia, However, the concomjtant jncrease in
pulmonary artery pressure and cardiac output in their stud.i es may

have increased both EFp and surface area for fluid fìltration and

could have accounted for their results,
In anesthetìzed sheep, Bìand et al. (3) observed no increase

ìn lung lymph fìow du.i ng hypoxia ìn spite of increased purmonary

artery pressure. On the other hand, when alveolar hypoxìa was

produced ìn sheep wìth signìficant ìung resections and elevated
cardiac output Landort et al. ( 16) obtained an increase in rung

lymph f low with a decrease ìn ìymph,/plasma protein rat.io in 3 out
of 6 animals, This result js consjstent with a change in EFp.

The effect of hypoxja on f lu,i d fi ltration in the adult
animal has also been studied in isolated lung ìobe preparatìons.

Mitzner and Syìvester ( le¡, using a gravìmetric technique,
studied pìg ìungs (ex vívo) exposed to p¡ Oz of bO mmHg. Hypoxìa

increased filtration rate at arr examined f low rates, However,

EFP was not known. In a recent study Kinazewitz et al, (1S)

documented an increase in fluid filtered from pìeural surface of
isolated dog ìungs in response to severe hypoxìa (FrOz=0.0).

A lthough EFP was not known wi th certai nty, it was very likeìy



comparable in the two states since the authors used verapami I to
bìock hypoxic vasoconstriction and inflow and outflow pressures

were comparabìe, l,lhether filtration through the pìeural surface
ìs representative of deeper structures is not crear, however.

Furt'hermore, the preparation used by these authors was recently
found to dìsp1ay pìeural inflammation (ZS¡. The response
observed may thus represent a greater sensitivity of the inflamed
pìeura to hypoxìa.

We are aware of only one study on the effect of hypoxìa on

fluid filtration in which EFp was directly estìmated (20). In
thìs study, uti I ìzìng the ìsogravìmetric technique in .i solated
dog ìungs, Parker et al , (20) showed a two fold jncrease in Kr,c

durì ng severe a lveo l ar hypox.i a (F¡Oz=0.0) as compared to
hyperoxì a (FtOz =0.95). Changes in surface area were unlikely as

microvascular pressures were comparable under both condit.i ons,

thus suggesting a true change ìn permeab.i ìity.
Our in situ ìung lobe preparatìon incorporates many of the

advantageous fealu res of i so lated I obe preparatì ons wi thout
sac|i ficing the major advantages of .i ntact animal stud.i es, Blood

flow could be precìsely control led and the transjtion from
natural to pump flow .i s i nstantaneous eliminating any period of
non-perfusìon, In addition, as outl ined in CHAPTER 1, use of the
LUL lends many advantages ìncluding preservation of ìmportant r'n

situ systems (such as Iymphatìcs, nerves, bronchìal cì rculation),
ease of vascular access via LLL artery and ease of suspensìon.



Also as 'i ndicated earl ier the fluid fi ltration characteristìcs in
this preparation are simì lar to those of i ntact ìungs. Edema

formation does not occur untiI a crìLical microvascular pressure
(Pcrit ) ìs reached ' pcrìt (lsE) in our experiments (17.7 t 1.i
mmHg, for alì dogs under both hypoxic and hyperoxic conditions)
is quìte comparable to those reported by Drake et a.l . (9) ('l9.7 t
1.8 mmHg) and Morris et al. (19) (2o, j ! j.s mmHg) .i n .i ntact
animals. Furthermore, our slope values (O,O7O t 0.009), though

somewhat lower, are arso comparable to those reported by Drake et
a'l . (9) (0.11 I 0.02) and Morrìs et al.(19) (0.09 r O.O.t g.min-r.
mmHg- 1 1009-t ¡,

Another major advantage of this preparation is the precisìon
ìn estimatìng true fi rtration pressure. The maximum pressurê
drop across the system (pulmonary artery to reservoir) was always

less t'han 2 mmHg' The tubìng from the puìmonary veins to the
reservoir accounted for 1.0 mmHg of the total pressure drop at
the util ized flow (20 mr /nin), Thus the pressure drop across the
LUL was less than 1.0 mmHg. Differences in ìongitudinal or
paral lel distribution of res istance as a result of hypoxìa would,
accordingly, have no appreciable effect on EFp.

In Group I, FrOz was alternated between 0,9S and O,O. These

conditions have been used prevìously and were chosen for the
experìment in an attempt to maximìze any differentìal effect poz

may have on permeabi 1 i ty. However, th ì s approach does have

drawbacks. Fìrst, the process readìng to increased permeabì I ity



may be an active one ( i.e. requi rjn9 energy). A max.imal effect
may occur with a gìven degree of moderate hypoxia whìch may be

lost with severe hypoxìa, such an effect has been shown to occur
wìth hypoxìc puìmonary vasoconstrjctìon ( 21 , 24). Alternatìveìy,
hyperoxia, a known physìcaì toxìn, may cause equar endother jar
permeabilìty changes resu'r ting in an apparent rack of effect of
hypoxia. To overcome these problems, croup II experìments were

undertaken comparìng 4 ìevels of Froz. These included normoxia

and moderate hypoxìa (F¡oz=0,05) as well as the two extremes. By

this method any devìation from normal could be detected as might
any trends for a g rad i ent or peak effect associated with
progressÍve hypoxìa. our results sti I I showed no signìficant
difference between the 4 conditions.

The dog may have a blunt pulmonary vasoconstrictive response

lo hypoxja relative to other species (21). people susceptible to
hjgh al t itude pu I monâry edema have been shown to have an

exaggerated hypoxic pujmonary vasoconstrictor response ( 14, 23,

26).' should the mechanism for changes in permeabiììty be rerated
to vasoconstrictìon, then maximiz ing hypox i c vasoconstriction
mìght enhance hypoxìc ìnduced changes in permeabì r ìty. After the
f ì rst 4 dogs jn Group II .i t became apparent that changes .i n

permeabì l ity could not be demonstrated. ln an attempt to promote

permeabi lìty changes in the finar 3 dogs, we used two merhods to
enhance pulmonary vasoconstriction, Fi rst, since oz content of
mixed venous blood is known to affect (albeit much less than



alveolar 02 ) pulmonary vasomotion, venous blood was used to
perfuse the lobe. Second, ì ndomethac ì n was ì njected ì nto the
dogs prior to the experìment to counter circulatìng vasodi lator
prostaglandins (12), This resulted in enhanced hypoxic
vasoconstriction (Fìgure S), However, no change in edema

formaLion could be demonstrated betþJeen the 4 conditions even

$Jhen the last 3 dogs were examìned alone.

The lack of effect of alveolar pOz (pnOe ) on rate of edema

formation (LW/At), at a given EFp, may be most sìmp1y attri buted

to the absence of an independent effect of pcoz on microvascular
permeabiìity, LW/At, however, is not rejated exclusìvely to EFp

and permeabi I i ty, Si nce Attl / Lt represents the bal ance between

rates of f Iujd fi ltration and removal, it is possjble that an

increase jn fluid fi ltration rate wìth hypoxìa (secondary to
increased permeabì ììty) is offset by a concomi tant increase in
'ì ymphatìc clearance (Jr). we are unaware of any studies, in the
l iterature, that examined the effect of hypoxia on lymph flow at
fixed microvascular pressures and l ung vo I ume hi story.
Accordì ngì y, this possìbjlily cannot be discounted ( but see

below). We also cannot exclude the possìbi I ity that an increase
'i n permeabiì ity is offset by opposing changes in other fâctors
that affect fluid filtration rate ( such as ti ssue hydrostatì c

pressu re (pìi ), prote i n ref I ecti on coe ff icìent (o), or ti ssue

oncotic pressure (nt i ) ) , I,le feel , however, that these
possibi I itjes are quite remote, First, for the results of Group
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II (Figure 4) to be expìaìned on the opposjng effect of some

other variabìe (e,9. Jt, pt;, a, and/or nti ), the two effects
must bear the same relation, both qualìtatìvely and
quantitatjvely, to Pa02. Othery|i se, the effects would not have

canceled out at all 4levels, Second, for hypoxic effects on any

of these vari ables to explain an unchanged sìope and intercept,
of the relation between LVt/ At and EFp (Table 1, Group I), the
effect of hypoxia on these vari ables must aìso vary with EFp.

It may al so be argued that an unchanged sìope may have

resulted from an i ncrease in permeabilìty that was offset by a

concomitant decrease in effective surface area brought about by

derecruitment; the latter beìng the result of hypoxic induced

vasoconstriction, It js to be noted, however, that vascular
pressures were jncreased to 40 mmHg (croup II) or more (Group I).
For derecruitment to occur wìth hypoxia, vasomotor tone must
jncrease to an extent that would keep vessels closed despite
these very high distending pressures, This is hishly un1ìkely
gìven the ra¿her weak hypoxìc vasoconstrìctìon in anestheti zed

dogs (21). Furthermore, because hydrostatic pressure, in our
preparation, ìs increased to the same extent both upstream and

downstream from the fiìtratìon site, for derecruitment to occur

vasoconstriction of this extent must involve both arteries and

vei ns,



Consequently, w.i th the exceptìon of the study of parker et
al . (20), our results suggest that the reported increases .i n lung
lymph flow or ôWl^t with hypoxja were 1ìkeìy the result of
changes in microvascular pressure. There are several potent.i aì
explarrations for the difference between our results (no apparent
change in permeabiI ity) and those of parker et al . (20), obta.i ned

in isolated ( ex vivo) lobes, Fi rst, in using near static
conditions our preparat ion r ends itserf to a mo re precìse
estimate of true fi rtration pressure regardress of hypoxìc
induced shìfts in vascular tone. Second, Drake et al. (9) have

demonstrated major differences in the fi ltration characteristics
between ín situ and isolated I obes . Iso I ated ì obes begin to
accumul ate edema at much lower vascular pressures than in siEu
lobes. As welì the pattern of edema formation in isorated robes,

at a given pressure, ìs exponential rather than constant as in in
sítu lobes. It is thus possibre that isolated robes are more

susceptìble to hypoxia. Thì rd, in our preparatìon the lobe was

pe rf used with blood th at was w.i th d rawn f rom the animal
continuously and pulmonary venous blood was returned to the
animal . In the study of parker et al. (20) the blood used for
perfus ì on rec i rcu I ated . It is possible, the refo re, that
accumulating metabol ites render the lobe more sensitive Ëo

hypoxia' Finalìy, our lobes had an intact bronchial ci rculation,
perfused with well oxygenated blood, whereas isolated lobes are

It is possìble thatdevo i d of bronchial f low
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bronchiaì-pulmonary coì lateral flow precluded the attai nment of
sufficìentìy low Poz at the microcirculation level in our
preparation. This possìbìlity can be di scounted for several
reasons. F i rst, it is wel r establ ìshed ( and confirmed in our
preparatìon) that bronchìaì-pulmonary col lateral f I or./ is
abol ished or reversed at the pulmonary vascular pressures used in
the present study (1, B). Second, the exlreme ly h.i gh

vent i I atì onl pe rf us i on rati o used in our preparat i on (r100:1)
dictates that Peoz and microvascular blood poz must be armost
equal to ìnspired pOz . The addition of a smal I amount of
bronch ial flow (;5 ml /mi n at the most) upstream from the
m ì c r o c i r c u I a t i o n would not materìal.l y alter the
venti I at i onlpe rfus i on ratio or poz at the microci rculation level,
This has been confi rmed directly in several dogs by measuring a

POz of 2-3 mmHg ìn pulmonary vein blood when the lobe was

ventilated w'ì th F¡O¿ of zero. On the other hand, if the
i ncreased permeabì ì ì ty i n the study of parker et al , ( 2O )

occu r red at the aì rway epitheììum level (as opposed to
microcirculatìon) then the persìstence of Oz supply to aìrway
walls, in our preparation, mì ght have prevented this from
happening. Further studies are needêd to identìfy the reasons

for the different responses of ín situ and .i solated dog lungs,
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We conclude that alveolar hypoxja has no effect on eìther
the threshold pressure for edema formation or on the reìatìonshìp
between rate of edema formation and microvascurar pressure in
canine lung lobes studied in situ,
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V. CHAPTER 4

ARTERIAL OCCLUSION VERSUS ISOFILTRATION

PULMONARY CAPILLARY PRESSURES DURING VERY HIGH FLOW



A. BACKGROUND

Vascular occlusìon technìques have recently emerged as
powerfuì tools in study ing the mechanicar properties of the
pulmonary circulation (2,9-1S, jB, 19). Results of vascular
occlusion have indicated that the pulmonary circulation (at least
beyond lhe origìn of lobar arteries) behaves as if .i t is composed

of a middle segment, with relatively high compl ìance and low
resistance, Ínterposed between two low compì iance hìgh resìstance
segments (9). The pressure in the mìddle compartment can be

determì ned by observ ì ng the p ressu re trans ients for lowìng
occlusion of the artery, veìn, or both (g, 9), Responses to
var i ous pharmacoiogic and phys ì ca ì manipurations, with known

action sìtes, have indicated that the compì ìant middle segment ìs
anatomìcal ly located somewhere between muscular arteries and

muscular vei ns (9-11, 13). The precì se local ì zatìon of the
compl ìant middìe compartnìent within this broad region is not
known.

The anatomical extent of the fluid firtration site has arso
not been established with certaìnty, However, it is evident that
the fluìd filtration site must aìso be located within the regìon
between muscular arteries and muscular veins.

The anatomic reration between the firtration site and the
site of major compì ìance within thìs intermediate region is of
cons i derabl e practì ca l and theoreti cal i nterest. There is no



compelIìng reason, in theory, why sìtes of major compì.i ance and

fì ltration shou I d be the same , The phys ì ca ì propert ì es that
endow a segment with a large share of total compììance (rerative
vol ume and wal I di stensi bi I i ty ) are quì te di fferent from those
that allow a vascurar segment to function as a major site of
filtratjon (surface area and membrane permeabi I.i ty). yet,
studies in which pressures within the middle compiìant segment

(measured by occlusion) and within the fi ltration sìte (measure

by gravìmetric techn ì ques ) were compared have shown good

agreement (12, 1e, 19 ) .

While ag reemen t between occ lus i on and gravìmetric
measurements is consistent with the notion that sites of major

compl ìance and major filtration are the same, other expìanatìons
are possible. The filtration site may be anatomical ly separated

from the hishly comp r'i ant site by a relatively smaì l resistance,
At low flow rates, the pressures wìthin the two would, thus, be

very simì ì ar. It, must be pointed out that in ajl studies in
which occlusion and gravimetrìc techniques u/ere di rectly compared

under the same experìmental conditions f lovJ $/as either normal or
below normal ( 18, j9). Given a normal arLerial-venous (A-V)
pressure djfference of 6 to 1O mmHg, if muscular arterìes,
muscu I ar ve ì ns, and i ntervenì ng reg i on (containing both hjgh
compl ìance and high filtratjon sjtes) contr.i bute equally to total
res'i stance, the pressure drop across the Iatt,er segment should be

no more Lhan 2 or 3 mmHg. Thus, the f ìnd.i ng that occlusion and
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gravìmetric techniques are different by no more than 1to 2 mmHg

could stirr be consis¿ent with the sites beìng located at
enti rely different points within this region. Furthermore, the
smal I maximal anticìpated pressure difference between the t$/o

techniques durìng normar flow (in the event the two sites are
anatomìcalìy dìfferent) would be hard to detect, given the
resolution of the two technìques,

B. HYPOTHESTS

we reasoned that if the fi rtration and the compl ìance sites
are anatomì cal ì y separale, a fi n.i te resi stance, and hence a

pressure gradient, must exist between them. under conditions of
extreme ly hìgh flow thjs p ressu re g rad i ent shou I d expand

sufficiently to be detectable as a difference between the resulÈs
obtained by techniques that measure effective firtration pressure
(EFP) and those that measure pressure in the comprìant middre
compartment (Pr¡ ). The present experiments were accord.i ngìy
desìgned to compare pr¡, measured by the arterial occrusion
technique' and EFP, measured by a gravìmetri c ( isofi rtration)
technique in an intact lobe preparation under conditions of very
high flow (7 to 1O times normal).
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C. METHODS

The experjmental preparation used is sim.i lar to that
descri bed in CHAPTER 1. Only a brìef description ìs gìven here.

Sìx mongrel dogs (mean weight 27 kg, range 19 to 37 kg) were

anestheti zed wi th i ntravenous sodi um pentobarbi tal and venti I ated

with a dual Harvard pump (¿idal volume 1O-15 mllkg, respì ratory
rate 10 breaths/min). An arterial Iine was inserted into the
r.i ght carotid artery to monitor systemic blood pressure (Bp). A

7F Swan-canz catheter was introduced into the |i ght external
jugular vejn and advanced into the maìn pulmonary artery (pA).

A w ide thoracotomy was performed in the left fifth
i ntercostal space , Once the thorac i c cav j ty was entered, 2.b
cmHzO of posìtìve end-expì ratory pressure (pEEp) was added, The

left lower lobe (LLL) PA was ìigated at its entrance ìnto the
lobe and cannulated immedjately proximaì to the ì ìgature, A

catheter was passed through one of the tributaries of the LLL

veins into the left atrium (LA) to monitor LA pressure. The LLL

was then exc ised. LLL bronchus was cannulated wi th a y tube,
One arm of the Y was connected to the second barrel of the dual

Harvard pump $Jhile the other arm was used to introduce a Fogarty

bal loon catheter to the level of the left main stem bronchus,

l,lhen the balloon was inflated, it was possìb1e to ven¿ilate the
right lung and the left upper lobe (LUL) separately. In ajl 6

dogs the LUL uras venti lated with tidal volumes generatìng statjc
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end-inspiratory airway pressures of 7,5 cmH2o with bãse line
end-expi raLory pressures of 2,5 cmH2O. l,4ean (tSD) aìrway
pressure for all 6 dogs was 4.S ! 0,5 cmHzO. The r ight lung was

venti lated with air while the LUL was venti lated with 5% coz .i n

02 ' In this fashion LUL arveorar gas tensions are ì ndependent of
the level of ventilation or brood frow. pEEp was 2.s cmHzo for
both si des .

A number g endotracheal tube was introduced .i nto the LA

through the LA appendage. At this time, the animal was ful ly
hepar ì n i zed .

The stem of a y cannuja (7 mm I.D. ) was attached to the
cannuìa in the LLL artery, one arm of the y tube was connected

to the LA cannuja using a tygon tube prìmed wjth saline and

mounted on a cobe-stöckert roller pump. This system was used to
perfuse the LUL from the LA. The other arm of the y cannura
contained a catheter eguipped wìth an intravascular occlus.i ve

devjce (for details see CHAPTER 1), This catheter was advanced

to the level of the reft maìn pA, upstream from the LUL artery,
and the Ieft main PA þJas occruded, At this poìnt, perf us.i on to
the LUL was initiated at a rate calcurated to be equivarent to
normal LUL flow ( 12 m1 /nin/kS (3) ). lnflow pA pressure was

monitored through an orifice in the left pA catheter, ìocated
proxìmal to the occIusive device.
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The LUL was suspended from a force trarrsducer for continuous
monìtoring of robar weight (for detai ìs of suspensìon techn.i que

see CHAPTER 1), Lobar we ì ght was always measured at
end-exp i rat j on .

Al I pressure I ines (systemìc Bp, left pA pressure, rìght pA

pressure, and LA pressure) were connected to appropriate pressure
transducers and zeroed at the level of the LUL purmonary veins as

they enter the LA. continuous recording to these pressures arong
with lobar weight, was maintained throughout the study on a

6-channel Gould chart reco rde r ,

D. PROTOCOL

After all var iables stabj l ized, fìow was ì nc reased, in a

step fashìon, to a value corresponding to 7-10 times normal blood
flow to LUL (2 '1 - 4,0 l,/min), The increased frow was maintained
for 4 minutes' Flow was then returned to ôase 7ine. As shown

earlier (CHAPTER 1), þ/hen flow is i ncreased to these ìeveìs,
lobar weight undergoes an immedìate step increase, presumably

reflecting an increase in blood volume, fo1ìowed by a progress.i ve

weight gain at a constant rate, rn four of the animars the
response to two f lo!,/ rates, wjthin the above range was tested,
rn two more animals a singre flow rate was obtained. A minimum

of two observations at each flow rate were made.



Fol lowing the determi nat.i on of we i ght changes, flow was

increased to the same revels used earì ier and, once vascurar
pressure stabilized (usuarly in ress than 1 mìnute), the infrow
tubìng was suddenry cramped for 1-2 seconds. Durins this perìod
pump flow was diverted to a reservoir and paper speed was Zs

mm/sec. severar occrusions were carried out at each frow rate.
At lhe end of the dynamìc measurements, snares were pìaced

around the tv/o LUL veins as they entered the pericardium. pump

flow was stopped and the snares were tightened. A reservoir,
primed with the dog's blood and connected to the left pA inf .l 

ow

tube' was used to produce edema staticarry. Edema was produced

by raisìng the reservoir rever from a base r r'ne of 7 to 10 mmHg

to varyjng degrees of pulmonary vascular pressure for a period of
about 4 mirrutes' Between observations the reservoir rever was

returned Lo base 7ine, A mìnimum of I observations were made,

Blood gases and hematocrit F/ere drawn at random throughout
the experiment to make sure that no major drop in hematocrit or
pH occurred. we have shown earrier that the reration between

vascular pressure and Âr,rt/a ¿ does not change over the perìod of
s¿atic measurements. The possì bre reasons for this constant
behavi or in our preparation ( desp ì te the anticipated
hemoconcentratjon) have been d i scussed ( see Footnote Z,
CHAPTER 1),
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Estínatíon of EFp. The approach used to estimate the
hydrostatìc pressure at the fì ltration sìte, EFp, is a modified
approach of that developed by Gabel el al, (7). The rate of
weight ìncrease beyond the fìrst minute of step ìncrease in frow
(^W/A¿) was calculated and the ave rage value of all
determinations (in the same animal ) at the same fiow was

computed, Next, LVI/ I t for the various pressures dur.i ng the
static measurements were measured and the data were fìtted by

I inear regressìon analysis (AW,/^¿ vs. st,ati c pressure). EFp, in
the presence of fiow, was estìmated from the static pressure that
resulted in the same awla¿ as observed during the dynam.i c state,
An example of this method for one dog is shown in Figure j.
Having obtained EFp, it was possibre to carcurate the pressure

drop upstream of the filtration sìte (difference between left pA

pressure and EFP, ôPus ), downstream pressure drop (difference
be¿ween EFP and LA pressure, Apas ), and the upstream and

downstream resistances (Apus/ô and ôp¿ s /ö, Rus and Ros,
respectively).

Esti matí on of pu . As reported prev ì ous ìy ( 9 ) , when the
inflow tubìng was occìuded, pA pressure inìtia1ìy decreased

rapidly, fol lowed by a sloÞ/ decl ine towards LA pressure. An

example of this method is shown in Figure 2. pA pressure was

measured at 40 msec intervals beyond the phase of rapìd drop.
The best fit exponentiaì function (at p1O,0O1) was obtained
accordìng to ¿he fol lowjng equatìon:
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Y = A'e-8x + C

where Y and X arê pA pressure and time, respectively; A is a

constant; B is the reciprocal of the time constant; and C is the
asymptote pressure value, p¡t at time of occlusjon (t=O) was

taken as the sum of A and c, p'4 obtaìned by thìs technique
represents the pressure at the upstream end of the middle
compartment,

All Pu values obtained at a given flow in each experiment
were averaged. These values !,/ere compared to the EFp values
obtained under the same conditions by the paìred t-test.
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TABLE 1. Hemodynamic data obtained in six dogs

I

,lPd¡, rnmHg

IAO
PÀr,

mmHg
Dog Florv,
No. l/r¡in

EFP,
mmHg

ôPus, [ûmHg

IAO
Ru!, %

IAO
Rds, %

IÁO
21.5 26.9 38.9 40.2 6l.1 59.82't.5 22.C 45.0 52.9 55,0 47.t21.5 26.9 25.9 24.2 14.t ?5.824.3 30.0 24.1 1?.8 ?5.9 82.231,8 30,0 2r.6 23.r ?8.4 ?6.940.3 32.1 11.5 20.9 88.5 ?9.122.2 25.1 22.6 16.3 17.4 83.?26.0 26.0 18.0 16.3 82.0 ?8.836.0 34.5 28.0 28.r 12.0 7r.839.1 37.1 9.1 13.? 90.9 86.3

| 2.1 27.5 26.9
2.1 27.5 22.6

2 3.5 28.5 3 I .4
4.0 31.3 34.5

3 3.0 33.3 30.0
3.5 4r.8 33.5

4 3.5 25.5 2't.t
4.0 29,3 28.0

5 3.0 36.0 34.5
6 2.5 42.1 4o.r

r7.5 I8.l
22.5 25.4
7.5 8.6
7.7 6.5
4.1 9.0
5.2 8.5
6.5 4.9
5.7 't.0

14.0 13.5
3.9 5.9

Mean I SE 3.15a0.21 32.3!1.9 30.911.6 9.9r1.9 10.7t2.1 29.6l.2.2 2g.M.1 2.1.513.5 25.,f13.9 75,5+3.5 ?4.213.8

EFP, effective fìltration pressure; pr.r, pressure obtained by arterìa1occlusion; APus, upstream pressure drop; Apos, downstrea¡ì pressure drop; Rus,
upstteanì resistance; Ros, downstreant resistance; I, determìned by theisofiltration technique; Ao, determined by the arterial occlusion technique.
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E. RESULTS

Table 1 shows the hemodynamì c measurements and derived data
for all 10 observations (2 frow rates in 4 dogs and one frow rate
in two dogs).

The average lobar flow durìng the comparìsons was (mean t
sE) 3.15 10'21 1/min, representìng about 1o times normar frow to
this lobe, The corresponding pA and LA pressures were 41.9 t 1,3
and 2.5 t 0,5 mmHg, respectively. There was no s.i gn.i ficant
difference (P = 0,24) between EFp (32.3 t 1,9 mmHg) and pr (30.9
1 1.6 mmHg) determined by arterial occlusion. As a result, there
was also no signìficant difference between the two methods in
estimates of ÂPus, aPas, or the fractions of totar resistance
contributed by upstream (Rus ) and downstream (R¿s ) segments
(Table 1).

The phase of rapid decline in pA pressure after occlusion
was complete in ìess than 40 msec in al'l cases, The time
constant of the slow phase of declìne averaged (1 SE) 0.326 t
0.067 sec,
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F. DI SCUSSION

Agreement between pulmonary microvascular pressure measured

by occ lus ì on technÍques (pu ) and effective fi r tration pressure
(EFP)' measured by gravimetric techniques, has been demonstrated
in several previous studjes (4, 18, 19). The present study
differs from prevìous comparisons jn three respects:

1, It is the first study ìn which resuìts of arterial
occlusion were compared to gravimetric measurements done in the
same preparation. Of the three occlusion technjques (arterìal ,

venous or double) onìy arterial occlusìon is suitable for use in
closed chest preparati ons, and hence jn clinical sett.i ngs,
Previous studies showed agreement with venous or double occlusion
technjques (4, 19, 19). In the only study which attempted to
eval uate the agreement between filtration pressure and arterial
occlusion (12), 1i ltration pressure was not measured, Rather, it
was estima¿ed based on an assumed distri bution of pulmonary

vascular resistance (Rua/R¿s =60/40 ) estabr ished by Gaar et ar.
(6) in different experiments. Arthough the range of pressures

was comparable ìn the two studies, Hol loway et ul , (12) uti.ì ized
an jntact preparation whereas the equation of caar et al. (6) was

obtained ìn isolated ( ìn v.i tro) ìobes,

2. We compared the results of the two technjques in the
presence of extremely high flow rates, rn al l prevìous studìes of
this nature blood frow was near normar. As indicated in



"rntroduct'i on", comparison under very hìgh frow corlditions is a

more severe test' of the possìbi'r ity that the fì rtration and

compl ìance sìtes may be anatomjcal ly separate,

3. This js also the f .i rst study in whjch direct
comparì sons were made in intact lobes. r{i th the exceptìor.r of the
study of Hol I oway et al, (12), all prev i ous comparisons were
carried out in isolated, ìn vìtro, lobes, The two types of
preparations dìffer considerably, at least in theìr filtration
characteli stics ( 16), and it is not clear whether fi ltration site
is the same under both condit.i ons.

The demonstrat ion that the two techn ì ques conli nue to
provide the same resurts under these very dìfferent conditions
p rov i des further support to the not i on that the sites of
fi ltration and major relative compr iance are intimateìy rerated
(4, 17-19) and that, as advocated by Townsley et al. (1s¡ ¿n6 O,

cope et al. (2), the occiusion technique can be used for rapÍd,
conven i ent and accu rate esti mat ì on of effect i ve f iltrat,ion
pressure under clinjcal and experìmental ci rcumstances.

EFP measured by the isofi ltration lechnìque ref .l ects the
pressure at ¿he midpoint of the firtration site. In the presence

of a sìgnìficant longìtudinaì p ressu re g rad i ent along the
fi ltration site, more than harf the fi rtratìon must occur
upstream from the poìnt where pressure is reflected by EFp. On

the other hand, pv determined by arte.i al occlusìon provìdes the
pressure at the upstream end of the middìe compl ìance segment,
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The agreement between EFp and pl,r therefore must have ìmprications
with respect to the anatomicai reratìon between fi rtration site
and the middle compriant segment. If there is a sìgnìficant
ìongìtudinal pressure gradient along eithen the filtration site
or the site of major compì iance, then rhe firtration site must be

astride the upstream end of the middre comprìant compartment, on

the other hand, if there are no pressure gradìents along eìther
sìte, our data wourd suggest that firtration takes prace entirely
withjn the site of major compìiance. Interpretatìon,
accordingry, depends on whether sìgnìficant ìongìtudìnaì pressure
gradìents exist aìong these segments.

Estimates of the pressure drop arong the microvascurature
vary greatìy dependìng on the method used and the experìmentaì
condjtions (for revìew see S). Values range from as little as

10% or less (9-l1, 13, 1S) to as high as 46,s (1). The results of
Hakim et al, (9-11, 13, 15) are of specìf .i c relevance t,o the
present study, These authors measured the pressure drop along
the middle compìiant segment (apu ) by compa.i ng resuìts of venous

and arterial occlusions. At normaì flow rates and alveolar
pressure' aP¡r was 1-z mmHg, representing about iox of the totar
pressure drop (9-11, 13, 1S). Ho$rever, and as mìght be expected
from highly compì iant vessels, ôpu changed I ìttle (actual ly
decreased slìghtìy) as f low rate was doubled implying that the
decrease in resistance, as a result of di latation, offsets the
increase in f lor,J (9, 1S). If this behavior contjnues into the



very high flow range used in the present study, Apt,t must have
been very small. ln this event it would be unììkely that the
filtration site ìs astride the upstream end of the compriant
middle segment sìnce, ìn this case, part of the fi ltration site
would be characteri zed by high compl i ance and low res i stance
while the other part (that upstream from the middre compartment)

would be poor'l y compr iant, rt is difficult to envision such
d ì sparate mechan ì ca r p rope rt i es existing within a vascurar
segment that subserves a common function, namely fì ìtration. Our

data, therefore, suggests that the filtration site ries entireìy
within the middle complìant compartment,

l,J e have shown in CHApTER 1 that the fraction of total
resistance contributed by the vascuiar segment downstream from
the filtratjon site (i.e. R¿ø/Rtot ) increases progressìvely as a

function of flow' At frow rates comparabre to those used in the
present study R¿s contributed in excess of 7S% of total
resistance' The present resurts (Tabre 1 ) obtained in a total ry
different group of anìma1s, are in keeping wjth those shown

earlier' Funthermore, the confirmation of this res.i stance
distribution using an entirery dìfferent technique (occrusion)
adds more support to the conclusjon that at very hìgh fìow rates,
pressure in the microvasculature is much closer to pA pressure

than it is to reft atriar pressure, The possibre mechanisms

underlying this change in resistance distribution with high flow
have been already discussed (CHAPTER 1),
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VT. CHAPTER 5

DISTENSIBILITY AND PRESSURE-FLOW RELATIONSHIP

OF THE PULMONARY CIRCULATION. I. STNGLE VESSEL MODEL.



A. BACKGROUND

The response of the pu I monary c.i rcu I at ì on to changes i n

hydrostatic pressure at either end is quìte distìnctive, At a

fixed left atrjal pressure (pr-n ), jncreases ìn puìmonary artery
pressure (Pp¡) result in a non-'l inear increase in flow (F) with
the relation (F against ppe ) being convex to the pp¡ axis,
Beyond a certain prn, the pressure-fìow (p_F) relationsh.i p

becomes I inear. The extrapolated pressure .i ntercept of this
1inear segment (termed opening pressure, pop ) is often higher
than Pr.n (1, 6, 8, 12, 22, 27). Also, at a f .i xed F, raisìng pr-n

from a low level inìtÍaì ly el icits smal ler changes in ppe ,

Thereafter, the ratio of change in ppn (Appn ) over the step
change in Prn (APla ), i,e. Appn,/ôple (Z), increases progressive.l y

with increasing pr_a approachjng unity at hìgher pln levels (S,7,
17, 19, 24, 30).

Two mechanisms have been entertained to account for ¿his
characteristic behavior (see ref.2i for d.i scussìon). Firstly, a

critical openìng pressure (pcr;t ) ex.i sts at some point along the
length of paralìe1 pathways. The site of this crìtical crosure
ìs generally bel ieved to be either alveolar vessels (17, 24, Zg)
or vessels with high vasomotor tone (.1 2, 20,22), When pr.e is
'I ess than Pcrit, Pcrit becomes effective downstream pressure

lzone 2 of west (31)l and ppe is independent of pra. The initial
non-linearìty of the p-F relationship can thus be expra.i ned by
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progressjve opening of paral lel channe.l s causing a reduction in
total resìstance (Rr ). That different channels requi re varying
openìng pressures (rhereby expraìnìng the progress.i ve decrease in
Rr over a finite pressure range as opposed to a singìe pressure
point) may be attr j buted to gravìty or non_ homogeneous
distribution of vascurar tone or perivascurar forces. The r inear
segment of the p-F rerationship ìs thus the range over which all
channels are open and Rr is fixed. By use of this explanation
Pop is average pcrit of the paral.l eì channels, each weighted in
proportion to the conductance (% of total conductance) upstream
from the sight of pcrìr. The inverse slope of the linear segment
is the fixed resistance of the f u.ì ly recruìted system. According
to this analysis, failure of pp¡ to r.i se to the same extent as
Pl¡ can be attributed to some regions beìng in zone 2 (where ppr
'i s totaì ly independent of pr-e ) whire others beìng in zone 3

IPr-e ) Pcr.i t (2, 3, 25), where ppn rises .i n a one to one
relationship with pl¡j, In fact, according to this schema, Z may

be used to ascertain the frâction of paralreì channers in the t$/o
zones (e.9., ref. 3),

secondly' the same behavior can be exprained on the basis of
vascular djstensibility (21, 33). The linear and non_linear
segmen¿s of the p-F rel ationshi p can resul t from an orderl y

decrease in vascujar resistance (Rv) secondary to a progressive
increase in distending pressure. That Z aL a constant F, .i s ìess
than unity can be explained by a drop in Rv (and hence, pln_ppe)



as PLA (and hence, dìstending pressure) .i ncreases. That Z
increases as prn jncreases may be due to a non_ I i near
relationship between distend.i ng pressure and Rv. For vascular
distensibility, independent of pcrit, to account for the behavior
of the pulmonary circuìatìon, the mechan.i cal behavior of the
vessels must quantìtat.i vely and qual itat.i vely fit certain
criteria.

Since Pcrir and vascular distens.i bì1ìty are both we.l l
documented (e.g' 9, 10, 15, 16, 18, 28), both mechanisms must
contri bute to the distinctive non_ I i near behav i o r of the
pulmonary ci rcuration' The extent to which each contributes to
this behav ì or, under norma I and pathologìc cond.i ti ons, js not
known. Thìs i nfo rmat i on is crucial to the understanding and
'i nterpretation of the response of the pulmonary cjrculation to
various physioìogic and pathophysìolog.i c interventions. As it is
difficult to isorate the two mechanisms in bìorogìc experìments,
it is necessary to rely on theoreticaì analys.i s, Fortunately,
suffi ci ent i nfo rmat ì on about the mechan i cal p rope rt Í es of
pulmonary vessers has accumur ated to permit such anaìysìs, This
'i s the purpose of the next two chapters.

rn cHAPTER s, we gìve detai rs on the derivation of the
mathematical aìgorithms used to describe the dimensionar changes
of puìmonary arterìes and veins, of the dog, in response to
changes in transmurar pressure (p¡u ) and ìung vol ume ( Vr- ). This
is based on informat.i on that is currently availabìe in the
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I iterature ( 1S, 16, 18, 28). By adopting poiseui I le,s law for
flow of a Newtonian fluid in rìg.i d tubes, and wjthout, other
assumptions, we derìve a model for steady blood flow ìn a sìngle
elastic vessel having average mechanical propertìes of pulmonary
vessels, lve then present and discuss the response of the model
to changes in inflow and outflow pressures (pi n and pour 

,

respectivelv) with and without added tone. s.i nce the derìvêd
algorithms were based on data obtained in the dog, the current
model is representatj ve of the pulmonary cìrculatjon jn the dog.

In CHAPTER 6, we develop a multibranched model with arterial
and venous channeìs, and jntervening capilìary sheets Imodeled
accordìng to Fung and Sobin (9, 10, 11)1. Using the
multibranched model, we address i ssues that could not be
addressed with the sìngìe vessel model. rn the multibranched
model' forces acting on individual para|l el units of the same
generatìon can be varied independentry, Hence, the mode l has the
potentiar of assessìng the effects of gravity and non-homogeneous
distribution of vasomotor tone on p-F and pu¡-pp¡ reiationshìps
of the total system.

B. METHODS

According to poiseuille's .l aw, resìstance (R) of a rìgid
tube could be described by the followìng relat.i on:

R = (8, V, j)/¡¡r¿ ( 1a)



R = (8'¡t,u. 1)/A2 (1b)

where u is vìscosity, .l and r are tube ìen9th and radius,
respectively, and ,4 is tube cross-sectional area. Justìfìed by
the data of Haynes and Burton (13), in the present analysis
viscosjty was trea¿ed as constant ( i.e. independent of vessel
radius and flow). Therefore, R of any vessel or segment of a
vessel þ,as treated as directry proportionar to l and ìnverseìy
proport iona1 Lo A2,

R = K.(1/A2)

whereKisaconstant,
When consjderìng an intralobar vessel, -¿ was treated as an

exclusive function of lung volume (Vr ) wh.ich in turn js a

function of transpu lmonary pressure (prp ) and lung compl iance.
"'4" was modeìed as a function of transmural pressure (pru) and
the latter yras calculated as:

(2)

Pr¡ = Pv -Px (3)



where, Pv is intravascular pressure and px js perivascular
pressure whjch in turn is a functjon of pv and prp (see below),
In the absence of smooth muscle tone, prM is equal to the passive
pressure recoi I of the vessel wal I (ppae ).

In distensible and rongitudinar iy stretchabre vessers there
'i s no unìque varue that can desc.i be the resistance of the vesser
under all condjtions. Even if the vessel had perfectly uniform
mechanical propertìes, the resistance of successive segments wi I.l
vary on account of the longitudinal pressure grad.i ent along the
lumen, Furthermore, for a g,i ven luminal pressure, res.i stance
wi I I vary with the degree to which the vesser 'i s ìongìtud.i naì ìy
stretched. To ci rcumvent this problem in the present analysis
each vessel , or segment thereof, was assi gned a reference
resi stance varue which is offered by the vesser at a gìven l and
Ppas, Resistance under all other conditions ìs expressed as a

fraction of this reference resistance, Reference cond.i tions were
chosen to be â ppas of 3S cmHzO and _Z at a prp of zero,
Reference resistance, which in our model is an.i ndependent input,
is henceforth referred to as Ro,ss, The choice of these
partìcular Prp and ppas values as reference conditions was
arbitrary and has no effect on the results, Thus,

R/Ro,os = (f/fo,¡s ).(,40,3s/A)z . (4)



whe re -Zo , 3 s and ,40 , s s are the vesse I

area, respectìveìy, at reference
expression of the basic structural
vessel that is small by vìrtue of
hìgh passive ejasticìty of its wal I

virtue of a smalì Ppae or because of
large Ro,3s and vjce versa,

's I ength and cross-sectional

conditions. Ro,¡s is an

propertÍes of the vessel. A

its hierarchical positjon or
(as opposed to being smaìì by

vasomotor tone) would have a

l. Calculation of f/Lo,ss
As indicated above, I was exclusively a function of VL and,

hence, Prp and ìung compliance, This relation was derìved from
the data of Smjth and Mitzner (28). According to these authors,
normal ized vessel length Ii.e. ]-/ fnax = vessel length at any VL

as a fraction of vessel length at maximal (prp = 30 cmH2O) luns
volume (Vr-ma" )l Fras rìnear'r y rerated to the cube root of
normalized lung volume Ii,e. (Vl,/Vr-'.' )i/3 ] over the lobe vorume

interval O,40,V'max to Vurax, for both arteries and ve.i ns (Ref.
2A, Fìgures 6A and 68, respectively). The re.ì ationship dìd not
differ from unity and in the present analys.ì s was assumed equal
to un ì ty. Thus,

f/ Lnax = (VL/Vumax )t/s (5a)



Below O.40.Vlmax, J/Jnax d.i d not vary
assumed constant. As a resul t, normal j zed

of zero (i.e. lo ,es,/fnEx ) .i s equal to:

consi derabl y and was

vessel length at a prp

fo,es/.lnax = [(O.40.Vlmax )/VLitaxfI /s (5b)

or 0. 7368,

The relation between (V¡_,/Vl ,ax) and prp can be adequatel y

described by the fol ìowìng re.l ation,

Vl,/Vl rn a x = 1-8..-(cu'Prc )

þJhere "8" is the vorume decrement berow vumax at prp = o Ii,e. .l

minus minimal volume (V¡r ) as a fraction of VLmaxl and Cl is a

constant descri bì ng the fracti onal vo I ume change, of the
pressure-vol ume curve, per uni t pressure change ( 14 ) . Large
values for cr- are associated with sharpry arched defration curves
(more compl iant lungs) and smal.ì values for CL wjth moderaÈely
arched def Iation curves ( sti ffer ìungs). Initia.l values for VM

and CL of 0. iO and 0,2S, respectively, typifying normal ì ungs
were used in this s¿udy.

In order to normal ize vessel length to _lo,rs, equation Sa

was divjded by 0.7368. By subst.i tutìng equat.i on 6, and repìacìng
"8" wj th ( 1-Vu ) the fol ìowìng relation was derived:

(6)
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ll-( l-vu,'"-(cr-' Prn )1 t z s

1 / t^ ^ -
0,7368

For .1/fo,es < 1 [ì.e. at (VllVr_max ) s 0.4], the ratio was taken
as 1,

2. Calculation of A/Ao, e s

Since / is a function of ppas and the latter ìs ìmportantìy
determined by P", it is necessary to estimate px under the
various experjmental conditions ìn order to obtaj n A/Ao,ss,

Px is influenced by pv and by prp ( 1S, Zg). The relation
between Px and pv at various transpulmonary pressures was aìso
derived from data provìded by smith and Mitzner (Ref. 28, Fìgures
114 and 118). Px-Ppr , ppr being pleural pressure, was re_plotted
as a function of Pv-Ppl for the various prp values, for both
arte|i es and veins. The results are shown ìn Figures 1A and 18,

respectì ve ly. The curves appeared to asymptote at higher
vascular pressures and thêrefore, asymptotìc regression lines of
the form,

Px-Ppt = a*b."c'(Pv-PPr )

were sought. Parameters "a", ',b,', and "c,,, on the other hand,

varied Iinearly wìth pre. Linear regressions relatìng these
parameters to Prp were therefore obtained (a = *1S,0_O,2.prp,

(8)
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þ = -16.0-0.2,Pre , c = -0. O 13-O, OOO3,pr p for arterjes, and

a = +12,O-O.1'Pre, b = -12.0-0.Z,pte, c = -O.O2O-O,OO03.prp for
vejns), Using this approach, for any pre , parameters "a", ,,b",

and "c" could be caìculated and subsequentì/ px at any pv could

be derived. The agreement between these equations and the actual
data is shown by the dotted ljnes in Figures 1A and 18.
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The relatjon between Á and ppae wâs also derìved from the
study of Smith and Mitzner (2g). These authors provided plots of
the reration between pv and normaìized vesser cross-sectional
area (i,e. A/Anax, /m"" being Á at pv = 30 cmH2O), for different
Prp values (Figures 7A and 78, ref. 2a). px, for each pv and
Prp, shown in these figures, was calculated us.i ng the approach
described above and subtracted from pv to obtaìn ppa.. Their
data was then re-ploLted, A/Anax as a function of ppas, for both
arteries and veins and the new plots are shown jn Fìgures 2A and
28, respectiveìy. As evident from both figures, when expressed
as a functioñ of ppas, A/,4,n^, is ìndependent of prp.

At higher ppas, A/Anax for veins tended to asymptote
(Fìgure 28), For ppas I O, the data points could be adequately
described by a logistic relatjon of the form,

A/Anax = 1/[l+gu..-(Cu 'Po'' )]
( ea )

Accordingìy, regress i on l.i nes of this form were obtai ned for
vejns. Under specifjc reference conditions of ppas (i,e
Ppaa = 35 cmHzO), ,40 ,ss /A.^x ìs equaì to:

Ao,as /Anax = 1/[1+8u..-(cv'35)1

To normal ize A to,4o,as, equation ga was divided by equatjon 9b
and the fol lowing relation was derìved:



- _f t\A/Ao,ss = L1*Bu.e 
*u -(Cv'Poas)..e 

J
(10)

From Fjgure 2A, ìt courd be crearry seen that arterìes,
unlike veìns, contìnued to expand over the pressure range O to
30 cmHzO and did not appear to reach a maximum value. To
accommodate for rarger ppae Vâìues than those provìded by smìth
and Mitzner (29), additìonal data poìnts obtained by Maloney et
al ' ( 18) at higher vascular pressures were super.i mposed (after
correcting the data for cross-sectional area and expressìng ìt as
a function of ppas) over the data obtained by smirh and Mitzner
(28). For ar¿eries, the relation between A/Anax and ppae

appeared iinear over the range O-40 cmH2O. Accordìng.l y, a best
linear fit for arteries of the form,

A/ Anax = Aa*Ba.Ppas . ( 1la)

Prp = 0, and
was obtained. At reference conditjons ( i,e.
Ppae = 35 cmHzO),

'tu)1/¡,*""

Ao,es,/A^^, = Aa *Ba .35

Thus, for arte r ì es,

(11b)



A/Ao,eu = 
A"*8"'P0""

Aa +Ba .35

By substì tuti ng the detaj I ed

A/Ao,ss for veins ìn equation 4 and

relation was derived:

. (12)

solutions for t/ to,z s and

rearrangi ng, the fol1owìng

^ 
Rveo,.u.[r-( 1-Vr¡ ¡."-(cr-'Prc )1 tza 

I t+a"..-(cu'Po". )1 2

Ru' = 
|-;iil*.i 

(13)

where RvE is venous resistance, and Rv€0,35 .i s venous resistance
at reference conditions of prp = 0 and ppas = 35 cmHzO. Values
for the constants Bv (equal 2,4307 ) and Cv (equal 0.23S5) were
obtained by regressìon analysìs from average data of smith and
Mitzner (Figure 28), Given Rvêo,35, any change jn Rve that is
due to e.ither a change in prp or ppaa could be calculated using
equatj on 13.

Anaìysìs sjmi lar to the one out I i ned above using the
relevant equatÍons for j/lo,ss and A/Ao,ss was used to derive the
relation between artèriar resistance (Ra" ) and both prp and poae.



Rar0,3u.[ 1- ( 1-vu ) ..- ( cr- 'Pr r ) ltzs
- _2I n" +a" 'ss It_l
lAa+Ba.Poasl

ne r -
o.7368

Aa and Ba (equal to 0,2419 and

obta ined by regression analysis

Mi tzner ( Fì gure 2A ) .

(14)

O,O275, respectively) vrere also

from average data of Smith and

3. Hodel ing of snooth nuscle tone

Accurate modeling of the mechanical effects of smoolh muscle

contractjon on the pu ì monary ci rculation ìs currently not
possìble because of 'l ack of critìcaì morphologic and functional
information about pulmonary vascular smooth muscle. Information

obtai ned from systemi c vesse I s is not readily t ransfe rab I e to
pulmonary vessels, at least not in the quantitative sense,

Firstly, there is. considerable heterogeneìty ìn smooth muscle

properties within the systemic circulation (for review see ref.
23), Secondly, smooth muscle morphology and funclion general ly

reflect adaptation to the mechanical stresses and functional
requi rements at their specìfic locale (23). The puìmonary

cìrculation js a low pressure syslem wjth different objectives
and control from the systemìc circulation, Nonetheless, it is
feasible to define the range of mechanical effects with.i n the
extremes of theoretjcal ly possìble smooth muscle characteristics
in the pulmonary ci rculation.
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FrcuRE 3, schematic representalìon of the isometric active tens.ion curvein a maximally stimuìated muscle (so¡id iine) and passive tension curve in arelaxed muscle (do¿ted tine) as a functìon of muscle length.
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All smooth musc I e strì ps, regard I ess of their source
(vascular, aìrway, ìntestìnaì, etc. . . ) display common qua.ì itative
propertìes (Figure 3). Under passive conditions the muscle
ti ssue exerts no tens ion up to a certai n r ength beyond which
tension rises non-l inear'ì y as a function of .l ength, Active
tensjon is maximal at a specìfic ìength (lo) and declines above
and below thjs poìnt. There is no reason to bel ieve that
pulmonary vascurar smooth muscre behaves differentry in the
qual ìtatÍve sensê. Several features, however, need to be known

before thìs qual i tatj ve I ength- tens i on relationship can be

converted into lumen radius (or area) versus radial active
pressure (Pr ) rela¿ion, The latter ìs requìred to pred.i ct the
effecL of active ten.sion on the total p_F reìatìonshìp.

First, how steep is the tension decline above and below fo?
A steep decl ine below _lo, for example, could decrease the
muscle's abi lìty to generate radìal ( j.e. col ìapsìng) pressure as

lumen area decreases ' even after arìowing fo-improved mechanicar
advantage according to Laplace's relation (see below),

Second, what is the relatíon between lumen area and snooth
muscle length? This relation is crjtical ly affected by smooth

muscle orìentation reratìve to the vesseIs rongìtudinal ax.i s and

by the amount of non-muscurar tissue contained within the muscre
ìayer' At one extreme (i.e acute anguìar orientation or a thìck
non-muscular tissue internal to the muscle layer), smooth muscle
length, and hence circumferentiai tension, may change little over



the entire range of lumen areas, The treatment used by Burton
(4) and Permutt (26) in modeiing the effect of active tension on

P-F telations Ímpl ìcìtly assumes this extreme behavior ( i.e.
active tension jndependent of vessel radius). At the other
extreme ( i.e. c.i rcular orientation and a th.i n non_muscular
layer), muscle length may decrease to the poìnt where no active
tension is possibìe rong before the rumen ìs compretely closed,
rn this case' vessers cannot crose compretery under the infruence
of acti ve tens i on .

Third, what is the relation between I umen radíus (rt) and
the radius of the smooth nuscle tayer (rn)? This is a function
of the amoun¿ of non-muscular tissue contained within the muscre

1ayer. Although vascular resi stance is re.l ated to rl , it .i s rø

that critically governs the relation between circumferential
active tension (T) and radial col ìaps.i ng pressure (pr ), accordìng
to Laplace's relation (Pr = T/ rn), At one extreme (a thìck
non-muscular ìayer), rø changes l.i ttle with rr, pr, .i n this
case, ìs sìmp1y a function of T (which aìso changes very little).
In other words, pr would be dependent on the level of smooth
muscle activarion and ìndependent of rumen area, At the other
extremê, r/, changes substantially wìth r¡. In this case, as the
vesser distends above its ro (vesser radius associated with lo),
Pr decreases part'l y because of larger rn a,nd partìy because of
less T. As the vessel lumen decreases below ro, pr may ìncrease,



decrease, or remaì n the

T ( as d ictated by the

the th ì rd re lati on ) .

same dependi ng on re
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FTGURE 4, schematìc representation of the various pr treatments above(curves a, b, and c) and below (curves I to s) Ao, ppae ìs shov¡n by thedotted line. /o ìs area at which maxìmum active tensìon is produced. po isthe pressure produced bv active tension at ,4o. (see texi io. l,"pìånäiì on I
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According to thjs analysis, for a giverl level of tone, the
reiation between rumen area and pr can for row f ive different
pathways below Áo (lumen area at wh.i ch muscle .j s at lo) and two
pathways above /o (Fìgure 4). Below 1o as lumen area decreases
Pr may increase, remaìn the same, decrease towards an int,ercept
on the pressure axis, decrease towards zero or decrease towards
an intercept on the area axis. The last two possìbilities do not
permit compìete crosure of vessers under the infruence of active
tensjon. Above /o, pressure decreases either as a functjon of
radius alone (i.e. constant tens.ion, Jine a, Figure 4) or at a
steeper rate (decrease in tens.ion as wel1, Jine b, Figure 4), By

assigning a pressure varue at Ao (i.e, po) which is a reflection
of the level of activity, it ìs possible to study the effect of
these various patterns on the p_F relation. Fì9ure 4 shows a
third pattern (-Zi¡e c) ìn which pr .i s independent of lumen area
above /o, Thjs pattern is physìoìogìca.l ly untenabìe, In the
single vessel model we incrude pattern c ìn the comparisons with
other patterns to assess the effect of assumi ng a constant pr on

the results, The use of pr independent of lumen area, if
inconsequentìaì to the resurts, wourd consìderabry expedite the
computatìons with the multjbranched model.

The fol lowing equatìons were used to model
poss ib l e p ressu re patterns be.l ow ( equatì on 1b)
( equatì on t6) lo:

the var i ous

and a bove
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Pr = Po.i,r-,, l#k-,]"., ]

f^,/n,,,1"'Pr = (P.).1--l - 
"r,L(A/Ao,¡s) - 

(Ao/Ao,ss)f
l'a/ao'zs )

(15)

and,

(16)

where Kp (equatìon 15) .i s the pressure ìntercept (ì,e. at zero
lumen cross-sectional area) as a fraction of po, and Lp
(equation 16) is a factor by whìch pr can be forced to drop at â
rate greater than that al ìowed by Laplace,s .i aw. For pattern c,
Pt = Po.

The locatjon of ,4o, reìative to the physìo.l og.i c area range,
is not known for pulmonary vessers. Howevêr, it is known tha¿
for alI smoo¿h muscre -Io ocGurs at a rength where passìve tens.i on
is substantial (23). For pulmonary vascular smooth muscle ,4o ìs,
therefore, likely wel l above the rest i ng point of the vêsse I s
(area at whjch relaxation pressure is zero in Fìgure 2), We

carrjed out ca lcu l at i ons assumi ng two val ues for Ao,
Ao = 0.50'Ao,ss and Ao = 0.70.Á0,¡s, These cornespond to
relaxation pressures of 9,64 and 16,0g mmHg for arteries, and
2,77 and 5.4ì mmHg for veins.
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ïn the presence of smooth muscle tone, the total recoil
pressure (Pr¡.r ) for a vessel is the sum of passive and active
pressures: Thus,

P¡¡l = ppae * pl

Equations 13 and 14 were rearranged to
of R IPp"" = €'(R)] for veins and

Equations 15 and 16 were rewritten so

of R [Pr = å(R)]. Thus,

. (17)

obtain Ppas âs a function
a rte r ì es , respect.i ve I y .

that Pr is also a function

Prr¡ = g(R) + å(R)

= f(R) (1e)

This latter function was used for the iterations to be described
below.

Lumen area-pr¡ rerations for arteries and veins are shown in
Fìgure 5, In the left panels¡ ,4o wâs 0.50.10,ss and .i n the r.i ght
panels jt was 0.70.,40,es. The plots depict the five relations
below, and the three relatjons above ,4o, at a po of 10 mmHg,

With treatments l and 2 there is a min.i mum pressure (p¡rrn)
below which vesse l compì ìance becomes negatìve ( treatment 1) or
zero (treatment 2.), For example, from Fjgure SA, pmín for
trealment 1 js about j1 mmHg and for treatment 2 is iO mmHg. In
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both cases the vessel closes compreteìy once pT r,r decreases berow

Pnin. The main difference bet$/een the two treatments is that
with treatment 2 the vesser reopens once pv is returned to p¡ri n

while in treatment 1a greater pressure (15 mmHg, Fìgure 5A) is
requìred to reopen the vesser once it crosed. Thìs would produce

a hysteresis in the p-F relation. In treatments 3 to 5 the
compl ìance below Ao ìs positìve. Hence, graded reductions in
vessel cross-sectionai area below the poìnt of minìmum resting
tens i on are possìble.

Above ,4o , the slope of the area-pressure relatjon ( i ,e.
vessel wall elastance, dp/dA) .i s the sum of the negative pr

relation (decreasing pr with increasing area in treatments a and

b) and the positive ppae relation (Fì9ure 3). Vessel wa.l I

elastance with active Nension in this region ìs, therefore, ress
than that of the resting vessel. As the slope of the area_active
pressure relation above lo is a function of po (equation 16,

above), values of Po greater than a certain lim.i t r,rould result in
a zone with negative elaslance. The vessel cannot operate in
this reg i on s i nce, accord i ng to the wave-speed limìting
equationl , flow cannot exist where elastance is zero or negative.
The critìcal Po above which a negatively sìop.i ng segment occurred
above ,4o with treatment a, when /o was O.SO.,4o,os, was 30 mmHg

for arte.i es and 1o mmHg for veins, This represents about 300%

and 350% of the restìng pressure at this poìnt for arteries and

veìns, respectìveìy. For ,4o equal to 0.70.A0,¡s, the critìcal po



values were S0 and 20 mmHg, also representjng about 300% and
350% of resting pressure for arteries and vejns, respectively.
We limited the maximum po values to 3OO% of restìng pressure for
arteries and 350% for veins to avoid thìs compl ication. This is
probably welì justified since prel i mì nary observati ons on
pulmonary vascurar smooth muscre indicate that active tens.i on
produced during maxìmar stimuration at -to is not much higher than
the passive tension exerted at the same length (N.L. Stephens et
al., and R,A, Rhoades et aj. , personal communication). Our
treatment, therefore, may overestimate the pressure generating
abi I ity of pulmonary vascular smooth muscle.

4. CalcuTation of res r'sùances

In t,he present algorithm F and pout for the vessel were
ìndependent inputs. To the extent that pv along the ìength of
vessels decreases and vessers are distensibre, resìstance arong
each vessel is not uniform. Because of the non-l inear relation
between Ppas and resistance carcuiation of effective resistance
provìded by each vessel based on pv at some poìnt along the
vesse l (Pin, Pour, or some average of the two), especialiy in the
presence of variable pr, is not precìse, Accord.i ngly, to
cal cu I ate effecti ve res istance, each vesse r was consi dered as
composed of a large number (n=100) of short segments connected .i n

series, y/ith each segment having a reference resistance of
Ro,gs/n (Ro,¡s beìng reference resistance of the whore vesser ).



The actua'l resislance of each segment, begìnnìng with the most
downstream segment, was obtained by iteratjon. Each .i teration
consisted of two steps, In step one, the resistance obtai ned at
the end of the previous iteration (Ro,as for the fìrst iteration)
was used to calculate p¡u that appl ies for that res.i stance
accordjng to equation 19. Since for the s.j ngìe vessel px !,/âs

zero, Pru = Pv. In the second step a new R was calculated from,

P = (Pv-Pout)/F (1e)

where Pour is pv of the segment just downstream from the current
(or the ì nputted pour for the most downstream segment). If the
second R differed from the R used .i n the fi rst step, an
intermediate varue was used in the next iterat.i on. Iteration
contjnued until R values calculated in st,ep one and step two were
simj lar, indjcating that the radìal and I ong i tud.i nal p ress u re
gradients are jn equilibrìum, and pv ceased lo change. pv was
then used as pout for the next upstream segment and the process
was repeated for the whole vesseì rength, Effective resistance
for the whor e vessel under these conditions is the sum of arr
cal cu I ated segmental resjstances.

The derivation of the pressure prof .i le accord ì ng to the
above scheme ì gnores the possìbìììty of wave_speed (WS)

l imitation at some point along the vesser. rn our standard
treatment (equations 13 and 14) absoìute area (,4) and vessel



elastance (de¡6¡¡ at the prevaì.1 ìng pr r.t are not consìdered, and
these determìne a max.i mum flow vaj ue (Frar) whìch can be
transmitted by the segment accordìng to the theory of l,irs

limjtatjon (Footnote .l ). I¿ would be of interest to see how the
presence of ws limitation wourd infruence the p-F and pout-pin
relations. For this purpose an al gori thm was deve l oped whìch
cal cul ales Fnax, at the segment, from the WS equat j on
( Footnote 1) gìven the steady-state solution for pv (as above),
the area, and dp/dA of the segment at this pv. Different assumed
,4o,ss were used to force various degrees of flow i imitation, In
the iterations used to calcuìate pv at a given segment, if Fnax

was less than F (whjch is an independent input), pv was
incremented in steps of 0.0.1 mmHg. Fol.l owìng each step, pr , ptu,
and R were recalculated and a new Fnax was computed, Step
increases in pv continued until the conditìon Fnax > F was met.
This treatment essentiaì ry forces a waterfa|l at the frow
'I imiting segment, the pressure drop along the segment beìng
greater than that predìcted by poìseui I I ian f low.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

l. Pressure-flow relations in a singte yessel

P-F rel atìonships of a s.i ngle artery and a sing.l e vein are
shown in Figure 6, In Figures 6A and 68, the pressure_area
relatìonships of aìI segments were assumed similar and equal to
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tha¿ of an average pulmonary artery (as ìn Fì9ure 2A). The

vessel shown in Fìgures 6c and 6D consisted of segments wìth
pressure-area characteristics simi lar to those of an average
pulmonary veìn (as in F.i gure 28), R0,35 t/as the same for all
segments of a given vessel and was adjusted so that at a F of
21/nin, and Pout of S mmHg, pin was roughly 1S mmHg, thereby
s jmulat jng relationships in a ',typ.i cal,' 20 kg dog under
anesthes i a. Extravascul ar pressure was zero under all
conditions. Figures 6A and 6c were generated with a pout of
5 mmHg and Figures 68 and 6D with a pout of 15 mmHg.

Sol id Iines in Fi gure 6 represent the condition without
smooth muscle tone (i.e' pr = 0), since pour ìs posit.i ve and

extravascular pressure is zero, pru ìs posìtive and werr above

the colìapsing pressure (i.e. pcrit ) in all segments, For both
vessels, at a low Pout (Figures 6A and 6c), the p-F relatìonshìp
is initìal ìy convex to the pressure axis, Above a certa.i n F,

which is vesser type dependent, this relationshìp becomes nearry
I inear. Extrapolation of this I jnear segment, results in a

pressure ìntercept (pop ) that is wel I above both pout (S mmHg)

and Pcrit (zero). Calculated R from thìs segment (1/slope) js
wel I below the vessel's R when maximal1y distended. The ratter
ìs gìven by the jnverse slope of a line jo.i ning pout âñd the p_F

point at a very hìgh f row. The parti cular p-F of the purmonary

circulation with an initial convex and a finar apparentry r.i near
segment is, therefore, obligate and ì ndependent of the presence
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of Pcrit along the vessels, or of rècruitment. Furthermore, the
mechanical properties of the pulmonary vessels are such tha¿ the
near 1y I i near segment occu rs within the physìologic range
(2-8 ]/nin for a 20 kS dog). It is thus evident that usjng pop

and the inverse srope of the rìnear segment as indices of pcrit
and the fixed resistance of a fully d i stended system, in the
presence of distensible vessels, is incorrect,,

At higher Pout (Figures 68 and 6D), the p_F relationsh.i p of
an artery (Fìgure 6B) is still curvilinear, yet to a smaller
extent, whereas that of a vein is ljnear (Fìgure OD). The reason
for this behavjor in both vessels coujd be explaìned by exam.i nìng
the pressure-res.i stance relatjonships of F.j gures 2A and 28,
respective'l y, In the ppae > 1S mmHg rânge, both vessels are
operating in the range where resistance drops .l jttle (dots,
Fìgure 2B) with a step increase in lransmural pressure (j.e, the
flat portion of the pressure-resistance reìationshìp), Whereas

resi stance of arteries continues to drop, that of ve.i ns remai ns

fair'l y constant makìng them behave ljke rjgìd tubes,
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Effect of added tone. The additional interrupted lines in
Fìgure 6 show thê effect of adding tone, equ.i valent to 10 mmHg at
Áo ' uniformìy along each vessel. The different 1ìnes pertaìn to
different assumed patterns of pr response to lumen area below /o
(Fisure 4). In ar l simurations pattern "a" þ/as used to s.i murate
the A-Pr relatjon above ,40. The pattern of tone used does not
affect the basic response of the p_F relatjon. In all cases, the
relations, with and without tone, diverge untì I a certain
pressure difference is reached above which the r ines become
essentiar ìy parar ler, The main differences between the differen¿
tone patterns are in the low flow range, particul arly pz, when

Pout is low (Figures 6A and 6C). The magnitude of the paral jel
shift is lit¿le affected by the tone pattern.

rt must be poìnted out that the paralìe1 shift occurs
regardress of the reìation between pout and the amount of added
tone (in other words, whether or not a waterfal I ìs establ ished
with the addjtion of tone). F.i gure 68, for exampìe, shows the
P-F relationship for the same artery shown in Figure 6A but with
a Pout of 1S mmHg, The inflow pressure at which f] ow just starts
(P. ) ' under these conditions, does nor change with the addition
of tone since po,,t is greater than pcrit, However , Lhe p_F

relationships stìrr diverge from each other untir a certain 
^p 

is
reached. Thereafter, the two I ines become nearìy paral lel, pop ,
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extraporated from the rinear segmerlt, ìncreases by an amount that
is Pout and vessel type dependent, and the absolute value of pop

still does not represent true opening pressure (i,e, pcrtt).
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The reason for the rerative insensitìvity of the magnitude

of parallel shift to tone pattern is shown in Fìgure 7. Fìgure 7

shows the long itudìnal profì ìe of pv , segmental area (A¡ ),
segmental resìstance (Ri ), and pr along an artery at a flow of
I l/mi n and Pout of S mmHg (see Figure 6A) under three
conditions; no tone and tone of 1o mmHg (at.4o) with patterns 2

( dotted iine) and S (dashed line), The d.i fference between the
two patterns of tone is most obvious at the most downstream

segments, where area ìs smalìest; pr with pattern 2 is much

larger than with pattern S (Figure 7D). In fact, with pattern 2

there is a waterfaì ì at segment 1sìnce pr (equals 1O mmHg) is
greater than Pout (Fì9ure 7A, dotted I íne, segment 1 ), Because

resistance ì ncreases more with pattern 2 at the most downstream

segments, Pv rjses at a faster rate (as a function of segment

number). This counteracts the effect of the Iarger pr. In fact,
by segment 5 ìn this example ,4; .i s larger (Figure 7B) and Ri is
lower (Fìgure 7C) wjth pattern 2 even though pr is still hìgher
(Fìgure 7D), These changes cause the difference in pv, highest
at the most downstream segments, to progressìvely narrow as a

funct ion of vesse l rength ( Fi gure 7A, dotted and dashed r ines) .

The rate at which the two longìtudìnal pressure profììes converge

is necessari ìy a function of f low, In th.i s exampìe (g l,/mjn)
inflow pressure (segment 100) is nearly the same, At low f.l ow

rates, although the pressure profìles also converge toward the
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inflow point, the rate at wh.i ch the difference narrows ìs less
resulting in some difference in pin (F.i gure 6A, in the .l ow flow
range ) .

l{ith high P"ur, the vesser area is near or above ,40 êveñ ât
the most downstream segments. There is l.i ttle difference .i n pr

between the different patterns near ,4o (Figures 4 and S). The

initìai dìvergence in pv at the most downstream segments is
therefore much ress and easiry neutrar'i zed by the more upstream
segments. This explains the lack of any substantìve difference
between tone patterns in Figures 68 and 6D). With veins (fìgures
not sho\^/n ), the pressure dìfferential (between the two patterns)
developed at the downstream segments results in a more effective
compensation in the upstream segments on account of the steeper
pressure-area reration. The l0ng itud i nal pressure profì 1es,
therefore' converge more readìry, Hence, the smar'ì dìspers.ion of
lines in Fi gure 6C.

In Fìgure 6 vre used onìy one pattern of ,4-pr reration above

,4o (pattern a). To assess the effect of other possible behaviors
(patterns È' and c, Fìgure 4), we developed p-F relations with the
three patterns using pattern 2 for the rerarion berow ,4o. Thê

results for a Po of 10 mmHg are shown in Figure g. l,J.i th pattern
b' where Pr, for a gìven po, decreases both because of Lapìace's
relation and because of decrease in tension above Ao, the p-F
relation with tone shows a sright tendency to converge toward the
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The considerabre ìnsensitìvìty of the p-F reration in the
physiologjc fìow range (Z-B l/nin) to the pattern chosen to model
the .4-Pr relation above and below .4o makes ìt possìble to get
around the uncertainty about the rear reration in the purmonary

ci rculation without risking serious errors. In the absence of
any experìmentar data to favor a parrìcurar pattern, we sharl use
pattern 2 c (P¡ independent of ,4) in subsequent modelìn9, if only
because ìt is expedjtious.

The reason for the initjally d i vergent and then paraì l e l
shift of the p-F lerationships with added tone is shown in
Fìgure 9, Panels A, B, and C show the ìongìtudinal profì ìe of
Pv ' segnrentar cross-sectionar area (.4; ), and segmentar resistance
(Rr ), respectively, at 3 different frow rates with and without an

added tone of 1O mmHg. The units in this fìgure are relative
and' therefore, have been omitted. An artery with a pout of
10 mmHg' to el iminate a starr ìng resìstor effect, is represented.
changes produced by tone at the first (i,e. most downstream)
segment are simìrar under alr frow rates. since pv for segment
+1 (Pout here) is the same, the addition of tone reduces pru by

the same amount and hence, cross-sectionar area of segment #l
(At, panel B) decreases and jts resistance (Rr, panel C)

increases to the same extent under all flow cond.i tions. pv for
segment *2 wìth tone increases by (ôRr,F) compared to no tone,
where ôRr is the difference in res'i stances of segment #.1 bet,ween

both conditions ( i.e, wjth and without tone), As a result, /z



decreases and Rz increases to a I esser extent than their
respective vaiues in segment #1. The increase in pv as a result
of a higher downstream resistance (Ros) with tone causes areas
and res i stances to progressìver y approach respectì ve va r ues
wìthout tone. Because the increase in pv for a given segment is
a function of F, Á; and Ri with tone approach respectìve values
without tone at a faster rate (as a function of segment number)

with higher fìows as compared to rower f ìows (paners B and c,
Fìgure 9). The segment where ARos.F equals pr will have
equivalent cross-sectional areas and resistances. The pressure
drop aìong this segment will be the same with and without tone
and the i ncrease i n pv ( as a functi on of segment number )

thereafter will remain unchanged. At Iow frow rates, aRos.F does

not reach PT at any point along the vessel because of low F, The

vessel wì.l1, thus, be constricted throughout its length, albeìt
more so downstream (panel B). As F increases, Ri y/ith tone
approaches that without tone faster, but at the expense of
greater Pv. Pin with tone compared to vJithout tone increases
with increasing F untir aprn equals pr. At this poìnt Rroo (i.e.
resi stance of the most upstream segment) becomes the same with
and without tone. Increasing F further causes the po.i nt at $rh.i ch

segmental resistances with and without tone are equal to move

farther downstream with no further change in Âpin. The F above

which the slope of the pin vs. F relation become similar with and

without tone (Fcr¡t) depends on the magnitude of pr (hi gher Fcrì¿



with greater Pr) and the erastic behavior of the vesser warr (and

hence, how Ri changes as a function of pv ), For example, in a

vein (fìgures not shown), pv need not r.i se to completely match

Pr' Rather' once pv rises to a value that praces the vesser on

the flat part of its ppas-Á relation (Figure 2B), the effect of
tone is dìssipated. This change ìn pv (ôpv ) then becomes the
maximal dev'i ation in the p-F relation and the flow al which this
APv is developed becomes Fcrit. Hence the smarrer paraììeì shìft
in Fi gure 6D.

Fìgure g, panel B, aìso depicts what one mìght see ìf vessej
dimensions were observed (e.g. by angìography) with and without
unjformly added tone. At low F the vesse.l would appear to
constri ct rather uniformly (dotted Iine panel B). Al the hìghest
F constr.i ction would appear Iimited to the most downs¿ream

segments' thereby gìving the faise impression that the increase
in tone is regionaì.

Effect of wave-speed rinitation. we wished to determine the
extent to which the presence of a waterfal I due to wave-speed
(l,ls) limitation wourd alter the p-F relation derived on the basis
of distensibi l ity alone. By experimentìng with different revels
of absolute Á0,3s we sejected a value that results in a step up

in pressure of I mmHg aìong a vessel with arterial
characteristics at a flow of I l/nin and a por.¡t of S mmHg. ,4o,ss

that had this effect was 1.1 cm2, We then generated Lhe p_F
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The two curves deviated from each other only above a fjow of
3 l/nin, the lowest Ievel at which a step change ìn pressure due

to WS I imitation was present. The general behavior is simi lar in
the two cases showìng a graduaì change in siope leadìng to an

apparently ì ìnear segment. Of interest ìs the fact that although

the waterfal I effect wjthin the vessel was I mmHg aL F = g j/nin
(see below), the deviatìon in pt n at the same flow was onìy
2 mmHg (Fìgure 10). The reason for thjs attenuation js shown in
Figure 11 , Since the vessel properties are uniform, choking vJj I I

occur at the most downstream segment, when pressure and, hence, /
and dP/dA are lowest (Figure 2), By comparìson to the case where

WS limjtation was ìgnored (sotid Iine), there is a step up in
pressure at segment *1, This causes al1 segments upstream to
operate at a lower res istance. The pressure d i ffe rence ,

therefore, narrows progressively upstream (Figure 1.1 A).

2. Outflow-inflow pressure relationships
Figure 12 shoyJs changes in Pin as pour increases aL 2 l/nin

(upper panels) and I 1/min ( Toper panels), Lef¿ panels show

curves obtained in an average pulmonary artery (as jn Fìgures 6A

and 6B), Rí9ht panels show curves obtained in an average
pulmonary vein (as jn Figures 6C and 6D). In the passìve vessel

(solíd /ine), as Pout rises, Rv drops resulting in a decrease in



(Pi n-P"ut ), pi n does not increase
except for the vein (solìd ì.i ne,

Pout ) 12 mmHg.
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A I though thìs behavior was qualìtatìvely expected, its
magnìtude was strikìng. At normal flow (z I /nin), z (j.e,
aPin/aPout) in the por.¡t range o-s mmHg was less than o,z3 for
both artery and vein. Between S and 10 mmHg Z was ]ess than 0.4S

for the artery and about o,72 for the veìn. For the artery z was

stjll below 0.75 even in the pour range 1S to 20 mmHg. Over the
same Pour range z becomes even smaller as F increases. This is
due to a greater reduction in (pin-pour) for a step ìncrease in
Pour r since the decrease in (prn-pout ) is a function of the
change in R (AR) and f. Under all condìtions the change in Z as

Pout increases ìs graduaì, refìecting the progressive decrease in
sensitivjty of resistance to vascular pressure (Figure Z, dots).

Dashed and dolted lines desc r i be the response wi th added

tone of pattern S and pattern 2, respectively. W.i th pattern 5

there is no waterfal I since pr decreases to zero before the
vessel is closed. With pattern 2 there js a waterfal I up to a

Pout of 10 mmHg and this js ev.i dent by a segment wjth a s.l ope of
zero in the Pout range O-10 mmHg. The chain-dotted I ine in
panels c pertain to the case with V/s limitation (as il lustrated
in Fìgure 11) which, as may be expected, also shows a perfectly
flat segment. Ajthough with distensjbjlity ajone (no waterfalì )

Z in Lhe low Pout range technicaì ìy .i s not zero, the d.i fference
from the case wi th waterfal I would be difficult to detect
experimentally, especìally at hìgh f low,
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In summary, the elastic properties of pulmonary vesseìs of
the dog are such that the presence of a.l ìnear segment jn the
Pin-F relation withjn the physjologic flow range, and a

APrn/APout ratjo of near zero in the low pout range, are to be

expected in the absence of critical closure or ws Iimitation.
These relations, therefore, have little value in detect i ng a

waterfal I aìong the circuration. Addition of tone, homogeneousì y

to a vesseì, causes a pararrer shift in the prn-F reration ìn t,he
physiologic flow range whether or not a waterfal I is established.
The magnìtude of the paraìIel shift js pour and vessel type
dependent. A paral I el sh i ft, therefore, does not necessar i 1y

sìgnify the deveìopment of a waterfar r and its magnitude is not a

quantitatìve reflection of the radial pressure exerted by smoo¿h

musc les,
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D. FOOTNOTES

Footnote 1.

Accord i ng to the wave-speed

maximum flow that can be conducted

the fol l ow ing relation:

theory of flow I ìmitation the

by a vesseì (Fnax) ìs given by

Fnax = A,

where A is cross-sectionar area, dp/dA is vascurar elastance, and

õ is the fluid densjty flowìng in the gìven tube. (For a

comprehensive review of the wave-speed flow*l ìmiting mechanism

see ref. 32 ) .

For a given reference area (,40,¡s ) A and dp/dA, at a gìven

Prr¡, could be calculated from equat.i on 1O for veins and

equati on 12 for arteries.

lo".åt] 
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E. GLOSSARY

U: v iscos ity of blood.

0'35: when appried as subscript to a statement refers to the
value of the statement at reference conditions of
Prp = 0 and ppas = 35 cmHzO.

Aì vessel cross-sectional area ( lumen).

A¡:. cross-sectjonal area of segment 7.

.4max i highest lumen cross-sectional area reported by Smith
and Mitzner (28) t i ,e. at ppas of 30 cmH2ol .

Ao i I umen area at optimal muscl e I ength ( lo ) .

C¡: a constant describìng the fractìonal lung volume change
per unit pressure change,

F: f low,

Fcriti criticar frow at which the c ross- sect.iona r area of the
most upstream segment of a vessel is the sâme with and

wì thout added tone ,

Fnaxi maximal flow, as al lowed by the wave_speed limitation
theory, ìn a given segment and for a g.i ven pv.

Fr: total flow,
f: vessel I ength

LA: I eft atr i um.

Tmax: vessej ìength at maximal (prp = 30 cmHaO) lung volume.
I.o : optìmal muscle length, length at whjch muscle produces

maximal tens i on.
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P-Fi pressure-flow,

PA: pu lmonary artery.
Part I intravascular pressure at the arterial end of a

, capi ì lary sheet.

Pcriti critical openìng pressure, the minimal pressure
requi red to open an individual vessel .

Pc: pressure produced by gravìtational forces,
Pin: inflow pressure,

Pln: left atrial pressure.

Prni n i minimal pv below which vesseì compì iance becomes zero

or negatìve with treatments 1 and 2 of pr (Figure 5).
Po: pressure produced by active tension when smooth musc.l e

. layer ìs at -Zo.

. Pop: opening pressure, obta.i ned from the extrapo.l ated

: Þressure intercept of the I inear segment of a p_F

, reìationsh.i p.

, Pout: outflow pressure.

Ì Pp¡: pulmonary arteriaì pressure,

Ppas: passive pressure ( j ,e, in the absence of vasomotor

tone ) .

Ppt: pleural pressure.

! Pt: pressure due to vasomotor tone.
:, Pru: transmural pressure,

Prot: total pressure, the sum of pr and ppas.

Prp: transpulmonary pressure,



Pv : i ntravascul ar pressure.

Px: peri vascul ar pressure.

'. r: radius.

r R: resistance, When fol louJed by a ",', pertaìns to venous

resistance and when combined with a numerical fol lowed

y a Iower case letter refer to Figure .l , part II of
this communication for exact Iocation of the vessel in
the mu I t.i branched mode I .

Rar i resistance of an arterial extraalveolar pulmonary

vessel.

Ros: downstream resistance.

Ri : resistance of segment i.
rt: I umen radì us.

. ^: radius of smooth muscle layer.

, t'o: I umen radi us when smooth muscl e ì ayer i s at _lo .

, R.: total resistance.
' Rv: vascu I ar resistance.

Rve i resistance of a venous extraalveolar puìmonary vessel.
T: tens i on .

Tmax: maximal active tension obtained at lo.

j Vt: I ung voìume,

, Vrn.": maxjmal ( j.e. at prp = 30 cmH2O) lung volunle,

Vu: minimal (i.e. at prp = O) lung volume as a fractjon of
Vt-r"r.



WS: wave-speed,

Z:. the change in ppa (ôppn) as a fraction of a step change

in Pr¡ (Âp¡-¡ ); Âpen /Ãpta in the multìbranched model and

APin/^póur in the single vessel model,
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VTÏ. CHAPTER 6

DISTENSIBILITY AND PRESSURE-FLOW RELATIONSHIP

OF THË PULMONARY CIRCULATTON. II. MULTTBRANCHED MODEL.



A. BACKGROUND

In the preceding chapter we developed equations, based on

avai lable in situ data, which desc r j be the effecÈs of
i ntravascu I ar pressure and lung vo I ume on l ength and
cross-sectional area, and hence resistance, of purmonary arterìes
and veins. We then described a method for ìntegrating this
information to obtain changes in inflow pressure (pi n ), for
single vessels, as outflow pressure (pout ) or flow (F) is
changed. The P-F and pi n-pout relations obtained for singìe
arteries and veins dispìayed the fundamentar characteristics
observed in the intact whoìe purmonary cìrculation. Thus, that
the P-F relation ìs convex to the pressure ax.i s in the low frow
range wìth a distinctry 1ìnear segment in the physioìo9ìc frow
range' Aìso, Pin changed little as pour was increased in the low
pressure range, the proportional ity (Àpi n/Lpout, al so termed Z

here) then i ncreased gradual ly tou/ard unity as pout increased.
In the present communicat.i on we describe the p_F and

Pin-Pour relations in a multibranched model in which each serial
or paralleì component behaves according to the behavior of singìe
vessels described earlier (cHAprER 5) but where the forces acting
on individual vessels can be varìed. rn this fashion we courd
simulate the effects of facto rs that act non-un i form ìy on
pulmonary vesse I S such as gravìty, vascu I ar occlusion and
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vasomotor tone. This model also ìncorporates
mode'ì ed according to the sheet-flow theory of
11).

a capi I lary sheet,

Fung and Sobi n ( 10,

B. METHODS

Figure 1 shows an outline of the various components of the
model. The arterial system bifurcates sequential ly up to I
paralìeì channers that converge and reunite at the venous side to
end in the Ieft atrium (LA). Separating the arterial and venous
beds are I capi ì ìary beds (shaded rectangles). Al I extraalveolar
vessels were subject to a common transpulmonary pressure (prp)
and arr capirraries were subject to a common arveorar pressure
(pa ).
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ARTERIAL BED

FrcuRE l. Multibranched model - starting at the pulmonary artery side(PA)' the arterìal vascular bed bìfurcates sequentia'r ry up io I paraìre1
channels that converge and reunìte, at the venous sìde, to end in the leftatrium (LA). separating Lhe two vascular beds are 8 cap'i ìrary sheets (bìack
areas) representjng the capì1ìary bed,

VENOUS BED

Rsb TVvV-:-Ë--nVVl Rsb'
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l4odeling of the capittary sheet. Fung and Sobin (10, 11)
descrìbed the puìmonary capiIlary bed as a sheet of two membranes
separated by a set of regularly spaced posts. Both membranes and
posts are erastic and respond to changes in i ntravascu r ar
pressure (Pv), p¡, and lung volume (vl). At a constant prp, the
sheet thickness (H) varies I inearly with pv accordjng to the
fol I owj ng reIation:

H = Ho*o. (Pv-P¡ )

where Ho is capiì lary sheet thickness at pv = p¡, and o is
compì ìance (ìn ¡.rm./cmHz o) of the capì llary sheet. Equation I is
valid for a (Pv-p¡) range that is between zero and an upper lim.i t
t0 s (Pv-Pe) 5 Prnaxl. Pmax [25 cmH2 O in the dog (ll)] is the
pressure at which the sheet reaches maximum thickness (Hmax ) and

becomes non-djstensible. Ho, jn the dog, was estjmated by Fung

and Sobin (10, 11) to be 2,S Um. o, on the other hand, ìs hj ghly
dependent on and inversely related to prp ( 10, 11). From data
availabre in the r iterature on the dog lung and in which o was

estimated at various prp (10, 1.1 , 12), given Ho = 2.5 Um, the
fol lowing reìation between o and prp was derived:

o = 0.073+0. 2."-(o ' 141'PrP )

(1)

(2)
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In the pressure range for wh.i ch equation .l app.l ìes
Ii.e. o r (Pv-pn ) 3 zs cmHzo], ìn combìnation with equations for
blood rheology, conservation of mass, and momentum, Fung and
Sobin ( 10, 11) obtajned a basic equatìon that describes the p_F

relation in terms of sheet thickness at the arteriar (Hart ) and
venous (Hven ) ends:

F = C. (Harta-Hvena )

F = c. {[Ho+Cl. (parr-pn )]4-[Ho+c. (pven_pn )]r J (4)

where "c" is a constant that is related to sheet area, rength and

width' geometry of posts, vascular space-to-t.i ssue ratio, and

viscosity (for further detaì ìs, see ref. 10, j 1); and part and

Pven are vascular pressures at the arterial and venous ends of
the capì ì lary sheet, respectìvely,

Because the computer algorìthm requì res the p_F relationshìp
to be expressed jn terms of resìstance (R), equation 4 was

rearranged to provide capi l lary resìstance (R. ). Thus, for
O S (Part-Pn) f 25 and O S (pven-pA) S 25,

(Part-Pven )

(3)

c. iIHo+o.(part-pn )]a-[Ho*a.(pven_pa )]a J

(5a)



| ( P.rt -Pe )-(Pven -p¡ ) l
C. {[Ho+o. (Parr-PA )]1-[H"*o. (pven-p¡ )]a ]

When (Part-p¡ ) exceeds ZS cmH2O, whi ie 0

reaches Hmåx (maximal sheet th.i c kness

equatj on 5b becomes :

(5b)

S (Pven-Pa) S 25, Harr

gjven by Ho+o.25), and

i25-(Pven -Pe )l
C. {Hmax a -[Ho+o. (pven-pa )]r J

When (Pven-pn) r'i ses towards 25, þ/hjle (part_pa) )

decreases non-l inearly towards an asymptote Iminimal
resistance (Rcmi n )l whjch would be obtained when both
maximally dìstended, For a given Ho and o, Rcmin is a

of the constant "C" accordjng to the following relat1 on:

(6)

25, Rc

capilIary
ends are

funct i on

Rcr¡ i n = 1/14,a.C.(Hmax)31

Hence, when both (part-pe) and (pven_p¡) are grealer than 25, Rc

is treated as cons¿ant and equal to Rcnin,

The situation becomes more complex when pven is less than
PA ' rn this range, Rc consists of two components. The proxima.l
component, Rcr, covers the reg.i on from the arterial end (where H

(7)



is related Lo part ) to the poìnt where jntravascular pressure
equals Pn (and H = Ho), The resjstance of this segment is given
by:

( Pa r t -Pa )
Rcl =

c.{[H"+o. (Part-pn )]a-Hoa ]

The more distal segment (Rcz) acts as a star] ìng res.i stor whose R

changes inversely with F to absorb the pressure difference
between Pn and Pven, Thus,

(Pn-Pven )
Rc2 :

C. {[Ho+o. (Parr-Pa )]a-Hoa J

When 0 S (Part-pA) s 2S, R", the sum of Rcr and Rc2 sìmpìif .i es

to:

(Part-Pven )
Rc=

C. { [H"+o. (Part-Pa )]a -Hoa j

when (Part-pa ) ìs greater than 2s, Ha¡t becomes Hmax and Rol

becomes f i xed. Thus.

25
Rct =

and Ro2 becomes,

C. (Hmaxa-Hoa )



Rcz = (Pe-Pven)/F ( 12)

Since F here is determined by (part-pn) and Rcr, i,e.

¡ = (Part-Pq ),/Ror . (13)

hence,

(Pn-Pven )
Rc = Rct * (14)

[(Part-Pn ),/Rc t ]

25
(ts¡

C'(Hmax¡-Hoa)

Finaì ly, when (Part-Pn ) decreases be'l ow zero, F through that
segment y/as assumed to equal zero.

It must be noted that the above analysis, although not
contradictory with the sheet-flovJ theory of Fung and Sobjn (10,

11 ), represents our ov,/n concept of thei r model. Relations
between (Pin-Pn ) and F at various (pout-pa ) for a sheet wjth
Rc¡¡in of 0.4 cmHzO/ ]/nin, Ho of 2.S Um, and o of O.172 pm/cn{z}

-.=l l lsïþrl
J 1r".",-r^,.1
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(i.e, Prp of approximately S cmHzO) are shown in Figure 2A.
Relations between (pout-pn ) and F at different (prn-pA ) for the
same sheet are shown in Fìgure 28.

ù 10 20 30 40 _10 O 10 20 30 40
P¡n -p¡ (cmH2O) pout _p¡ (cmHzO)

40

30

.s
E

20
]
o
L

10

FTGURE 2. Paner A: p-F rerations of the cap'i rrary sheet at various pout.
Panel B: Pour-F relatìons showìng fiow I imitation at varìous ievels of pin,
Pn is alveolar pressure.

A o 5 cmH20 B Pr = 5 cmHzo

- 

Pln -Pr - l0 cmHzo
" P¡n -P¡ = 29

---- P¡t -P¡ - 39

1. I

.,i
il
it'1 ì
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C. PROCEDURE

We used a personaì computer (jo MHz, g02g6 based
rBM-compatìbre system with an 80287 co-processor) to carry out
the calculations. For a given ple and total blood flow (F¡), the
algorithm compu¿es the steady state values for pressure and F a¿

different point,s in the moder under specifìc conditions of prp,
gravitational effects, mechanicaì properties, and vasomotor tone
in individual vesse I s ,

General inputs are pe, pleuraì pressure (ppl ), lung heÍght
(Ht ), Pln, F, and Vu and cr. Ithe parameters descrìbing the
p ressu re-vo I ume relation of the lung ( CHApTER b)l,
Branch-specifíc inputs are as fol lows:

1) Mechan icar propertìes of vessers: Each extra-arveorar
vessel can be gìven the propertìes of an artery or a vein which
responds to transmural pressure (prs ) according to equations
derived ìn part r of this communicatìon Iequations 13 and 14,
respectìveìy (CHAPTER S)1. In additjon, the mechanjcal
properties of each vesse l Ii,e, cross-sectiona] area (,4) vs. prÀt

relationsl courd be individuar ìy artered by appropriate serection
of the constants "Bv " and "Cu ,', and ',Aa " and ,,Ba ,, Ipart I,
equations 13 and 14, respectively (cHApTER S)1. For the sake of
sìmplìcìty, data presented here were generated unde r the
assumption that al ì precapi lìary branches behaved I ike arteries
and alì post-capì I rary branches behaved I ike veins, varues for



the constants were obtained from average data of smith and
Mitzner (28) as specìf .i ed earlier (CHAPTER S). These values were
kept uniform for each type of vesseì.

Ho and o of each capì1ìary sheet could be varied
individualìy' rn the present anarysìs Ho wâs 2.s um and varues
for o were calculated according to equation 2.

2) Reference resistance (Ro,ss ): This is the res.i stance a

particular extra-alveolar vessel would have at pru = 3s cmH2o and

Prp = 0 cmHzO (CHAPTER b). For the analysìs presented in
"Results" total resi stance of each arterial generatìon (i) under
reference conditions IRro,35 ( I ) ] was assumed simi lar to that of
other arterì a1 generat ions. Thus,

Rlo,gs(t) = Rro,g5(2) = Rro,a5(3) = Rro,ss(c)

Ro,¡s(i) = Ro,3s(z) /2 = Ro,35(3) /4 = Ro,ss<ql/g

where Ro,a5(i) is reference res i stance of ind i v idual branches
within a generation. A simi lar treatment was used for the venous

system, Hence,

Rro,ss(t)' = Rro,¡¡ (2r' = Rro,ss(3)' = Rro,ss(¿t'
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and,

Ro,ss(r)' = Ro,3s(2)'/2 = Ro,es1:¡'/4 = Ro,esttl'/g

Furthermore' arte.i es and veins of the same generation were

considered to have equìvalent Ro,¡s, Maloney et al. (19) found
that arteries and veins of the same generation achieved equal
diameters in the vascular pressure range of zB Lo 40 cmH2o. r,/e

have also found, by tr.ì al and error, that when res.i stances of
arteries and veins of same generatìon are made equaì at prs of
35 cmH2o' the partition of resistance upstream and downstream

from the capì ìiaries under base line ( normal ) condìtjons
(Fr = 2L/nin, Pln = 3 mmHg, and prp = O cmH2O and a normal Rr

under these conditions of 6 mmHg/l/min) to be about S0:bO, This
distri bution is wel1 within the range described in the Iìterature
(e).

Rcmin for each capi ììary sheet was used to derive the
constanl "C" (equatìon 7, above), The relation between Rcmin for
capìlìary sheets and Ro,as for extra-al veo lar vesse I s was

somewhat probl emat ic since data for the contri bution of
capi'l lari es to total resistance (Rr ) at pru = 35 cmHzO .i s not
available. A fraction of 0,2 was chosen arbìtrar.i ly. The effect
of errors in this selection for values below (0.0S) and above
(0,5) 0.2 on the overal ì response of the system was tested (see
''RESULTS'' ).
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Values for R0,35 and Rcmiñ were obtained by trial and error.
Rr of 6 nnYg/ l/mi n under the base iine conditions described above
(i.e, Fr = 2 l/min, Prn = 3 mmHg and prp = O cmHzO) was sought.

These were (in mmHg/-Zlmin): Ro,sslr¡ = O,2, Ro,ss(z) = O.4,
Ro,¡s(s) = 0,8, Ro,¡s(¿) = 1.6, Rcr¡ih = 3.2, R0,35(4)' = 1.6,
Ro,ss(3)' = 0.8, Ro,3s(2)' = 0.4 and Ro,aslt¡' = O,2,

3) Vasomotor tone: For each extra-alveolar vessel a pr

value correspondìng to the pressure exerted by smooth muscle tone
at /4o was added.

calculation of pulnonary artery pressure. rteratìon proceeded in
loops with each loop consistìng of the fol lowing stepsi

1) Calculation of F in each branch. As a first step,
ca] culation of F in each branch was based on Ro,3s and Romin

val ues ass ì gned to the vari ous branches and capillarìes,
respectìveìy, and Fr. Thus, for RÍ , F = Fr, For the second
generatìon of arteli es (Rza and Rz¡ ) Fr was partitioned in
inverse proportions to the respectìve downstream resistance down

to the equivaìent venous branch, .i nclusive, Thus, for Rza, the
relevant resistance was the sum of alI resistances between Rza

and Rza', inclusive, taking into account the paral lel and serjal
arrangement of resistors. The same prjncipjes were used to
partit'ìon F into subsequent generations, Resistances computed at
the end of each iteration (see below) were used for the
subsequent jteratìon.



2) Calculatjon of pv at d.ifferent poìnts. Starting with
Pl¡, Pin to Rr' was calculated from Fr and the resistance
assigned to that vessel , Pin for Rr' then served as pour for the
next generatjon. This process was then repeated up to the first
arterial generatjon, Again, for the first iteration Ro,es was

used, For subsequent jtera¿ions the resistance value obtained at
the end of the previous iteration, for the partìcular vessel, was

used.

3) Accounti ng for gravi ty, The model consjsts of 14

vertical spaces between 15 vascular levels (F.i gure 1). Each

level was assigned a rank IRn1¡ ¡ 3. When referencìng pressures to
the bottom of the lung, ranks span from O ( bottom level) to +14

(top¡, To reference pressures to the "hilum" the ranks were -7
to +7 and to reference pressures to top of Iung the nanks were

-14 to 0. Pc in cmHzO was calculated from,

Ht
Pc =-

14
Rn( i ) (16)

Dependìng on the vessel rank, Pc, for each vessel, was calculated
and subtracted from Pv after convertjng the latter to cmHzO.

4) Allowing for vascular tone. See section C, CHAPTER 5

for details of handl ìng smooth muscle tone, As indicated earl ier
(CHAPTER 5), there is l ittle information regardìng the change ìn
Pr as a functjon of Iumen area (A) in pulmonary vessels,
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However, we have shown that the p-F relation of .i ndividual
vesseìs is, quaìitativeìy, qu.i te insensitive to the pr vs. A

reìation. Ovèr the wide range of possïbìe behaviors (see

Fi gures 6 and B, CHAPTER 5 and re I ated text), the differences
between vari ous patterns were primarì ìy in the magn.i tude of
change in Pz for a given active state. The magn.i tude of paraììel
shift ( in the P-F relatìons) also varied sììghtly for a given
active sta¿e dependìng on the pattern selected (CHAPTER S).
However, these d i ffe rences are meaningless in the present
context. Accordingly, and for simp jic.i ty, in the present
anaìysis Pr was assumed constant and does not vary wìth vesse.l

diameter Ii.e. patteîn 2 c (CHAPTER S)],
5) Calculation of px. For al I vessels except Rl and Rr ',

Px wâS calculated according to equation 8 (CHAPTER S) using the
appropri ate (j.e considering prp ) constants "â", ,'b,' and ',c", and

Pv. For Rr and Rl' extravascular pressure yJas assumed equa.l to
Ppl (i.e. zero ìn the present analysis).

6) Calculation of prx. For each extra-alveolar vessel,
stârting with Pout âs Pv, pru was calculated as pv-px. As each

vessel was further divided into 25 serial segments, px and hence,

Pr¡t for each successive segment was contìnuously adjusted as a

function of Pv for that vessel , For the capì 1ìary sheets
(Part-Pa ) and (Pven-P¡ ) were indjvidual ly calculated.
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7) Calculatjon of resì stances. Calculation of resistance

of extra-alveolar vessels was done usìng numerìcal ìntegration as

jndicated in "Methods" (CHAPTER 5), Each vessel consisted of 2S

segments (as opposed to 100 in the preceding communìcation) to
speed up ca-l culations. Results obtained with 25 segments were

dìfferent from those obtained with 100 segments at the second

decimal level . Rc of each capi I lary sheet \,,,as calculated
according to the appropriate form of equatjon 5.

e) Compari ng resìstances. Resistances obtained in step 7

were then compared with the assumed values used in step 1, If
the two values were within 0.1% of each other in alI vessels, a

correct solution was presumed and jteration stopped. If the

values dìffered by more than 0.1% in any vesseì a new set of

resistances, intermedìate between the two values, was selected

(for all vessels) for use in step 1 and the cycle was repeated,

Intermediate va'l ues were calculated as 0,95 of the previous value

plus 0,05 of lhe new value, Although this approach required more

'i terations to reach a solution, it p reve n ted divergent
oscillations, With this routine, the time requi red to reach a

steady-state ranged between 3 and 120 seconds, Thìs tìme depended

on the complexìty of the problem (primarily the extent of

heterogenei ty among branches ) .
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D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1, Response of the multibranched

model in physiologic states

P-F relatíonships at various eutflow pressures. P-F
relationshìps for Pr-n of O, 5, 10, 15, and 2O mmHg at both .low

(5 cmH2O) and hish (20 cmïzO) pn were generated for a Ht of 14 cm

(a'ì I pressures beìng referenced to LA), ppl v,/as zero and the
circulation was passive (i,e. pr = o). The results are shor¿Jn in
Figures 3A and 38, respect.i vely, Al I curves are initìal1y convex

to the pressu re axìs, Above a certa in f lov/ thjs re l ati onsh i p

becomes nearly linear.

At Iower Pa (Figure 3A), raìsìng pr_ e ìn steps from O to
20 mmHg produced equivalent shifts in the pressure jntercept at
zero flow (Pz ). This indicates that p¡.A , under these conditions,
was actjng as effective outflow pressure due to the presence of
at least one al veol ar vessel that was maintained open by

gravitatjonal forces at the bottom of the lung. At higher pa

(20 cmHzO) an I'ncrease in Pz djd not occur until pla exceeded

10 mmHg. This ìs attributed to the col lapse of a1ì alveolar
vessels thus forcing Pz to be independent of p¡-¡ until the first
al veo lar vessel opens , Raìsìn9 pLn causes a rough 1 y paral lel
shjft in the 'l ìnear portìon of the p-F relatjonship. The extent
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of thjs shift is typi cal l y Iess than the rise in Pr- A and it
jncreases wi th i ncreasj ng Pr- ¡ (Figure 3A). Also, for a gìven

change in Pr-n, the shift is smaller at hìgher Pq (Figure 3B).

0102030010203040
Pp¡ (mmH9)

FIGURE 3. P-F relatjons generaled \,¿ìth the multibranched modeì at varìous
left atrial pressures (Pr-¡) for both low (Panel A) and high (Panel B) alveolar
pressures (PA ),
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The model predictions for p-F relatjorìs at various pLA are
in stlj kìng agreement w.i th resu l ts reported by Ban i ster and

Torrance (1), Their resu I ts, obta.i ned in i sol ated cat I ungs,
aiso show that raisìng venous pressure shifts the p-F curves to
the rìght by an amount that is always less than the rise in
venous pressure and is markedly affected by pn.

As indicated in "INTRoDUcrIoN" the progressive reduction in
Rr wìth increasing F (implicit from the non-rinear behavior of
the P-F relatjon) could be due to progressìve recruitment,
progressìve vascular distention, or both. To assess the relat.i ve

importance of these two factors we compared p-F relat.i ons
genera¿ed with and wjthout gravìty effects. Figure 4A ( Ieft)
shows P-F relatjonshìps when pn is S cmHzO and prn ìs 0 mmHg

( referenced to LA), Under these conditions, and in the presence

of gravity (Ht = 14 cm, dashed Tine), ratsìng pee just above zero
jnitìates F in the lowest segment onìy Isìnce pv exceeds pn onìy

ìn the lowest capì I lary sheetl. As ppn is increased more

channels are recruìted and when ppn exceeds 9 mmHg all channels

are recruited, By inputtìng Ht as zero ( sol íd I i¡te), gravity
effect (no ve rt ica ì pressure gradìent) and progressìve
recruitment are el iminated, Instead, a1 ì vessels open when ppa

just exceeds 5 cmHzO (or S.6 mmHg). As seen from Figure 4A,

apart from the difference near zero F the two lines (soiíd and

dashed) are almost indistinguishable indicating that recruitment
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contri butes l ittle to the non- I i near behav i or of the p-F
relationship. Over most of the F ran9e, non-ì ìnearity is
prìmarì ly a function of distens jb.i l.i ty of the vascular bed.

To ascertai n the extent to whj ch the specì al mechani cal
characteristics of the capìliary sheet are responsìble for the
overal I behav ior, we have generated p-F relations using a s ì ng.le

vessel ìn which the 50 most downstream segments have the
mechanìcal propertìes of extra-alveolar veins and the 5O most

upstream segments have the mechan i ca I properti es of
extra-alveolar arteries (CHApTER S) under the same pout ( ì.e,
equal to zero) after adjusting Ro,3s so that pin at a normal F of
2.O ]/min was sjmìlar to that of the multjbranched nlode'l . The

results are shown by the dotted line in Fjgure 4A ( teft). Agaìn,

there was little d ifference from the response of the
multibranched model w jth a capì ìIary sheet whether or not gravìty
( ì.e. recruitment) was a factor.

Figure 4B shows p-F reìationshìps generated $/hen pA is
20 cmHzO and P¡_r ìs 0 mmHg ( left) with (Ht = 14 crr¡ dashed line)
and wjthout (Ht - O, sol id 7 ine) gravity effects, Under these

condìtìons, sìmi lar to lower pA , recruitment affects the p-F

relationship only over a limited flow range that is below normal .

The djstinctjve behavior (ì.e. non-ljnear fol lowed by Iinear) of
Lhe P-F re l at ionsh i p is stjII d i ctated by the characteristic
static behavior (dislensibi I ity) of the pulmo¡rary vessels.
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As might be expected, when the same three conditions were

compared at high prn Imult.i branched with and wìthout gravity
(Fjgures 4A and 48, ríSht) and sìng1e vessel (F.i gure 4A, right)J
I ittle differences were observed.

Pta-Ppe relatíonships at various pe. pla-ppn reìationsh.i ps

at Pn of 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 cmH2 O for both normal (2 l/nin) and

above normal (B r/nin) pulmonany brood frows are shown in
Figures 5A and 58, respectìvely. For the sake of comparìson wit,h
existing animal studies, ìn these runs pressures were referenced
to the bottom of the lung (Ht = 14 cm). At both flow rates and

all Pn levels, there is a pr-A range over which ppn is independent

of Pl e Above this range, the slope of the curve (i.e.
z = Appa/apt¡ ) jncreases smoothly toward un.i ty. The point of
inflection between a slope of zeno and a sìope greater than zero
appears to coincide with pn (circles) for pA greater than
5 cmH2 O.

The model resurts of pr-a-pp¡ relations are hishry consistent
wj th resu I ts previously repo rted by varì ous i nvest i gato rs ,

Banister and rorrance (1) noted that venous pressure had to rise
to values within one cmHzo of pn in order to have any ìnfluence
on Ppa at constant F. l,/est and Doì lery (29) also found lhat
venous pressure had no effect on ppn at constant F until it
exceeded PA. Permutt et al. (23) showed that pl n had to be

increased to values approxìmateìy equar to pe before t,here was

any decrease jn F at constant pp¡. Our results are also in



st|i king agreement with results reported by Lopez-Muniz et al ,

( 1e ) . In the range pr p greater than 5 mmHg a near i dentj ty
between the transition poìnt and pa was found, whereas in the
range Prp less than 5 mmHg the transitìon poìnt occurred at
outflow pressures of about s mmHg. The latter value was fixed
and ìndependent of p¡ at a constant F. Lopez-Munìz et al. (1g)

and Permutl and Riley (zs ) attributed this phenomenor'ì to smooth

muscle tone. while vascular tone can enhance thìs phenomenon the
present model predìcts its existence without any vascuìar tone,

The experìmental data quoted above have helped support the
notion that a vascular waterfal I exists at the capi I lary level
when Pn exceeds P¡_n. In the region where ppn is independent of
Pla ( i ,e. slope near zero) most of the capi l lar.i es are presumed

to show this waterfal I phenomenon (zone 2 perfusion). Hence,

pressure upstreanì from the capillaries is independent of pr_q at
al I levels. A slope that is intermediate between zero and one

wou1d, usìng the same interpretatìon, ìndicates that some unìts
are in zone 2 whì le others, in more dependent regions, are ìn
zone 3 (on account of gravity), In these, upstream pressure ìs
'i nfluenced by Pr-n. To the extent that a similar behavior is
displayed by a sìngle vessel with mechanìcal properties simi lar
to those of extra-alveolar vessels and where a capìllary shee!

does not exist and j ntravascu I ar p ressu re ìs g reate r than
perivascuìar pressure throughout its I engt h [.i .e. a waterfa] I

does not exist ( CHAPTER 5)1, distensibility of the vascular bed,
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'ì ndependent of any vascular vJaterfal ì, must account for at leasL
some of this behavior. To evaiuate the extent of thìs
contribution we have generated pla-ppn relations w.i th a Ht of
14 cm (i,e. as in Figure S) and compared the results with those
when Ht $¿as zero' In the ratter case arì capìrrary sheets are
eìther ìn zone 2 or zone 3 depending on pr-n. If the explanatìon
for the dìstinct behavior of this relation is the heterogeneity
of flow regìme (zone 2 vs, zone 3) ìn different regìons, then
when gravìty is removed transition from a slope of zero to a

slope greater than zero should be very crìsp and once the
transition pressure js exceeded, the slope of the p¡_¡-pp¡

relation should be f .i xed and near un i ty, The results for
selected alveolar pressures of 0, 10 and 20 cm1zo at the two flow
rates (2 and B l/min) are shown in Figures OA and 68,

respect i ve 1y. Noti ce that p ressu res in this fì gure were

referenced to LA. This was done to ensure that p¡_ a wi th and

w ithout grav ity effects were equal ( i n absol ute terms ) wi thout
havìng to correct Pln for I ung he j ght when pressures are
referenced to lhe bottom of the lobe. That the transition in all
cases is still gradual (ìn fact the curves are almost
indistinguìshabìe) strongly suggests that a waterfal ì phenomenon

at the level of the capì11arìes is not a sìgnificant factor
underlying the Pr_n-Ppn behavior, Rather, the explanation is
simi lar to that d iscussed in relatìon to the sjngle vessel.
Increasìng Pn sìmply forces a segment of the circulation to
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operate at low djstending pressures where R is highly dependent

on distending pressure, thereby accentuating the mechanism (ì.e.
decrease Rr) that damps the response of ppa to changes in pr-n and

to whjch alI vascular segments contribute,
P-F relationships at various pe. p-F relationships were

generated at Pn of 0, 5, 10, 1S, and 20 cmHzO and prn of 2 and

15 mmHg (Ht = 14 cm, alì pressures referenced to LA), The curves

are shown ìn Figures 7A and 78, respectìvely.

At lower Plr (Fìgure 7n), raisìng pn from O to 1O cmHzO

produced no ef f ect on Pz . Pz v,/âs not af f ected by 1 ung .i nf I at ì on

and was equal to Pr-a at these levels of prp due to lhe presence

of at I east one a lveol ar vessel that was mai ntai ned open by

gravitatìonaì forces at the bottom of the lung. At h.i gher pre

( 15 and 20 cmH2O), an increase in pz with lung inflation js
evident. A paralìel shift in the rectiIinear part of the p-F

rel ati onsh i p js also evident.

By raising Pr-a to I5 mmHg, fulI recruitment of the capiIIary
bed is achieved ( Fi gure 7B). Under these cond.i tions, the
increase jn Pz is el iminated. The paraì ìel shift of the p-F

re lati onshi p is also diminished,

Our mode I pred ì cti ons are highly cons j stent wìth resu I ts
previously reported by varìous investìgators, In l gS1, jn

isolated canine rìght lower 'i obes, Edwards (8) first showed that
raisjng Pn causes both an increase in pz and a shjft toward
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higher Ppa in the P-F relatìonshìp.

with increasing PA has been shoþrn by

dog (14, 26) and cat preparations ( I,

A shif¿ in the P-F relation,
other i nvesti gators in both

2, 4).
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FIGURE 7. P-F relatjons generated with the multibranched modêl at varjous
alveolar pressures (P¡) for both lovl (Pânel A) and hìgh (Panel B) prn.

Pr¡ = 15 mmHg



Model predictions for pz do not totally agree w.i th
observations made by Graham et al . ( l4) in isolated canjne left
lowêr lobes, In their study, raìsìng pn from S to 15 cmHzO did

not affect Pz (which was about 1O cmHzO referenced to the bottom

of the lobe). It ìs possible in our model to account for a fixed
Pz that is higher than Pln and that ìs ìndependent of p¡ (over

the range 0 I Pa 5 Pz ) by ìntroducing vascular tone. When

vascular tone exceeds Pn it acts as the effective outflow
pressure or Pz, However, ìn order to obtaiñ â pz that is lower

than Pn it js necessary to introduce to the model additjonal
channels that bypass the alveolj and thus allow ppa to drop to
levels below Pe. The time that was allowed, jn the study of
Graham et al , (14), for Ppn to stabjlize (about 5 min) suggests

that these vessels must have a very high resìstance and therefore

do not play a sìgnìfìcant role in determjning p-F relations under

steady-s¿ate f Iow conditions.

As mentioned in "ÌqETHODS", Rcni n was selected arbìtrarì ìy to

account for 20% of total resistance at reference condi tions
(Rro,¡s). Because VL (and hence Pn) affects alveolar and

extra-alveolar vessels differently ( i.e. raising pe increases R

of alveolar vessels and decreases R of extra-alveolar vessels)

one anticjpates the f ractiona'l contribution of Rcrnin to Rro,35 to
affect the general behavior of the p-F relatjons whì le ra.i s.i ng

Pn. We have, therefore, compared P-F re lations obtained when

Rcmin js 5 and 50% of Rro,ss with those shown in Fìgures 7A and
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7B (obtajned when Rcrnin is 20% of R¡o,ss). As expected pz did
not d i ffer in any of these curves, The extent of rìght shift
obtained with increasing PA was roughìy ZO% less when Rcmin was

5% of Rro,35 and 30% more when Rcmiô was 50% of Rro,ss compared

to the shifts obtained ìn Figures 7A and 78 (figures not shown).

2. Response of the multibranched

nodel in pathologic states

Vascular obstruction, With vascular obstruction Ro, as of
the occluded vessels becomes infinite and independent of pru

whi le the behavior of the remainjng vessels .i s kept "normaj,'.

Since each branch in the model represents several paral1e l

channels, occlusion of some of the channels wou'l d remove some of
the conductances, thus reducing the conductance of the branch by

the sante proportion ( i.e. occluded vessels divìded by totaì
vessels) at al I transmuraì pressures. Gjven re mathematical

form used to compute R of each branch in the model (equations 13

and 14, CHAPTER 5), vascular occlusion can be simulated by simpjy

increasjng the value of Ro,ss, To simu¡ate occlusion of all
vessels encompassed by one branch, Ro,ss for that branch is
inputted as an infinìtely high number (106 was used in the
sjmulation). To simulate occlusion of half of the vessels in a

branch Ro,¡s for the branch is doubled, arrd so on.
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Figure B shows P-F relations at pa of 5 cmHzO and pLA of
5 mmHg when al l vessels are intact (solid Ijne), and when

multiple occlusions ( dashed line) caused obstructj on of all
vessels repnesented by Rz" (ì,e. Rzao,gs = 106 ) as well as most

vessels represented by Rsc âhd R¡ rr (Rsco,ss increased 15 times

and R4ho,35 20 times their normal values, respectìvely). This

selection was arbi Lrary, However, the results were qual itativeìy
similar when other combinations were utilized. The p-F

relationship with vascular occlusion continues to show the same

general characteristìcs as jn the absence of occlusìon; the slope

of the relatjon progressìveìy increases as F increases finally
reaching a near linear segment and constant slope, The slope of
the P-F curve at any F is, however, lower than in the absence of

occlusjon. There ìs, accordìngly, no tendency for the two lines
to become paraìlel; the lines continue lo diverge as F increases

(cf jncreased tone ) . Signifìcant1y, pop, determined by

extrapolatìon of the I inear segment (dots), in the presence of
occlusjon is shjfted to the right, a findìng that may be

erroneously attr.i buted to a co-existent increase iñ pcrit (e.g,

6, 7, 13, 21 , 27).
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Increased vascular tone. As in the case of the sìngìe
vessel, vascular tone was modeled as a radial force opposìng pv,

thereby reducìng effective Prr¡. Vessel area at a given effective
Prr,r (and hence Ro,¡s ) are unaltered, Fìgure g shows p-F

relations generated without added tone (sol id / i nes) and with 3

levels of added tone, equivaìent to 5, 10, and 1S mmHg,

respectively. Lef! and r'i ght panels depict the responses al low

(2 mmHg) and hish (20 mmHg) Prn. In the top two panels (A and

B), tone was appl ied uniformìy to al I extra-alveolar vessels. In

the middìe paìr (C and D) tone was applied to aìl precapi ì lary

vessels and in the bottom two panels (E and F) tone was appìied

to the third arterial generation on 1y (i.e. R¡a to Rs¿,

Figure 1), In all cases Ht was 14 cm, PA was zero, and pressures

were referenced to LA.

As mìght be expected, when Pln is low ( left) addition of
tone causes a rìght-ward shift in the minimum pressure required

to initiate flow (j.e. Pz). The shift in p¿ ìn panel E is less

than in panels A and C sjnce gravìty forces the openìng of the
'I owest constrjcted vessel (Rso ) at a lower Ppn. In all cases,

however, the ljnes djverge from the no-tone line untjl a cli tical
horizontal displacement has been reached. Above this level the

P-F 1i nes are shìfted in a parallel fashjon !o the no-tone line,
and to each other. The F at whìch the paralìe1 shìft begjns is
general ly in the normal F range (2 Lo 4llmin). Also as mìght be

expected, the shift in the P-F relationship is greater at hìgher



tone levels. Hollever, for a given Pr the shift
PLA. The magnìtude of shift also decreases as

proport'i on of the vascuiar segment subjected to

'i s Iess at higher

a functi on of the

the appl i ed tone,
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FIGURE 9. P-F relatjons without added tone (solid I ines) and wjth 3 levels
of added tone (5, 10, and 15 nìmHg). Left and right panels show the response
at low (2 nrnrHg) and hìgh (20 mmHg) Pr¡, respectjvely. Panels A and B,
represent the conditjon when Lone was applìed unìformly to all extra-alveolar
vessels; paneìs C and D represent the condition u/hen Lone was appììed to alì
precapillary vessels; and panels E and F represent the condition when tone was
applìed to the third arterial generation only.
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SEE FIGURE NEXT PAGE

FIGURE 10. Actual pressures (in mmHg), resistances (in mmHg/l/min) and
flow (l/min) at dìfferent points jn the model. Pressures are written at
bifurcatjons; Resistances are }/rìtten in series \,tith the branches; Flo\'l rates
are the boxed-in values at the cap'i liary level. Left panels were obtained at
a flow of 4 l/nin and right panels were obtaìned at a flovr of 8 J/mìn. Panels
A and B were obtained vÍithout tone. Panels C and D were obtained vJith a tone
of 10 mmHg added to ajl vessels in the thìrd arterial generatìon. Panels E

and F were obtained rvith a tone of 10 mmHg \.Jas added to the second to last
venous generaLìon (Rz'). Pa equals zero, Hr equals 14 cm, and Pr-n Ís 2 mmHg

for all paneìs. A1'ì pressures are referenced to LA, Not all pressure vaìues
are shown. Mjssing values can be calculated from data provjded, P is flow
weighted mean of aìl pressures at the respectjve level. R js resistance
calculated from the difference in P along the generation and total f'low.
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Flow = 2 l/mîn
Pt = 0 cmH2O

r = 9^m!'ÌHs

G20
-
E
Er15
È

fL ldontiþ line

FIGURE I1 . Prn-Ppn relations without tone ( solid line), with tone
equìva'lent to 10 mmHg appljed at the thjrd arterìal generatìon (dotted line)
and at the second to last venous generatìon (dashed line),
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A paraì lel shift in the p-F relationship could result from

an increase in Pcrit at some Ieveì aìong the vascular bed, or.i t
may be fortuitous (see below). If the effect of tone is vja the

former mechanism (i.e. increased Pcrir) then one mìght expect

that addìng tone would cause a parallel shift only when the level
of added tone i s such that the most downstream end of the

constri cted segment becomes, effectì veì y, the s.i te of cri ti cal

closure ( i.e. effective Pru < O). Adding tone above thjs level
should cause a further parallel shift of the same magnitude as

the extra added tone. Our results refute thìs explanat.i on. It
js evjdent that adding tone causes a roughly parallel shìft even

when Pln, and hence transmural pressures throughout the
circulation are in excess of the added tone (Figure 9, panels B,

D, and F), Under these conditions a critical closure site cannot

be postulated. In addition, if the paral lel shjft obtained with
an added tone of 5 mmHg at low Pla is secondary to pr actìng as

Pcrit ât some segment, then subsequent increases jn tone should

cause a paral lel shift equìvalent to the extra-added tone. This

was no¿ the case ( compare F i gures gA, B, and C ) . l,Je concl ude,

therefore, that Lhe paral I e I shi ft beyond a certain F ìs an

incidental', and rather routine, response to an increase in tone

resulting from compìex effects of F on the resìstance of, and

pressure gradient along, the constricted and non-constri cted

segments, gjven the mechanicai propertjes of pulmonary vessels.

A good case in point is the response to added tone at one



generat i on only I eavi ng othèr gene rat i ons unaffected (as jn

Figure 9E). Thus, Figure l0 provides intravascular pressures and

resistances at various points in the tree. panels A and B

pertain to the simulation with no added tone at f lo\4 rates of 4

and I l/mjn, respectìvely ( left paìr of circles in Fì9ure 9E).

Panels C and D show results obtained when a tone of 1O mmHg is
added at the third arterial generalìon while alI other vali ables

are Ieft unchanged ( ri ght pai r of cjrcìes in Figure 9E). All
pressures were referenced to LA. Note that:

1) Even though Lhe P-F relationship wìthout tone ìs l.i near

jn this F range (i.e. ¿ Lo I l/njn, solid line, Fìgure 9E) there
js no waterfal I at any ìevel at either flow rate; Pout for ajl
vessels is above Pcrit (Figure 10, panels A and B)1 ,

2) A vertical F gradìent (note boxed numbers at capìl ìary

level ), resulting from a vertical gradìent ìn resistances, is
evident. The latter js due to the effect of gravìty or Pc (-Z to
+7 cmH2O from top to bottom to be added to dìspìayed pressures).

3) Addition of tone equivalent to 1O mmHg to all branches

of Ra generation caused unequal increases in R at the different
levels (compare Figures 1OA with 10C and 108 wìth 10D). For

example, Rs., at 4,0 ]/min, increased by 6.3 units whereas Rao

increased only by 1.6 units. This is because vessels at
different levels are operating at different regìorrs of their pru

vs. R relationship (flgures 2A and 28, CHAPTER 5) on account of
gravì ty. l'lotw j thstandi ng the di fferent effects on R, the
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vertical distribution of F was little affected (compare boxed

values ìn Figure 10, panels A and C, or B and D). As a resuìt,
pressures downstream from the affected segment were aìmost

unchanged,

4) When a tone of 10 mmHg was added to R¡ at 4.0 l/mìn, Ap

a ìong the relevant branches increased, on average, by onìy

2,8 mmHg ( compare AP along R¡ at bottom of paneì C vs. AP aìong

Rs at bottom of paneì A). Ppa increased less (i,e.

22,0-19.7 = 2,3 mmHg) on account of some decrease in R of the two

upstream generations, At the hìgher F (Figure. 10, panels B and

D) the same added tone resulted in a smalIer ìncrease in Rs,

again because the vessels are operatìng on a flatter region of

their Pr¡t vs. R relatìonship (on account of greater Pv ). The

smaller ìncrease in R¡ and greater F cancel each other out,

resu I ti ng ìn a similar increase in AP across R¡ at both flow

rates, Hence, the parallel shift. In neither case was lhere a

waterfal I at the sjte of constricted vessels. Thus, at Rsa, at

4,O 1/min (Figure 9, paneì C), downstream pressure was 10,4 mmHg

(14.8 mmHg referenced to LA as shown in figure less 4.4 mmHg for
gravity) whereas Pcrir was 10 mmHg. At lower branches and higher

F downstream pressure exceeds Pcrit bt even greater amounts,

We wanted to see if the same magnìtude of tone, applìed at

more djstant sites (where the vessels are operating on a steeper

part of thei r Pru vs. R relationship) produces different results.

Figures 10E and 10F shouJ the effect of adding a tone of 10 mmHg



at the second to last venous generation (R2', Figure 1) at 4.0

and 8.0 l/min, respectiveìy, Under these conditions a waterfaj l

exists since downstream pressures were only 2.8 and 3.6 mmHg at 4

and B l,/min, respectively, while Pcrir was 10 mmHg. ÀP aìong

this generation increased much more than when the same amount of

tone was applied upstream, For example, average 
^P 

across Rz' at

4.0 1/min increased from 2,7 (without tone, Fjgurê 104) to
10.5 mmHg (with tone, Fìgure 10E), a 7.8 mmHg increase as opposed

to 2.8 mmHg (see above). Nonetheìess, Ppn increased by only

3,2 mmHg, not much different from when tone y¡as appl jed

upstream, When tone is appl ied downstream it causes a greater

rise jn pressure immedia¿ely upstream to the constricted segment.

However, a greater segment of the circulation lìes upstream, and

hence subject to distention. More of the increased pressure is

thus lost on account of upstream distention eventual ly causing

Ppn to rise to about the same amount. Applyìng tone distaì ly
also causes a paralìel shift; Ppa increased 3.2 and 3.4 mmHg at

4.0 and 8.0 l/min, respectively (Figure 104 vs. Figure 1OE and

Figure 108 vs. Figure 10F). Simi lar results were obtained when

tone was appl ìed at other levels, It fol lows that simi lar
qual ìtative responses ( ì.e, paraì lel shift) and nearly identical
quantitative responses are obtained regardless of where the tone

is applied and whethen or not a waterfal I results,
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The effect of increasìng PLA on PpA when tone (10 mmHg) was

applied upstream (Re generatìon, no waterfal I ) or downstream (Rz'

generation, þ/atêrfal I present) ìs shown ìn Fìgure 11. The two

curves are compared with the relationship obtained before addìng

tone. l,lilh venous constrictìon (dashed I ine) there is a segment

where the slope is true zero (P¡-n 0 to 6 mmHg). However, over

the same Pre range, the slope without the waterfal I is not

sufficiently different from zero to be detectable experìmentaì ly.
The data presented ìn Figures 9 to 11 indicate that Lhe P-F

and Prn-Ppn relations have no discriminatìng abìlìty in

identìfyìng the presence or absence of a waterfal l, In addition,

the slope of the Pua-Ppn relation is of no use jn determjnìng the

proportion of the lung in zone 2 perfusion. A parallel shift in

the P-F rel atjonship wi I I always occur whenever vessels are

subjected, un ì form ly (in the vertj cal sense ) to a co l laps ing

force. Furthermore, the magnìtude of the parallel shjft is not

unì quel y re ìated to the magnì tude of the col l apsì ng force. The

longìtudìnal extent of appiied force (i.e. how many generations

are affected) and Prn both affect the extent of this shjft
(Figure 9). It is evìdent that these conclusions apply equaììy

to the effect of 'i ncreasing PA, whjch operates in the same

fashion as vasomotor tone except at the alveolar level,

l{hen vascular tone is appl ied unequal l y to paral l e l

channels, the results (figures not shown) are jntermediate

bet¡¿een those of mechanical obstruction (e.g. figure 8) and those



of uniformly appljed tone (Figure 9). For example, if a pr of

30 nmHg ìs appìied to one branch onìy, the P-F relation dìverges

from the base 7 ine relation unti I pressure upstream to the

conslricted segment exceeds Pcr i t for the vessel , Thereafter,

Lhe P-F relation becomes paraìle1 Lo base line,

3. Relation to previous models

Mode l s of the pu l monary c irculation have been previousìy

reported by various jnvestigators. Permutt et al , (23) used a

mechanical model consisting of Starlìng resìstors arranged in
parallel , one above the other, to accounL for P-F reìatìonships

of the pul monary ci rculation. The 1 ung was divided i nto tyro

zones, one in which Pr- n I Pn and the other in which Pr- n ) Pn

Icorresponding to zones 2 and 3, as defined by West et a1 . (30),

respectivelyl. Total flow in each zone was obtained by

ìntegratìng segmental (in the verti cal sense ) flow ove r a

specìfìed lung heìght for that zone, and totaì pulmonary blood

f loþ, was derived by combìnìng flows from both zones. McDonal d

and Butìer (20 ) used a similar model, except that their model

consisted of four sjmi lar col lapsìble tubes connected ìn paraì ìel

and supponted at different heights, in a box, to represent

capillarjes at different heìghts in an air-fìlled lung. Although

both model s coul d portray some characteri sti cs of the P-F

relationships seen in ìsolated lungs, both lacked extra-alveolar

vessels and their conLribution to the ¿otal P-F reìationship. In
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addition, both models were constructed from col lapsible yet

non-djstensible tubìng. In a Iater study, l,/est et al. (31),

using a computer mode l , were also able to simulate
non'linearities in the P-F relationship. Theìr model consisted

of 5O i nterconnected vessels each having ìts own R and its own

Pcrit before which F could not occur, Following that point, a

regìon with a linear P-F relationship (i.e. fixed R) was assumed,

Resistances and critìcal pressures of each element were randoml y

chosen, Whj le the model helped expìain non-l inearities in the

P-F refationship, again the model did not ìnclude extra-alveolar

vesse I s .

To accommodate for extra-alveolar vessels, Dawson et al ' (5)

divided each paral le1 unit ì nto three potenti al Starl i ng

resistors connected in se|i es (an arterial segment that is

connected to an alveolar segment which is in turn connected to a

venous segment). Px for the alveolar segment was assumed equaì

to Pe, whereas Px for the arteri al and venous segments were

assumed equal to the sum of smooth muscle tone and counter radial

tractjon forces produced by I ung infIation. A lthough an

jmprovement ove r prìor mode I s this I atte r mode I was stil I

constructed from extra-aìveolar vessels that were collapsìble but

not dìstensible. In additìon, Px vaìues for the arterial and

venous segments were arbitrarily chosen and were not based on

exper i mental data .
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Recently, Zhuang et al. (32) have presented a more complete

model of the pu I monary circulation for s teady- state f ioyJ

condi ti ons. The i r model was based on di rect measurements of

anatomìcal and elastìcity data obtained in isolated cat ìungs.

Although a detai led explanation of thei r model is beyond the

scope of this paper, ìn br i ef, it consjsted of a sìngìe

sheet-flow model (10, 11) connected in series to an arterìal and

venous branching systems. The sheet-flow theory of Fung and

Sobin (10, 11) was used to caiculate pulmonary capilìary P-F

relatìonships at the alveolar level and an analogous "fjfth-power

law" vJas used for the arterial and venous branching systems.

Model pred i cti ons in thei r study we re compared to prevìousìy

reported data. Krishnan et al. (15), in a more recent study,

also compared the results of the model of Zhuang et al . (32) to a

series of steady-state results obtained in isolated cat Iungs,

our model djffers from that of Zhuang et al. (32) in severaì

respects:

First, the number of branchjng orders jn the Zhuang model

(11-17 orders) is considerably higher than the number of orders

ìn our present model (4 orders), Although this negates the main

advantage of the Zhuang model, namely the use of actual

anatomical data (len9th, diameter, etc. ), it permìtted us to

simulate parallel non-homogeneities, which would be unmanageable

otherwise. We believe that the number of branching orders in the

present model represents a good balance between the desire to
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keep lhe model as simple as possi bl e, while having the
poss'i bil ity to change individual res i stances ì ndependentl y.

Second, distensìbjlity of the vascuiar bed in relation to Pru

( i.e pressure-diameter relations) in the Zhuang model was assumed

constant. The relations reported for dogs are quite djfferent.
As shown in Fjgures 1A and 1B (CHAPTER 5, reproduced from

Figures 7A and 78, ref.28, respectively), for arterìes, area and

not dìameter is Iinearly reiated to pressure while for veins

I inearity is maintained over a very smal l range of Pru (0 to

I cmHzO), Third, Px ìn the Zhuang model was assumed constant and

equal to either Pn or Ppr Idepending on vessel size ìn the study

of Zhuang et al. (32), and on the branching order in that of

Kri shnan et al. ( 15)1. P*, however, as shown ìn Figures 1A and

1B ( reproduced from Figures 114 and 118, ref. 28, respectively)

is highly dependent on the state of I ung inflation and the

magnìtude of Pv (see also 16, 17). Fourth, ìn order to

accommodate for increased vessel length þ/ith lung inflation, an

jncrease in the number of branchjng orders is necessary in the

Zhuang model (32) . In the present mode l , however, changes i n

vesse l I ength secondary to changes ìn I ung vo I ume are

ìncorporated into the model. Fifth, vascular tone and gravity

effects included in the present modeì,

Zhuang mode L
were not included in the
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E, FOOTNOTES

Footnote l. Vascular pressures shown ìn Fìgure 10 are referenced

to LA. To obtain actual Pv at any Ieveì, the effect of gravity
(Pc) should be added to the indicated values. For this
simulation Pc is -7 cmHzO (¡5 mmHg) at the hìghest level and

+7 cmH2O at the lowest. Because PA in this simulation is zero,

and Px is also zero (Fìgure 1, CHAPTER 5) and since no tone was

added in panels A and B, Pcrit = Px ìs equaì zero for al l

branches.
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F. GLOSSARY

o: compl jance of the capiI ìary sheet, in Um/cmHz O.

ì U: viscosity of blood.

: O,gS: when appìied as subscri pt to a statement refers to the

val ue of the statement at reference condìtions of
Prp = 0 and Ppas = 35 cmH2O.

A: vessel cross-sectional area ( lumen),

', A¡: cross-sectional area of segment i,
,4max r highest Iumen cross-sectional area reported by Smith

and Mjtzner (28) ti,e, at Ppas of 30 cmHzOl .

, Ao : I umen area at opti mal musc le I ength ( Jo ) .

Cr-: a constanL describing the fractional lung volume change

, Þer unit pressure change.

f i t tow.
:

:I Fcri¿i critical flow at which the cross-sectional area of the
:

i most upstream segment of a vessel is the same with and

wi thout added tone .

Fnax i max imal f Iow, as al lowed by the wave-speed I imitation
, theory, in a gìven segment and for a gìven Pv.
a

: Fr: total f low.

I g: capi I lary sheet thickness.
: Harr : thjckness at the arterial end of a capi l lary sheet,

, Hr¡ax : maximum sheet thickness,
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Ho: capiIlary sheet thickness when intravascuìar pressure

(Pv ) equals alveolar pressure (Pn ).

, Ht: I ung height,
, Hu"n: thickness at the venous end of a capillary sheet.

, l: vessel l ength

LA: I eft atrium.

/max: vessel Iength at maximal (Prp = 30 cmH2O) lung volume.

-lo: optìmal muscle length, length at which musc'l e produces

¡¡ax i ma I tens i on,

P-F: p ressu re-f I ow,

PA: pulmonary artery,

Part: jntravascular pressure at the arterial end of a

capi I I ary sheet.

. Pcrir: crjtical opening pressure, the minjmal pressure

requi red to open an indivjduaì vessel,
:

, 
t.: pressure produced by gravìtational forces.

; Pi n : ì nfl ow pressure '

Pu a : I eft atri al pressure.

Pmax i pressure at which a capilìary sheet reaches its maxjmum

, Lhickness (Hnax ) and becomes non-distensjble.
:

, P"i n : minimal Prot below which vessel compì ìance becomes
.

lj zero or negati ve wi th treatments 1 and 2 of Pr
. (Flgure 5).

, P": pressure produced by active tension when smooth muscle

l ayer is at lo.
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Popi openjng pressure, obtained from the extrapolated
pressure i ntercept of the I i near segment of a P-F

reIationshiP.
: Pour: outflow Pressure.

Ppn: pulmonary arterial pressure,

Ppas i passìve pressure ( i ,e, in the absence of vasomotor

tone ) .

Ppr: pleural Pressure.

, Pr: pressure due to vasomotor tone.
:

, ttr: transmural pressure.

Prot: total pressure' the sum of Pr and Ppae '

Pr p : transpu I monary Pressure '

Pv : i ntravascu lar Pressure '

: Pven : intravascular pressure a the venous end of a capi l ìary

. sheet,
l

, 
t*: per i vascu ìar Pressure.

i P.: the pressure at which flow commences in a vessel.

ri rad i us.

R: resjstance, When fol lowed by 4 ""' pertains to venous
: resistance and when combi ned with a numerical fol lowed

. by a lower case letter refer to Figure 1, part II of
j

i this communication for exact locatìon of the vessel in
a

: the mul ti branched model .
:

. Rar: resistance of an arterial extraalveolar pulmonary
:' vessel.



Rcr: first (of two) subdjvjsion of a capillary sheet

resistance (see text for further explanatìon).

Rczi second (of Lwo) subdivìsion of a capillary sheet

resistance (see text for further explanation).

Rc i capi I lary sheet resistance'

Rcmin i minimal capillary sheet resistance'

Ros: downstream resistance'

Ri : res istance of segment j'

rii i umen radius'

rni radius of smooth muscle layer'

Rn( t ) : vessel ranking relative to a reference point used to

calculate gravitational pressure (Pc ).

toi ìumen radius when smooth muscle layer is at -Io.

Rr : total res i stance '

Rv: vascul ar res i stance '

Rve r resistance of a venous extraalveolar pulmonary vessêl'

T: tens ion.

Tmax: maximal actìve tension obtained at lo.

Vl: ìung volume'

VLmax i max imal (i,e. at Prp = 30 cmHzO) Iung voìume.

Vr.r : mjnimal ( i.e. at Prp = 0) Iung volume as a f raction of

VL m a x ,

WS: wave-sÞeed.
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Zi the change in Pp¡ (APpa) as a fraction of a step change

in Pre (ÀPr-n ); APnn /LPta in the multìbranched model and

APin/APout in the single vessel model '
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